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“We must not forget that when radium was discovered no one knew that 

it would prove useful in hospitals. The work was one of pure science. And 

this is a proof that scientific work must not be considered from the point 

of view of the direct usefulness of it. It must be done for itself, for the 

beauty of science, and then there is always the chance that a scientific 

discovery may become like the radium, a benefit for mankind.” 

 - MARIE CURIE 

This thesis honors and draws heavily from not only the life and works of Marie Curie, but 

also her approach towards scientific discovery. Her work with Radium proved to be 

indispensable in the treatment of cancer. However, the tragic irony is in the fact that Curie 

herself died of cancer, despite contributing significantly to cancer research.  

Cancer is probably the oldest malady that exists on earth since the inception of the animal 

kingdom and remains pertinent as an “unsolved mystery”. It is one of the most terrifying 

threats to human civilization. However, the disease existed before human evolution. Evidence 

suggests that cancer may have been recognized and documented in various forms throughout 

history, possibly dating thousands of years. According to a recent report in The Lancet 

Oncology, researchers claim that the first confirmation of a cancer diagnosis was that in 

dinosaurs at the cellular level.1 Approximately 5,000 years ago, cancer was first documented 

in Egypt.2 Since then, people all over the world from different countries and cultures have 

written about the disease and its potential treatment. Studies on cancer called ‘ONCOLOGY’ 

includes the research of countless doctors and scientists worldwide whose discoveries in 

anatomy, physiology, chemistry, epidemiology and other fields have enriched the subject to 

what it is today. Technological advances and advancements in scientific instrumentation 
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further augmented our understanding of the disease, making this field one of modern 

medicine's most rapidly evolving areas. Scientists have obtained more details on cancer in the 

last 2 decades than ever before. Starting in the mid-1990s, emphasis on clinical cancer 

research shifted towards therapies derived from biotechnology like cancer immunotherapy, 

gene therapy etc. By analyzing the history of cancer, we witness the progress made and also 

the development of knowledge regarding underlying causes and possible treatments. While 

Hippocrates is often credited as the first person to use the term "cancer," he actually used 

the Greek word "karkinos" and "karkinoma" to describe tumors, which were derived from the 

Greek word for "crab" because he believed tumors looked like crabs inside.3 The Roman 

physician Celsus was the one who translated the word into its Latin term "cancer." 

In the 20th century, modern methods not only allowed a better understanding of the treatment 

of cancer but also aided the development of cancer surgery. In this century, the ability to 

examine body tissues removed during surgery led to some of the most significant discoveries 

in medical history. Japanese professor Takeshi Hirayama published the first research linking 

lung cancer to direct or passive smoking.4 Baruch S. Blumberg helped develop a vaccine 

against hepatitis B, which can cause liver cancer.5 The first gene therapy cancer treatments 

began to evolve.6 Scientists discovered the BRCA1 gene, which was the first of its kind 

found in a person with symptoms of developing breast or ovarian cancer.7 Jan Walboomers 

and Michele Manos found evidence that human papillomavirus (HPV) is the cause of 

cervical cancer in most cases.8 

Today, in the 21st century, we are still in the process of learning about cancer. Over the 

years, significant progress has been made in prevention, treatment and even cure of some 

forms of cancer. Thanks to clinical trials, scientists have been able to explore and test 

innovative methods to detect and manage cancer. The first vaccine against HPV was 
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approved in the United States in 2006.9 Researchers found that immunotherapy improves 

cure rates in children with neuroblastoma.10  Low-dose computed tomography (CT) scans 

help reduce lung cancer deaths by finding early-stage cancer in high-risk people11 The 

OncoKB, a genetic variant database, was recognized as a tool for predicting drug responses in 

people with cancer.12 This is helping oncologists find the best individual treatments for 

people with specific types of cancer. Precision medicine has become an increasingly 

important approach to cancer treatment that involves using genetic and molecular information 

to tailor treatment to specific characteristics of a person's cancer. This can help improve 

treatment effectiveness while reducing the risk of side effects. Advancement in technology 

have also played a significant role in cancer research and treatment. For example, artificial 

intelligence (AI) is used to analyze large amounts of data to identify new cancer treatments13 

and develop predictive models to determine which treatments are most likely to be effective 

for individual patients.  A growing body of scientific evidence also links air pollution and 

global warming to an increased risk of cancer. According to the International Agency for 

Research on Cancer (IARC)14, a specialized agency of the World Health Organization 

(WHO)15, outdoor air pollution and some specific air pollutants are carcinogenic to humans. 

Exposure to these pollutants can lead to lung cancer and other respiratory cancers. In addition 

to outdoor air pollution, indoor air pollution has also been linked to an increased risk of 

cancer. For example, exposure to second hand smoke has been shown to cause lung cancer in 

non-smokers, and exposure to radon gas has also been linked to lung cancer. Climate change 

is also expected to have an impact on cancer rates. The American Cancer Society notes global 

warming could lead to an increase in air pollution, which in turn could increase the risk of 

cancer.16 Additionally, climate change may lead to changes in the distribution of infectious 

diseases. The probability of developing specific types of cancer can be elevated by the 

aforementioned factors. Climate change due to global warming and increase in pollution is a 
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major concern of the 21st century that may lead to changes in the distribution of infectious 

diseases and also increase the risk of certain types of cancer. Hence, despite advancement in 

clinical research and technology, cancer remains a complex disease and there is still much 

work to be done to improve cancer prevention, detection, and treatment. Research efforts 

continue to focus on understanding the underlying mechanisms of the progress of cancer and 

in the process identify new targets for treatment. Collaboration among researchers, healthcare 

providers and patients is very essential to be able to continue the fight against cancer in the 

21st century. 
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Metal-based compounds have been recognized for their therapeutic benefits since ancient 

times. Civilizations like the Assyrians, Egyptians and the Chinese understood the significance 

of utilizing such compounds for treating various diseases. For instance, they employed 

cinnabar, a compound containing mercury sulfide, to address ailments.1 Nature has inherently 

recognized the significance of metals as crucial constituents within cells. These elements are 

commonly present in the catalytic domain of enzymes and play vital roles in numerous 

biological processes, encompassing electron exchange, catalysis, and structural functions.2,3 

Their utilization extends extensively across cellular activities. Notably, metals like Gallium, 

Zinc, Cobalt, Silver, Vanadium, Strontium, Manganese, and Copper are indispensable in 

minute quantities to initiate catalytic processes in biological organisms.4 The emergence of 

molecular biology and combinatorial chemistry has opened the doors for a systematic 

creation of chemical compounds tailored to interact with particular molecules.5 In recent 

times, the demand for metal-based compounds in cancer treatment has experienced an 

upsurge. This is attributed to the alarming prevalence of cancer and more so, notable 

cytotoxic effects demonstrated by recently synthesized metal-based compounds in vitro.6 

Moreover, by employing ligand substitution and modifying existing chemical structures, a 

diverse range of metal-based compounds has been successfully synthesized, some exhibiting 

improved cytotoxicity and pharmacokinetic profiles. Additionally, a novel approach in 

cytotoxic drug design has emerged, involving the conjugation of metallic compounds with 

bile acid, steroid, peptide or sugar. This strategy facilitates direct drug delivery to cancer 

cells, thereby overcoming certain pharmacokinetic challenges. Despite their undeniable 

therapeutic potential, metal-based compounds, particularly transition metals possess distinct 

characteristics like their ability to engage in redox reactions. Consequently, activities of 

metals and their redox processes are carefully controlled to uphold overall health and well-

being.7–9 As chemotherapeutic drugs continue to be developed and improved with researchers 
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focusing on personalized medicine, immunotherapy and other innovative approaches to 

cancer treatment has profoundly impacted medicines, providing an effective treatment for a 

range of diseases, improving the quality of life for millions of patients worldwide. The 

intriguing therapeutic potential of metal complexes in cancer therapy has garnered significant 

attention primarily due to the distinctive attributes displayed by metals. These include their 

redox activity, versatile coordination modes and reactivity towards organic substrates.2 These 

characteristics serve as enticing factors in the development of metal complexes that possess 

the ability to selectively bind to bio molecular targets, leading to subsequent modifications in 

cellular proliferation mechanisms. 

A well-known example of a transition metal complex used in chemotherapy is cisplatin, a 

platinum-containing compound used to treat a variety of solid tumors, including testicular, 

ovarian and lung cancer.10 Cisplatin works by forming DNA adducts that inhibit DNA 

replication leading to cell death. This has been used as a very efficient chemotherapeutic 

agent for decades. The emergence of resistance to cisplatin served as a fundamental catalyst 

for the exploration of alternative metallic compounds that exhibit enhanced anticancer and 

pharmacokinetic properties. In recent times, there has been a surge in the synthesis of 

additional platinum complexes that are being assessed for their anticancer effects on tumor 

cell lines. This process entails modifying the original platinum compound by conjugating it 

with various ligands to attain desired outcomes. Conjugating carbohydrates (sugars) with the 

platinum compound can induce both biological and physicochemical alterations.11 

Thereafter, scientists and oncologists explored the potential of transition metal complexes as 

anticancer agents, owing to their ability to interact with different biological molecules and 

demonstrate selective cytotoxicity towards cancer cells. The complexes typically contain 

transition metal ions like copper, silver, gold, ruthenium and manganese coordinated to 

ligands in a manner that influences biological activity. For example, ruthenium-based 
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compounds have shown activity against a variety of cancer cell lines12. Ruthenium 

compounds have gained recognition for their ability to induce fewer and less severe side 

effects compared to other compounds. This is attributed to octahedral complexes formed by 

ruthenium, which allow for the exploration of a wider range of ligands in contrast to 

platinum(II) complexes that primarily form square planar complexes. Innovation in the field 

of ruthenium drug design is centered around creation of a ruthenium organic directing 

molecule (RODM)13. In this approach, an organic molecule binds to active sites on an 

enzyme, while the attached ruthenium ion binds to nearby residues of the same enzyme. This 

strategy offers the advantage of having a known biological target, enabling enzymological 

studies such as investigations into the rate of enzyme inhibition. In addition to the 

aforementioned approaches, directed therapy and multinuclear approach have been 

investigated in ruthenium drug design. Ruthenium's capability to form multinuclear and 

supramolecular architecture has also been explored, leading to development of ruthenium 

cluster complexes, ruthenium DNA intercalators and ruthenium-platinum-mixed metal 

compounds. In directed therapy, ruthenium is chemically bonded to an organic compound 

that possesses a known biological target.14 This attachment enables the drug to be directed 

specifically to cells, thereby enhancing the potency of the compound. 

Copper complexes display cytotoxic properties, operating through a distinct mechanism of 

action compared to the widely used platinum compound, cisplatin.15 The effectiveness of 

these compounds varies depending on a specific ligand attached to the basic copper complex. 

Research into the cytotoxic effects of copper-based complexes has been driven by the 

hypothesis that endogenous copper may be less harmful to normal cells compared to cancer 

cells.16 However, in reality it is different, as copper exhibits redox activity and competes for 

binding sites that could otherwise be occupied by other metals. 
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The primary goal of drug design in this context is to develop highly effective compounds that 

possess reduced toxicity and selectively bind to active sites of enzymes. Gold-based 

complexes have also been shown to have anticancer activity17 with some compounds 

exhibiting selectivity towards cancer cells over healthy cells. Gold(III) complexes have 

shown promising potential for selectivity towards thiol-containing enzymes like thioredoxin 

reductase (TrxR), making them attractive candidates for designing compounds that can 

specifically bind to residues within the enzyme's active site.18 Numerous types of gold(III) 

complexes have been synthesized and evaluated for their anticancer activity against various 

cancer cell lines. 

In the past, silver complexes did not receive much attention compared to other metals, despite 

demonstrating promising cytotoxic activity on different cancer cell lines. However, there has 

been a recent surge of interest in the cytotoxic properties of silver(I) complexes. Researchers 

discovered that most silver(I) complexes exhibit even greater cytotoxic activity than cisplatin. 

Moreover, these silver(I) complexes demonstrate relatively low toxicity and display a higher 

level of selectivity toward cancer cells. A recent in vitro study aimed to assess cytotoxic 

properties of silver(I) complexes against B16 (murine melanoma), a cancerous cell line and 

10T1/2 (murine fibroblast), a noncancerous cell line found that silver complexes containing 

the hydroxymethylene group displays significantly higher cytotoxic activity on B16 cells 

compared to AgNO3 and cisplatin. These complexes exhibit relatively low toxicity when 

tested on noncancerous 10T1/2 cells.19 This discovery highlights the potential of silver(I) 

complexes as effective and selective agents against cancer. A study investigating anti-cancer 

properties of gold(I) and silver(I) N-heterocyclic carbene complexes also examined their 

effects on H460 lung cancer cell line.20 Results indicate that complexes like cisplatin, 

displayed comparable anticancer activity. These findings suggest gold(I) and silver(I) N-
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heterocyclic carbene complexes hold promise as potential alternatives or complementary 

treatments to cisplatin for lung cancer. 

In addition, manganese complexes were explored for their potential use in medical 

applications. Some studies show certain manganese complexes have anti-tumor activity and 

can act as artificial nuclease to induce death in cancer cells.21–23 In 1987, Eric Fouquet et al 

discovered oxidative cleavage of DNA achieved by combining potassium hydrogen 

persulphate, an oxygen donor with a water-soluble manganese porphyrin.24 Even at low 

concentrations of manganese porphyrin and potassium hydrogen persulphate, nuclease 

activity was observed. Interestingly, potassium hydrogen persulphate is more effective than 

hydrogen peroxide in promoting metalloporphyrin-mediated DNA cleavage. According to a 

report by Jean Bernadou et al. (1989), there is a correlation between potassium mono 

persulphate and a water-soluble manganese porphyrin complex producing a potent reagent 

for oxidative fragmentation of DNA.25 P-31 NMR was employed to characterize terminal 

phosphates found in fragments of calf thymus DNA that were induced by artificial nuclease 

cationic manganese porphyrin meso-tetrakis (4-Nmethylpyridiniumyl)porphyrinato 

manganese pentaacetate (MnTMPyP), associated to potassium monopersulphate (KHS05). 

Findings show oxidative damage to deoxyribose resulting in the formation of two 

monophosphate esters, located at 3' and 5' ends on both sides of the cleavage site.26 This 

method shows great promise for a way to visualize phosphate termini produced during DNA 

or RNA cleavage by cytotoxic drugs or chemical nucleases. Additionally, it provides new 

insights into molecular mechanisms in action. Later in 1998, Cathy Drexler et al synthesized 

a manganese(III) porphyrin complex bearing two acridine moieties to try and explore 

cleaving activity of an abiotic nuclease in presence of oxygen donor atoms.27 The cleavage 

mechanism between complexes and plasmid DNA is likely to involve hydroxyl radicals as 

the reactive oxygen species. In another study, in vitro tests of the manganese(II) complex of 
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6,7-dicycanodipyridoquinoxaline on four different cell lines (HL-60, KB, Hela, and BGC-

823) revealed that it exhibits considerable antitumor properties. 50% inhibition 

concentrations (IC50) of the complex were found to be within millimolar range, comparable to 

those of 5-fluorouracil suggesting that this manganese(II) complex could be a promising 

candidate for further investigations as an antitumor agent.28 DNA cleavage studies of two 

new mononuclear Mn(II) complexes, Mn(dmbpy)2(OCN)2 and Mn(dmbpy)2(dca)2 (dmbpy = 

4,40 -dimethyl-2,20 -bipyridine, dca = dicyanamide) promote plasmid DNA cleavage in 

presence of H2O2 under physiological conditions. Their cleavage activities are both pH 

dependent and also dependent on the concentration of the complex.29 In 2008, Dipanjan Pan 

et al developed nanobialys, a novel theranostic agent having the potential of site-specific MR 

T1-weighted molecular imaging with manganese (as opposed to gadolinium) along with local 

delivery of potent chemotherapy agents. This unique combination makes nanobialys a highly 

attractive option for further exploration both from a diagnostic and therapeutic standpoint.30 

A trinuclear Mn complex {[MnCl(bpma)]2- [Mn(µ-Cl)4(H2O)2]}·CH3CN [bpma = N,N-

bis(2-pyridyl methyl)methylamine], resembling a linear sandwich was originally designed 

and analyzed as a potential nuclease mimic. Surprisingly, it was discovered that it existed as a 

dinuclear cation in solution. Ability of the dinuclear cation to promote DNA cleavage was 

demonstrated via a hydrolytic mechanism under anaerobic conditions. This was further 

confirmed through a T4 ligase experiment.31 Another study demonstrates when long and 

flexible cationic substituents are added to the periphery of a porphyrin macrocycle, it 

hindered interaction with the minor groove resulting in low DNA affinity. Conversely, 

addition of phenylpyridiniumyl substituents onto a porphyrin macrocycle unexpectedly 

resulted in tight binding of the new porphyrin derivative within the minor groove of a 

sequence containing six consecutive AT base pairs.32 These findings shed light on the 

structural requirements for a minor groove DNA binder that can aid in the deliberate design 
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of porphyrin derivatives for the targeted binding of quadruplex DNA rather than double-

stranded DNA. Jun-Teng Huang and colleagues reported in 2013 the ability of a water-

soluble sulphonated manganese(III) corrole to bind to DNA and exhibit nuclease activity. 

These findings provide valuable insights into DNA binding properties of corroles and their 

potential applications as nuclease mimics.33 In another study, a novel water-soluble carboxyl 

manganese(III) corrole was characterized. Studies on inhibition showed that oxidative 

cleavage that was observed in case of DNA was not caused by hydroxyl radicals or singlet 

oxygen but rather due to the formation of (oxo) manganese corrole. This points to a new 

category of synthetic restriction enzymes related to nucleic acids. In 2017, Jingjing Liu and 

colleagues created a novel type of biodegradable theranostic nanoplatform by developing 

Nanoscale-Coordination-Polymer-Shelled manganese dioxide composite nanoparticles.34 

This demonstrated the response to both reductive and acidic tumor microenvironment making 

it a promising candidate for augmenting cancer combination therapy through multiple 

mechanisms that act in synergy. Over the past decade, significant interest has been in 

theranostic nanoplatforms that combine diagnostic and therapeutic functions. Hollow 

manganese (Mn)-based nanoplatforms are particularly noteworthy owing to their ability to 

integrate the benefits of hollow structures with intrinsic theranostic properties of Mn2+. The 

hollow interior of these nanoplatforms can encapsulate various small-molecule drugs, 

including chemotherapeutic agents, photothermal agents and photosensitizers for 

chemotherapy, photodynamic therapy (PDT) and photothermal therapy (PTT) respectively.35 

Upon degradation in tumor microenvironment (TME), Mn2+ is released, which acts both as a 

magnetic resonance (MR) imaging contrast agent and a Fenton-like agent for chemodynamic 

therapy (CDT). Importantly, the synergistic effects of these therapies can be optimized 

through rational design of hollow nanosystems.  
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Hence, transition metal complexes show promise as potential anticancer agents in 

chemotherapy.36,37 While cisplatin is the most widely used transition metal complex in 

clinical practice, ongoing research focuses on developing new and improved complexes that 

may show greater selectivity and efficacy against cancer cells. Since the discovery of 

cisplatin, extensive research has been conducted to explore the therapeutic potential of metal-

based complexes in cancer treatment. Despite challenges associated with the clinical use of 

platinum compounds, there is a growing demand for metal-based compounds in cancer 

therapy. Excitement among researchers in this field stems from the possibility of directly 

targeting cancer cells through innovative drug design strategies, as exemplified in the 

mentioned study. This advancement alleviates concerns about the toxicity often associated 

with organometallic compounds, as the drugs can be delivered specifically to cancer cells, 

sparing healthy cells from harm. Although the pharmacokinetic profile of these drugs in the 

human system is yet to be fully understood, development of designing metal-based 

compounds that selectively target cancer cells represents a significant breakthrough in this 

area of research. Another promising approach in anticancer drug design involves utilizing 

nanoparticles (NPs) to target specific biomolecules, ensuring precise drug delivery to cancer 

cells. With the concept of selective targeting, there is great hope for future development of 

therapeutics that can effectively and selectively target cancer cells while preserving the well-

being of healthy cells. 
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Advancements were made in the field of metal complexes, offering a highly effective class of 

biological agents for the treatment of cancer. However, the compounds have notable 

drawbacks, such as limited solubility and side effects like nausea, neurotoxicity, and 

nephrotoxicity1–3. Additionally, certain cancer types exhibit inherent or acquired resistance to 

compounds. Therefore, it becomes imperative to develop new anticancer strategies to combat 

the challenges associated with chemotherapy. One such approach focuses on the development 

of compounds that can disrupt cancerous cellular machinery through unconventional 

interactions with nucleic acids. Medicinal chemists have dedicated their efforts to this area4–6, 

recognizing the value of small molecules capable of inducing or suppressing cellular 

interactions involving the DNA. These molecules can manipulate cellular function to achieve 

desired outcomes, enabling the diagnosis and treatment of diseases7,8. Transition metals are 

particularly well-suited for this purpose due to their unique properties, which allow for 

specific interactions with DNA and other biomolecules9. Moreover, their spectroscopic 

characteristics make them valuable tools for biophysical studies that can continuously 

monitor changes within a biological system10,11. Consequently, there is significant interest in 

developing transition metal complexes due to the wide range of available ligands for 

coordination, diverse geometries, coordination numbers, redox potentials, kinetic properties 

and thermodynamic characteristics that is offered by these metals12. Platinum, Ruthenium, 

Titanium, Rhodium, Copper, Palladium, Gold, and Iron are among the transition metals 

extensively utilized in medicinal chemistry. In this chapter, I tried to explore biophysical and 

biochemical interactions of transition metal complexes with DNA encompassing binding 

modes and structural motifs. 

DNA serves as a crucial target for therapeutic interventions, playing a central role in a wide 

range of intracellular interactions13. The stability of DNA relies on hydrogen bonding 
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between specific nucleic acid pairs, namely adenine and thymine (A-T) and guanine and 

cytosine (G-C). In its native form, DNA strands are arranged in an anti-parallel double helix, 

with bases stacked in parallel orientations14. This helical structure gives rise to major and 

minor grooves, which serve as binding sites for small molecules15. It's worth noting here that 

these grooves exhibit distinct characteristics, including differences in size, shape, hydration, 

electrostatic potential and positioning of hydrogen bonding sites16. Exploiting these unique 

conformations of DNA presents opportunities for small molecules to selectively bind and 

modulate DNA function. 

The structural complexity and polymorphic nature of DNA offer numerous opportunities for 

intermolecular interactions, which includes irreversible covalent binding, reversible groove 

association or intercalation17. Dwyer's insight into the potential of coordination metal 

complexes to elucidate biomolecular structures remains relevant18–20. By varying properties 

like size, charge distribution, stereochemistry and redox potential during chemical synthesis, 

metal chelates can serve as valuable pharmacological tools for investigating cellular 

functional systems. Metal complex-DNA interactions highlight the influence of the metal's 

coordination geometry and ligand disposition on binding activity. In contrast, square planar 

complexes offer greater capacity for intercalator insertion compared to geometries such as 

octahedral or tetrahedral arrangements18. However, in octahedral complexes like 

[Co(phen)3]
2+ or [Ru(phen)3]

2+ arrangement of phenanthroline (phen) ligands can impede 

complete insertion. Steric hindrance caused by DNA phosphate backbone can impede 

covalent binding in specific complexes like [Ru(phen)2Cl2]
21. Furthermore, a comparative 

study involving zinc (tetrahedral) and cobalt (octahedral) complexes featuring a porphyrin 

ligand revealed that the cobalt complex exhibit DNA binding through intercalation, whereas 

presence of an axial water ligand hindered binding of the zinc complex22. These examples 
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highlight the diverse binding interactions different transition metal complexes can undergo 

with DNA. There are several significant types of biophysical and biochemical interactions 

between metal complexes and DNA. These interactions include covalent binding, 

intercalation, bimodal interactions involving both covalent binding and intercalation and 

covalent binding and groove binding, as well as only groove binding. Each of these 

interactions play a crucial role in understanding the intricate relationship between metal 

complexes and DNA. 

Covalent binding is a widely employed mechanism through which anticancer drugs interact 

with DNA. Among these drugs, cisplatin emerged as the most successful DNA covalent 

binder in clinical applications23. Binding of cisplatin relies on hydrolysis of its labile chloride 

ligands. The cis configuration of cisplatin is crucial for its effective activity in the body. In 

contrast, the trans isomer, transplatin, undergoes more rapid degradation in vivo and is unable 

to form the most potent 1,2-intrastrand adducts. Moreover, the 1,3-intrastrand adducts formed 

by trans platin are rapidly repaired compared to cisplatin24. By utilizing metals with diverse 

coordination geometries to platinum(II) and a broader range of ligands, researchers have 

generated a new collection of complexes exhibiting distinct cellular behaviors and 

demonstrating higher efficacy in vitro than currently utilized clinical compounds24–26. The 

biological effects of ruthenium(II) and (III) complexes are gaining recognition due to their 

stable and well-characterized structures, which can be achieved by selecting appropriate 

ligands27. Through further development, the first and only ruthenium(III) complexes to 

undergo clinical trials were produced. These complexes include NAMI-A (imidazolium 

trans-[tetrachlorido(imidazole)(dimethylsulfoxide) ruthenate(III)] and KP1019 (indazolium 

trans-[tetrachloridobis(1H-indazole)ruthenate(III)]). These complexes have demonstrated the 

ability to inhibit the formation of metastasis and suppress the growth of advanced tumors 
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with relatively low toxicity28,29. The complex of the type [Ru(η6-arene)-(en)(Cl)]+ has been 

found to form monofunctional adducts with guanine bases of DNA leading to anticancer 

activity30,31. Interestingly, anticancer activity of these complexes increase with the size of the 

arene, with larger arenes (such as biphenyl and tetrahydroanthracene) exhibiting greater 

effectiveness compared to smaller ones (such as benzene and p-cymene). NMR studies have 

indicated that these complexes can covalently bind to DNA although the arene moiety can 

also intercalate from the minor groove of the DNA helix 32,33. 

Intercalation refers to the process in which a positively charged planar polycyclic aromatic 

molecule inserts itself between adjacent base pairs of DNA34. This insertion is facilitated by 

π-π stacking interactions between aromatic ring system and base pairs, resulting in 

elongation, rigidity and unwinding of the DNA helix35,36. The extent of this effect, however, 

depends on the depth of insertion into the DNA. Intercalation is a reversible process, and its 

stability is influenced by a combination of electrostatic, hydrogen bonding, entropic, van der 

Waals, and hydrophobic interactions36,37. Various organic compounds like phenanthrolines, 

phenanthridines, acridines, anthraquinones, anthracenes, and ellipticines, are commonly 

known as intercalators to DNA. Ruthenium(II) polypyridyl complexes have been widely 

recognized as effective DNA intercalators, offering advantageous spectroscopic properties 

and low toxicity38. These complexes have shown the potential as a diagnostic agent. Studies 

have indicated each complex binds to DNA through intercalation, although there are notable 

differences in the binding affinities observed when the metal ion is different. It was proposed 

that the Ni complex exhibits highest binding affinity due to its square planar coordination 

geometry, allowing it to deeply insert between base pairs of DNA39. In contrast, Cu and Zn 

complexes with their octahedral geometries may have a relatively lower ability to penetrate 

deeply between DNA base pairs. A notable example is [chlorido(2,2′:6′,2″-
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terpyridine)platinum(II)]([Pt(terpy)Cl]+). Studies on the binding behavior of this complex 

reveals it initially intercalates with DNA and then forms covalent bonds with the base pairs 

upon detachment of the labile chloride ligand40–42. 

Groove binding involves reversible intermolecular associations between the complex and 

DNA. This type of binding is characterized by crescent-shaped complexes that complement 

either the major or minor groove of DNA43. These grooves possess distinct characteristics in 

terms of size, shape and properties allowing an association under different circumstances. For 

instance, binding to the major groove is driven by enthalpy, while interactions at the minor 

groove are primarily influenced by entropic effects44. Groove binding relies on intermolecular 

interactions like electrostatic and van der Waals. However, it does not involve direct stacking 

between base pairs and the resulting structural changes in the DNA double helix are relatively 

minor16. 

A distinctive example of intermolecular force-driven binding that deviates from typical 

interactions between base pairs or along the grooves of DNA is the association along the 

phosphate backbone. This type of interaction was observed in a study involving an analogue 

of the multinuclear complex [{trans-Pt(NH3)2(NH2(CH2)6-(NH3
+))}2-μ-{trans-

Pt(NH3)2(NH2(CH2)6NH2)2}]8+ (referred to as TriplatinNC). The complex was found to 

associate with DNA minor groove but also displayed binding along the phosphate backbone. 

In this complex, the amine protons form hydrogen bonds with oxygen atoms along the DNA 

chain.45 

In this chapter, a review of some examples showcasing how transition metal complexes can 

interact with DNA in its various structural forms was provided, that employs diverse binding 

modes. It is evident that combinations of these interaction modes can be employed to enhance 
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binding affinity and selectivity of metal complexes. However, it should be noted that this 

review is not exhaustive and that numerous other examples exist. The design and flexibility 

offered by transition metals, owing to their diverse physicochemical properties and the vast 

array of ligands available for coordination, allows for the development of potent therapeutic 

and diagnostic agents in the form of metal complexes. These complexes can effectively 

explore the structural diversity of DNA, further emphasizing their potential in the field. 
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Radiation therapy is a cancer treatment option in medicine for over a century, with its origin 

dating back to Wilhelm Röntgen's discovery of X-rays in 1895.1 It is a common treatment for 

more than half of cancer patients. The field of radiation therapy experienced significant 

growth in the early 1900s largely due to the pioneering research of Marie Curie and her 

husband Pierre Curie who successfully isolated radium in 1898 from pitchblende. 

Researchers realized that atoms were not the fundamental building blocks of matter, as they 

could disintegrate into still smaller subatomic particles. Upon release, these particles generate 

a powerful impact on tissues in their trajectory causing burns. It was not too long before 

scientists harnessed the imperceptible rays of radium for the treatment of cancer. This ground 

breaking work marked the beginning of a new era in medical treatment and research. 

However, during 1920s, the dangers of radiation exposure were not fully understood and 

therefore protective measures were not taken. Radium was believed to have extensive 

curative properties leading to application of radiotherapy for the treatment of numerous 

diseases. Radiation therapy using radium and low-voltage diagnostic machines began with 

some of these early discoveries.  

It is now well established that radiation functions by harming the DNA within cells (Figure 

1). Radiation has both direct and indirect effects on DNA. When exposed to ionizing 

radiation, DNA can directly experience damage such as strand breaks, base alteration, 

crosslinking and dimer formation. In addition to direct effects, radiation can also indirectly 

affect DNA by acting on water molecules and producing free radicals. These free radicals can 

cause damage to DNA or form harmful compounds like the peroxides and superoxides 

leading to structural changes in cells that ultimately results in cell death. 
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram showing influence of ionizing radiation on biological targets. 

Cancer cells are less capable of repairing DNA damage in comparison to healthy cells, 

rendering them more vulnerable to death. Before elucidation of its mechanism of action, 

individuals who worked with radiation were unaware of the importance of taking safety 

precautions resulting in severe consequences. The fundamental problem with radiation-

induced damage was due to a lack of knowledge about radiation, inadequate instrumentation 

to measure radiation dose and an undefined unit of measurement in those days. Radiation can 

damage healthy tissues and organs surrounding the area being treated, resulting in short-term 

and long-term side effects like skin irritation, fatigue, and permanent organ damage or cancer 

in severe cases. When exposed to ionizing radiation (IR), living tissues are damaged through 

a series of molecular events, including photoelectric, Compton, and Auger effects, which 
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depend on the radiation energy. As human tissues consist of 80% water, the primary radiation 

damage is caused by aqueous free radicals generated by the radiation's action on water.2 The 

most significant free radicals resulting from aqueous radiolysis include OH, H, eaq
–, HO2, 

H3O
+, and more.3,4 These free radicals react with cellular macromolecules like DNA, RNA, 

proteins, and membranes, leading to cell dysfunction and mortality. In order to effectively 

inhibit further proliferation of cancer cells, a more potent dosage of radiation may be 

employed. However, it is also crucial to protect healthy tissues from radiation-induced 

damage. This necessitates the utilization of radioprotective compounds to safeguard normal 

tissues during the treatment process. Hence, these compounds play a vital role in clinical 

radiotherapy. However, this review will only focus on clinically relevant agents and their 

mechanisms of radioprotection, given the vast amount of literature on this topic. 

 A unique type of radioprotective compound exhibits multiple functions, encompassing 

antioxidant and adaptogen properties. It serves as both a mitigator and a therapeutic agent, or 

alternatively as a radioprotector and an adsorbent. Consequently, it defies conventional 

categorizations and deviates from established classifications. As a result, any substance 

capable of visibly diminishing the impact of ionizing radiation can be classified as a 

radioprotective drug or substance.5 These substances work by scavenging free radicals that 

are generated by ionizing radiation, which can cause DNA damage and other harmful effects 

in the body. Healthcare professionals therefore try to minimize the risk of side effects and 

long-term complications in patients by using radioprotectors during radiotherapy. Hence, it is 

crucial to ensure radioprotectors are effective and meet certain criteria like that of protecting 

normal cells without interfering with the radiation's ability to target and destroy cancer cells.6 

Proper use of radioprotectors can improve overall success of radiation therapy and enhance 

the patient's quality of life during and after treatment. In 1942, Dale used the term 

"radioprotection" in his articles in which he suggested inactivity of enzymes and proteins 
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induced by X-rays was the cause of cell death resulting from radiation injury.7 However, in 

1960s, the concept of radioprotection based on prevention of ‘DNA damage’ replaced Dale's 

earlier hypothesis. Starting in 1970s, numerous investigators began reporting on 

radioprotectors. Despite this, only amifostine was approved by Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) in 1995 as a co-therapy agent for reducing normal tissue damage 

during radiation therapy.8 Therefore, it is important to consider the use of radioprotectors as 

part of a treatment plan for patients undergoing radiotherapy. However, it is essential to note 

that use of radioprotectors should be carefully evaluated on a case-by-case basis and should 

only be used under the guidance of a trained healthcare professional. Research on 

radioprotective chemicals began more than half a century ago in the United States, 

specifically during the Manhattan Project. Various types of radioprotectors were investigated 

in experimental studies thus far.9 Enzymes like superoxide dismutase, glutathione peroxidase 

and catalase are crucial in protecting mammalian cells from oxidative radiation damage.10 

Melatonin has been recognized for over two decades for its radioprotective properties, 

primarily through in vitro studies.11,12 A considerable number of in vivo and in vitro 

experiments have been conducted to explore its potential protective effects on various cells 

and organs. Melatonin has been shown to alleviate several cytotoxic effects of ionizing 

radiation, including inflammation, cataracts, DNA damage, apoptosis, infertility, and 

fibrosis13. Numerous studies have validated that melatonin can offer radiation protection 

without inducing any cytotoxic effects on the regular operations of other organs. It 

accomplishes radioprotection through multiple mechanisms, such as enhancing the response 

to DNA damage, neutralizing free radicals, and ameliorating inflammatory responses by 

regulating the signaling pathways involved in the process. Around 60 years ago, an article 

was published in Science by Patt et al., which showcased the effectiveness of sulfhydryl 

compounds as radioprotectors.14 Their experiments involved exposing laboratory animals to 
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ionizing radiation and demonstrating how cysteine, in particular, exhibited robust protective 

properties. This study proved to be a source of inspiration for radiobiology researchers, who 

began conducting their investigations into the synthesis of sulfhydryl compounds, specifically 

aminothiols, and phosphorothioates. In 1968, Weil et al. published in Nature that highlighted 

the antioxidant qualities of stable synthetic nitroxides, and their possible use as 

radioprotective agents.15 This marked a crucial breakthrough in this field of research. Recent 

experiments conducted in vitro and in vivo using water-soluble nitroxides have indicated that 

administering these compounds before exposure to ionizing radiation is imperative for their 

radioprotective properties to be effective.16 Presently, a diverse array of synthetic 

antioxidants can safeguard mammals against the detrimental consequences of ionizing 

radiation exposure. Among this group of pharmaceuticals are thiophane, probucol, 

succinobucol, fridox, olifen, N-acyldihydroalanine, and various others, totaling several such 

compounds.17 Multiple studies have proven that administering ‘immunomodulators’ as an 

early therapeutic or preventive measure can considerably mitigate the harm caused by 

radiation exposure. Lipopolysaccharides, a type of bacterial endotoxin, were among the initial 

‘immunomodulators’ to undergo investigation, and have been studied for over fifty years. 

These compounds have demonstrated a protective effect when given before, or even after, 

exposure to ionizing radiation.18 Studies have demonstrated that prostaglandins have 

radioprotective qualities in different tissues, including the gastrointestinal tract, bone marrow, 

and hair follicles. Prostaglandins achieve this effect primarily by enhancing cell resistance 

and regulating local biological processes. Nevertheless, prostaglandins' clinical use is 

restricted because they tend to serve as mediators of inflammatory processes, leading to 

several undesirable side effects.19 Experimental evidence has shown that specific metal salts 

and metallothioneins can provide defense against radiation-induced death in test animals, as 

long as they are given at low, non-toxic doses.20 Recent research suggests that specific 
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nanomaterials, also known as nano-radioprotectors, possess inherent radioprotective 

characteristics that enable them to eliminate excessive reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

generated by ionizing radiation. Furthermore, these nano-radioprotectors have a prolonged 

blood circulation time and are less effectively cleared by the reticuloendothelial system 

(RES) when compared to small-molecule radioprotectors.21 Some studies focus on exploring 

the impact of molybdenum nanoparticles (Mo-NPs) in radiation protection properties of 

polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) for shielding gamma rays and applications thereof. Results of 

another study indicates PVA/Mo nanocomposite films containing varying percentages of Mo-

NPs can be used as radiation shielding material.22 In yet another study molybdenum-based 

polyoxometalate nanoclusters (Mo-POM NCs) were developed as potent radioprotectants 

with impressive free radical scavenging capabilities for protection against ionizing radiation. 

These nanoclusters were effective in shielding ionizing radiation-induced DNA damage and 

disruption of the radiation-sensitive hematopoietic system due to their antioxidant properties 

resulting in a valence shift of molybdenum ions. Unlike toxic chemotherapeutic drug 

candidates, Mo-POM NCs showed effective shielding capacity without causing much harm. 

Radioprotectants with exceptional ROS-scavenging capabilities like nanomaterials are a 

desirable substitute for conventional molecular drugs in achieving an efficient radiation 

protection.23 This has resulted in high demand for such materials. In comparison to the 

clinically used radioprotectant amifostine (AM), Mo-POM NCs demonstrated superior 

radioprotective effects. Additionally, ultra-small-sized Mo-POM NCs that were prepared 

using mimetic Folin-Ciocalteu assay could be readily eliminated from the body via the renal-

urinary pathway and the hepato-enteral excretory system after fulfilling their mission of 

radiation protection, thus having no long-term retention issues. This innovative approach 

expands the potential application of polyoxometalate (POM) based chemotherapeutic drugs 

to serve as new radioprotectants.24 
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Hydrogen peroxide oxidizes halides (iodide, bromide, and chloride) in the presence of 

haloperoxidases, which are a specific class of enzymes, to halogens.1 Such enzyme processes 

subsequently lead to halogenation of specific organic substrates or halide-assisted 

disproportionation of hydrogen peroxide, resulting in formation of dioxygen. The reactions 

can be represented as follows: 

X- + H2O2 + R-H + H+ → R-X + 2H2O  

X- + 2H2O2 → O2 + 2H2O + X-       

For every equivalent of the halogenated substrate produced in the halogenation reaction, 

hydrogen peroxide and protons are consumed in a stoichiometric manner. It would be 

important to note that fluoride cannot serve as a substrate in the process because hydrogen 

peroxide lacks the capacity to oxidize fluorides. There are two distinct classes of 

haloperoxidases those that contain vanadium and those containing Fe-Heme. Within the 

vanadium-haloperoxidase class, two subcategories were identified: vanadium 

bromoperoxidases (V-BrPO) primarily found in marine algae and vanadium 

chloroperoxidases (V-CIPO) primarily found in terrestrial fungi. Numerous naturally 

occurring halogenated compounds have been discovered and isolated from marine organisms. 

Crystal structure analysis of vanadium bromoperoxidase (V-BrPO) derived from 

Ascophyllum nodosum reveal that the central vanadium atom forms a covalent bond with the 

N of histidine's imidazolyl moiety. Additionally, extensive hydrogen bonding occurs between 

vanadium and various amino acid side chains like Arg, His, Ser, Lys, as also with interstitial 

water molecules near the active site.2,3 This sheds light on the presence of vanadium in the 

active sites of biological systems, specifically bromoperoxidases that enhances the interest to 

explore vanadium complexes with organic ligands to mimic the biological activities observed 

in natural systems. Identification of vanadium within active sites of bromoperoxidases and an 
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understanding of the surrounding environment have sparked of interest in exploring 

vanadium complexes with organic ligands. Such research aims to replicate the biological 

activity observed in natural systems leading to the development of synthetic compounds that 

could then mimic the functions of vanadium in biological systems. The study of vanadium 

bromoperoxidases and other marine haloperoxidases, in relation to biosynthesis of similar 

compounds is experiencing a growing interest through various forms of investigations. The 

first functional mimic of vanadium bromoperoxidase, cis-dioxovanadium (VO2
+)4,5, was 

initially reported in an aqueous acidic solution. The observed reactivity difference may be 

influenced by speciation of the peroxo-vanadium(V) oxidant. However, it was evident that 

enzyme catalysis is mediated by a monomeric vanadium(V) center in the presence of a 

protein ligand leading to significantly faster reaction rates at neutral pH. Unlike the 

mechanism observed in acid-mediated oxidation of a bromide by VO2
+/H2O2/Br-, where 

(VO)2(O2)3 is involved, research revealed that iodide is oxidized by VO(O2)
+, VO(O2)2

, 

VO2
+ or by their protonated forms.6,7 Several other studies explored vanadium(V)-catalyzed 

oxidation of bromide by hydrogen peroxide in aqueous or aqueous/organic mixtures, albeit 

without investigating detailed speciation of vanadium peroxospecies.8,9 These reports have 

primarily focused on substrate bromination and distribution of products under varying 

conditions. According to a proposal by DiFuria et al., oxidation of bromide by peroxo-V-

BrPO is suggested to occur initially within a hydrophilic region of the enzyme.8,9 

Subsequently, the oxidized bromine (Br) intermediate undergoes migration to a more 

hydrophobic part of the protein where bromination of the organic substrate occurs and 

decomposition by hydrogen peroxide is limited.8,9 The ability of peroxo-vanadium(V) 

compounds to oxidize halides raises questions about the reactivity of other peroxo-metal 

complexes. Notably, molybdenum(VI)10–12, tungsten(VI)12, and methyl-rheniumtrioxide13,14 

have also demonstrated peroxidative halogenation. However, it is worth mentioning that 
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aqueous titanium(IV) exhibits an opposite effect by stabilizing peroxide and thus preventing 

the oxidation of iodide.15 

In an acidic solution, with excess hydrogen peroxide, only oxodiperoxo-Mo(VI) and W(VI) 

species were detected.12 The rate of the reaction is independent of the concentration of 

hydrogen peroxide, suggesting H2O2 quickly rebinds to Mo(VI) and the rate-limiting step is 

that of the oxidation of bromide. The general trend for bromide oxidation is WO(O2)2 > 

MoO(O2)2 > VO(O2)2
-. The enhanced reactivity of group VI metals compared to 

vanadium(V) is thought to arise from their higher oxidation state, resulting in increased 

oxidation potential of the bound peroxide.12 On the other hand, Ti(IV) which exhibits weaker 

Lewis acid character, stabilizes peroxide.15 In acidic solutions, methylrhenium trioxide 

(CH3ReO3) has also been observed to catalytically oxidize halides. Both the 

monoperoxocomplex CH3ReO2(ȵ
2-O2) and the diperoxo-complex (CH3ReO2(ȵ

2-O2)2(H2O) 

exhibit oxidation activity towards bromide and chloride in the presence of HClO4.
14 

Discovery of enzymes that use hydrogen peroxide to oxidize bromide under natural settings 

has greatly advanced the study of oxidative bromination. Among them, a vanadate (V)-

dependent bromoperoxidase that is found in brown algae Ascophyllum nodosum was proven 

useful for catalyzing the oxidation of bromide in hydrogen peroxide, sodium bromide 

solutions making it very much valuable for bromofunctionalization of donor-substituted 

arenes. Nature's approach to element cycling highlights the need for sustainable production of 

organobromine that follows the planetary bromine cycle.16 In nature, this cycle begins with a 

bromide and requires effective pathways for bromide oxidation under physiological 

conditions to perform electrophilic hydrocarbon bromination. The search for the origin of 

naturally occurring organohalogens17–19 led to the identification of marine 

bromoperoxidases20,21 that use hydrogen peroxide to oxidize bromide in ocean water.22–24 
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Since the discovery of bromoperoxidases, research on oxidative bromination has expanded 

becoming a dynamic field.25 With the selectivity demonstrated by V-BrPO, achieving the 

biogenesis of chiral halogenated marine natural products and selectively halogenated or 

oxidized indole marine natural products has become an achievable objective. Additionally, 

there is an anticipation to design novel functional mimics of V-HPOs to further explore our 

comprehension of essential structural characteristics of vanadium haloperoxidases and crucial 

catalytic residues involved in these enzymes. 
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Chemotherapy and radiotherapy are traditionally important cancer treatment methodologies. 

Chemotherapy uses drugs that kill cancer cells while radiotherapy uses high-energy radiation 

to destroy them. Both forms of treatments were designed to target and kill rapidly dividing 

cells, being a characteristic feature of cancer cells. Chemotherapy and radiotherapy are often 

used in combination with other treatments like surgery or immunotherapy to increase 

effectiveness. Chemotherapy is used to shrink tumors before surgery, making it easier to 

remove them. Radiotherapy on the other hand, in most cases, is used after surgery to kill 

cancer cells in order to reduce chances of its recurrence. Chemotherapy which is a very 

common treatment for cancer is associated with significant side effects due to non-specific 

targeting of healthy cells.1 Hence, the development of new chemotherapeutic agents that 

selectively target cancer cells, could significantly improve efficacy in cancer treatment and 

reduce adverse or side effects associated with chemotherapy. Numerous scientific articles 

exist that describe the role of transition metal complexes of Fe, Cu, Ni, Pt, Ru, Rh, V, Cr, Co, 

Os, and Pd that mediate DNA cleavage in the presence of oxidants or reductants or even 

without any assisting agents.2–11 Chapter 2 extensively explores various such transition 

metal-based anticancer drugs or chemotherapeutic agents, delving into their specific 

mechanism of action. This comprehensive exploration sheds light on the effectiveness and 

significance of these agents in combating cancer. 

Chapter 3 provides an in-depth analysis of the intricate interactions between metal-based 

complexes and DNA, elucidating how complexes can be harnessed as potential agents for 

chemotherapy and radioprotection. With the aid of compelling examples and explanations, 

this chapter highlights the immense potential of metal-based complexes in the field of 

medicine. 

Radiation therapy can also damage healthy tissues that surround tumors leading to various 

forms of side effects like irritation of the skin, loss of hair etc. Hence, an important 
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component of the treatment of cancer using ionizing radiation is that such side effects need to 

be checked, otherwise the patient might be cured of cancer but might succumb to one or more 

side effects. Therefore, administration of radiation to cancer patients must make sure that 

apart from the targeted tumor region surrounding areas are protected from harmful effects of 

radiation. For this reason, there has been considerable effort to find out ways to protect such 

surrounding regions from harmful effects of radiation. Radioprotectors are compounds that fit 

into this requirement having an ability to interact with the consequences of ionizing radiation 

(i.e. various products formed) much faster than they would interact with a biological target or 

having the ability to reverse a momentary damage caused on a biological target because of 

higher affinity of the compound (the Radioprotector) with the products of change on the 

biological target.  Hence, Radioprotectors protect healthy cells from harmful effects of 

ionizing radiation, permitting a higher dose of radiation to be administered to a tumor 

minimizing damage to surrounding tissues. Amifostine has been the only small-molecule 

radioprotector approved by FDA, USA  for decades.12 However, serious adverse effects limit 

its clinical use. To address toxicity issues and yet maintain good potency one needs to focus 

on the development of new radioprotective agents that significantly improve effectiveness 

of radiation therapy and also reduce side effects. Luciani et. al. reported substantial amount of 

work on Molybdenum biokinetic and developed a new model for understanding how 

molybdenum behaves in the human body. The updated model has practical applications for 

radiation protection and can also aid in the design of future studies to further improve 

accuracy.13 Today, high-energy ionizing radiation like gamma rays are an important 

component of medical diagnosis and therapy.14 However, their ability to penetrate and/or 

damage tissues releasing free radicals raises concerns about harmful effects on the human 

body.15 Hence, there is a need for the development of effective shielding materials that are 

crucial for protecting a patient.16 Chapter 4 provides a comprehensive and insightful 
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examination of various radioprotectors, highlighting their significant role in safeguarding 

DNA against the detrimental effects of radiation-induced damage. A thorough analysis and 

discussion in this chapter shed light on diverse mechanisms employed by radioprotectors to 

effectively shield DNA from harm. 

Chapter 5 extensively explores the diverse applications of metal-based complexes, with a 

particular emphasis on their catalytic role as haloperoxidase (HPO) mimics. 

Haloperoxidases, such as vanadium bromoperoxidase (V-BrPO), play a crucial role in 

catalyzing the oxidation of halides in the presence of hydrogen peroxide, in various biological 

processes. By examining the specific example of V-BrPO, which utilizes a vanadate moiety 

at its active site to selectively oxidize bromide, this chapter highlights significant research 

efforts dedicated to exploring transition metals as potential mimetics. Notably, molybdenum 

and tungsten complexes have exhibited promising bromination catalysis when combined with 

stoichiometric hydrogen peroxide. The ability of haloperoxidases, including V-BrPO, to 

facilitate oxidation of halides by hydrogen peroxide has garnered substantial interest in recent 

years, offering the potential for halogenation of diverse organic compounds. 

An in-depth analysis of existing literature on metal-based chemotherapeutic agents highlights 

the importance of further research to fully understand their mechanism of action and potential 

clinical applications. Promising findings suggest that these agents hold significant potential 

for revolutionizing chemotherapy in future. Manganese, in particular, offers distinct 

advantages in cancer treatment due to its unique chemical properties including its ability to 

interact with biological systems and selectively target cancer cells. Given the challenges 

posed by drug resistance and severe side effects associated with current chemotherapy drugs, 

exploring novel alternatives like manganese-based compounds would be important. By 

attaining a thorough understanding of their effectiveness, safety and underlying mechanisms, 

we can develop enhanced and personalized cancer treatments effectively addressing an 
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ongoing demand for more effective therapies in oncology. Currently, DNA-binding studies of 

oxime-based manganese complexes remain unexplored. Therefore, focusing on synthesizing 

manganese-oxime based chemotherapeutic agents emerges as a compelling avenue to 

advance the field and fulfill some of the urgent requirements of cancer patients. In Chapter 

8, there is a thorough description on a novel class of artificial nuclease based Mn-oxime 

complex, through a comprehensive analysis using various physicochemical techniques, gel 

electrophoresis as well as theoretical molecular docking studies. The results obtained from 

these in vitro investigations strongly support the potential of the synthesized Mn-oxime 

complex as a powerful agent for DNA cleavage, contributing to advancement of opening new 

avenues for chemotherapeutic applications. 

Due to a constant need for the development of effective shielding materials, that are crucial 

for protecting a cancer patient, from hazardous effects during radiotherapy, an extensive 

literature search motivated me to explore molybdenum-based radioprotectors as a topic for 

my research. Literature review revealed molybdenum possesses unique properties that make 

it a promising candidate for radioprotection. With the goal of minimizing harmful effects of 

ionizing radiation on normal tissues designing novel molybdenum-based radioprotectors 

becomes crucial. In Chapter 9 and Chapter 12 there are thorough analysis of newly 

synthesized Mo dioxocomplexes. In Chapter 10 and Chapter 13 a discussion on the 

application of these complexes as potential radioprotectors to protect DNA from radiation 

induced damage is presented.  By delving into the potential of molybdenum-based 

radioprotectors, I aim to uncover their mechanism of action, evaluate their safety and identify 

potential clinical applications in vitro. By focusing on molybdenum-based radioprotectors, 

this research contributes to the growing body of knowledge in radioprotection to pave the 

way for development of improved strategies to safeguard healthy tissues during cancer 

treatment. 
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Literature revealed Molybdenum has a promising potential as a catalyst in VHPO mimicking 

systems, presenting numerous advantages over vanadium including enhanced stability and 

reduced cost. However, in order to fully grasp the mechanisms underlying catalytic activity 

and optimize application in industrial settings by Molybdenum, further research is warranted. 

In this thesis, my objective was to conduct a comprehensive scientific evaluation and 

advancement of enzymes that mimic VHPO function with a specific focus on Mo-based 

VHPO enzymes. In Chapter 11 and Chapter 13, application of synthesized Molybdenum 

dioxocomplexes in bio-mimetic catalysis is examined showcasing their potential utility in this 

field. By conducting thorough physicochemical and biochemical analyses, this research 

contributes to advancement in the field.  This research endeavor aims to contribute to the 

expanding knowledge base surrounding remarkable capabilities of molybdenum compounds 

and their potential for VHPO-like catalysis, thereby opening new avenues for industrial 

applications in a cost-effective and sustainable manner. 
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1. Techniques to be used for the execution of the work: 

1.1.Techniques used for characterization of metal complexes: 

To characterize the synthesized Manganese and Molybdenum-based metal complexes, the 

following tools and techniques have been utilized. 

1.1.1. C, H, N analysis: 

C, H, N analysis refers to determination of carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen content of a 

sample, which is an important analytical technique in many fields, including chemistry, 

materials science, and environmental science. Here are some of the key reasons why C, H, N 

analysis is important: 

C, H, N analysis provides information about elemental composition of a sample, which can 

be used to determine molecular formula and identify unknown compounds that are important 

for understanding the structure. 

Elemental analyses were carried out using a Perkin-Elmer 2400 series II CHNS analyzer was 

used to determine the C, H, and N content of samples. Typically, around 1.5-2.5 mg of 

sample was placed in the combustion cell, which was heated to approximately 900-980oC. 

Combustion was carried out using pure oxygen. Pure helium was utilized as a driving gas. 

1.1.2. Molar conductance studies: 

Molar conductivity is the ratio of the conductivity of a solution to the concentration of ions in 

solution. This parameter is typically denoted in units of S·m²·mol⁻¹·L¹, which represents 

siemens per meter squared per mole per liter. The molar conductivity of a solution can be 

affected by factors like temperature, pressure and nature of the solvent. 

Molar conductivity studies can be used to determine the degree of dissociation of an 

electrolyte in solution, which is a measure of the extent to which the electrolyte breaks down 

into ions.  
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To determine molar conductance values of the isolated complexes at 25oC, a bottle-type cell, 

and a Systronics (India) Model 335 digital conductivity bridge was used. Measurements were 

made using a thermostatic arrangement. 

1.1.3. Infrared Spectral studies: 

Infrared spectroscopy is a technique used to analyze materials based on their interaction with 

infrared radiation. Upon absorbing infrared radiation molecules undergo resonance pertaining 

to their vibrational modes that undergo a change. The pattern of absorption of infrared 

radiation provides information about various functional groups present in the sample 

depending on stretching and bending modes in such bonds as C=O, C-H, N-H, and O-H.  

Infrared spectroscopy involves the interaction of infrared radiation with a sample and 

measuring intensity of the radiation that is transmitted following absorption by the sample. 

The resulting spectrum is a plot of the intensity of the absorbed or transmitted radiation as a 

function of wavelength or frequency (wavenumber) of the radiation. The spectrum is then 

analyzed to identify the functional groups present in the sample and to determine its chemical 

composition. Infrared spectroscopy is a non-destructive technique, thus making it very useful 

for analyzing and characterizing compounds as it is not destroyed as a consequence.  

A Perkin-Elmer RFX-I IR spectrophotometer was used to obtain IR spectra of KBr discs at 

room temperature. The spectra were collected in KBr pellets over a range of 400-4000 cm-1. 

1.1.4. Magnetic Susceptibility Measurements: 

Magnetic susceptibility measurement is a technique used to determine magnetic properties of 

a material. It involves measuring the response of a sample to a magnetic field, which can 

provide information about its electronic structure and bonding. Magnetic susceptibility 

measurements were conducted by the Gouy method. These measurements commonly used in 

the fields of chemistry, physics, and material science help in the study of magnetic properties 

of compounds; of particular utility to an inorganic chemist is in the measurement of the 
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magnetic moment of the material that enables one to know the coordination geometry based 

on the spin state of the central metal ion; also to realize orbital contribution if any, in case of 

some metal ions, since a theoretical estimate of the spin only value can be had. 

Magnetic susceptibility of an isolated compound was determined using Gouy method, with 

mercury (II) tetracyanocobaltate (II) and tris(ethylenediamine)nickel (II) thiosulphate serving 

as calibrants. The mass susceptibility of the sample is relative to that of a standard calculated 

using the Gouy method, 

χg = 
∆𝑐 − ∆𝑑𝑖𝑎

∆𝑠− ∆𝑑𝑖𝑎
 ×  

𝑀𝑠

𝑀𝑐
 × χg 

where ∆c = change in weight in mg of the compound after application of magnetic field (+ve 

when weight increases and –ve when weight decreases).  

∆s = change in weight in mg of the standard after application of the magnetic field. 

∆𝑑𝑖𝑎 = loss of weight in mg of empty glass tube in the magnetic field due to diamagnetism of 

the glass material. 

Ms = weight of the standard in g. 

Mc = weight of isolated compound in g. 

The molar susceptibility χm was obtained by multiplying mass susceptibility χε by the 

molecular weight of the complex. Pascal's constant was used to correct for diamagnetic 

contributions of the constituents to obtain χA. The effective magnetic moment value (µeff) in 

Bohr Magneton was calculated from the relation, 

µeff = 2.84 √(𝜒𝐴  × 𝑇)  B.M, 

T denotes the temperature at which measurements were made. 

Magnetic susceptibility measurements were conducted using a Magway MSB MKI Magnetic 

susceptibility balance (Sherwood Scientific Ltd, Cambridge, England) at a temperature of 

298 K. The data was corrected for diamagnetic contributions using Pascal’s constants and 

experimental errors were such that they permitted recording of µeff up to first place of 
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decimal. The same equipment was sometimes used to determine diamagnetism of the solid 

ligand. 

1.1.5. pH measurements: 

The pH scale is used to determine the acidity or alkalinity of a solution; values ranging from 

0 to 14. A pH of 7 is considered neutral at 25oC, while a pH below 7 at the same temperature 

indicates an acidic solution and that above 7 a basic or alkaline solution. pH measurement 

was very crucial in studies related to the work reported in this dissertation. 

The most common method of pH measurement involves a pH meter, that consists of a glass 

electrode and a reference electrode. The glass electrode contains a special glass membrane 

sensitive to hydrogen ions (H+). The reference electrode provides a stable reference voltage 

against which the electrode is calibrated to measure a potential difference. 

To measure pH with a pH meter, the electrode is immersed in the solution to be measured, 

and the potential difference between the two electrodes is measured. This potential difference 

is then converted to a pH value using a calibration curve, which relates the potential 

difference to pH. 

Other methods of pH measurement include using pH indicator papers or solutions known as 

indicators that change color depending on the pH of the solution being tested. These methods 

are less precise than using a pH meter but can be useful for quick qualitative measurements. 

pH measurements were performed using a Systronics (India) Model-335 digital pH meter. 

1.1.6. Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA): 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is a technique used to analyze thermal stability and 

composition of materials. It involves the heating of a sample at a controlled rate while 

monitoring its weight (precisely the loss of it) as a function of temperature. TGA can provide 

information about decomposition, oxidation and volatilization of materials, as well as their 

thermal stability, purity and composition. 
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During a TGA experiment, the sample is placed in a sample holder, which is then placed in a 

furnace. The temperature of the furnace is ramped up at a controlled rate, and the weight of 

the sample is continuously monitored by a sensitive balance or microbalance. As temperature 

increases, the sample may undergo thermal decomposition, loss of water or volatile 

components, oxidation, or other reactions, resulting in a change in weight. Loss in weight is 

recorded and plotted as a function of temperature to produce a thermogram which can be 

analyzed to determine the composition and thermal properties of the sample. 

The TGA study was conducted using a Perkin Elmer - Pyris Diamond TG/DTA instrument. 

1.1.7. Electronic spectral studies: 

The UV-Vis spectra were mostly recorded in the range of 200-800 nm were obtained at room 

temperature using a Perkin Elmer UV-Vis spectrometer Lambda 25 with a 1 cm quartz cell 

against an appropriate reagent as blank. Wherever necessary, the UV-Vis spectra in solution 

were subjected to Gaussian analysis. 

1.1.8. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) studies: 

The study of molecular structure and dynamics is made possible through use of nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy which is a highly effective analytical technique 

providing detailed information about the chemical environment, structure and interactions of 

molecules. By analyzing the NMR spectra of a sample it is possible to determine the types of 

atoms present in the sample as also the arrangement of atoms in the molecule and nature of 

the bonds between atoms. 

 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy operates on the principle that atomic 

nuclei with an odd number of protons or neutrons possess a magnetic moment, that can be 

induced to resonate when subjected to radiation in the radiofrequency region in the presence 

of a magnetic field. NMR spectra are typically represented graphically as a plot of signal 

intensity (y-axis) as a function of magnetic field strength (x-axis). The position of the signals 
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in the spectrum, known as chemical shifts, provide information about the chemical 

environment of the atoms in the sample. The shape, intensity, and splitting of signals provide 

additional information about the microenvironment around the NMR active atom from where 

molecular structure and dynamics may be realized 

NMR spectroscopy has a wide range of applications in many fields, including chemistry, 

biochemistry, materials science and medicine. It is used for characterization of organic 

compounds, determination of purity of chemical samples and for studying the structure and 

dynamics of proteins, nucleic acids and other biomolecules.  

The 1H and 13C NMR data were obtained at 25˚C using a Bruker 300MHz FT spectrometer 

with CDCl3, d6-DMSO, or CD3OD as solvent and tetramethylsilane (TMS) as internal 

standard. Signals of individual protons were assigned based on chemical shift, spin-spin 

structure, and substituent effects. 

1.1.9. Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) studies: 

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, also known as electron spin resonance 

(ESR) spectroscopy is a powerful analytical technique used to study electronic structure and 

properties of molecules and materials. It is based on the principle that unpaired electrons in a 

sample have a magnetic moment and can be made to resonate when placed in a magnetic 

field upon exposure to microwave radiation. 

EPR spectroscopy provides detailed information about electronic properties of a sample, 

including the number and nature of unpaired electrons, their spatial orientation, and strength 

of the interactions between them with nearby nuclei or other electrons. By analyzing the EPR 

spectrum of a sample, it is possible to determine the nature of the radicals and paramagnetic 

species present in the sample, as well as their structural and electronic properties. 
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EPR spectra are typically represented graphically as a plot of signal intensity (y-axis) as a 

function of magnetic field strength (x-axis). The position and shape of the signals provide 

information about electronic structure and properties of the sample. 

EPR spectra were recorded on a JEOL-JES FA200 ESR spectrometer in solid-state at 298K. 

The microwave cavity was constantly flushed with pure and dry nitrogen during 

measurements. Spectra were calibrated using DPPH (diphenylpicrylhydrazyl) [DPPH, g = 

2.0037] as reference. 

1.1.10. X-Ray Crystallography: 

The compounds' single crystal X-ray structures were determined using a Bruker AXS 

SMART APEX CCD diffractometer with Mo-Kα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Ǻ) at a temperature 

of 298 K. The crystal was placed 6.03 cm away from the detector and a total of 606 frames 

were collected with a scan width of 0.3˚ at different settings of φ. The data were reduced 

using SAINTPLUS, and empirical absorption correction was applied using SADABS. Direct 

methods were used to locate metal atoms and the remaining non-hydrogen atoms were 

obtained from successive Fourier synthesis. The structures were refined using a full matrix 

least-square procedure on F2.  

The SHELXTL v.6.14 software was used for calculation and the goodness-of-fit (GOF) was 

determined using equations (I), (II), and (III) as follows. 

R1 = Σ||𝑭𝒐| − |𝑭𝒄||/𝜮 |𝑭𝒐|     ……. (I) 

 wR2 = [ Σ [ w (Fo
2- Fc

2)2] / Σ [ w (Fo
2)2]]1/2  ........ (II) 

 GOF = S = [Σ [w(Fo
2- Fc

2)2] / (no-np)]1/2  ……. (III) 

no=number of reflections 

np= total number of parameters refined. 
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1.1.11. Powder X-Ray Diffraction (PXRD): 

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) is an analytical technique used to determine the crystal 

structure of a material by analyzing diffraction patterns produced when a sample is exposed 

to X-rays. The sample is typically in the form of a fine powder, and X-rays are generated by a 

specialized instrument known as an X-ray diffractometer. 

In PXRD, X-rays are directed onto the sample at various angles and the resulting diffraction 

pattern is collected by a detector. The diffraction pattern consists of a series of peaks at 

different angles, corresponding to positions and intensities of diffracted X-rays. The positions 

and intensities of the peaks are determined by the crystal structure of the material and 

orientation of crystals in the powder. 

By analyzing the diffraction pattern, it is possible to determine the crystal structure of the 

material, including lattice parameters, unit cell dimensions and positions of atoms within the 

unit cell. PXRD can also be used to determine purity of a sample, identify unknown 

materials, and study effects of temperature, pressure and other external factors on the crystal 

structure and properties of a material. It is a non-destructive and highly informative technique 

that provides valuable information about the structure and properties of materials at the 

atomic level. 

The Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer was used to collect X-ray powder diffraction 

patterns, with an operating voltage of 40 kV and a current of 40 mA. The diffractometer was 

operated using CuK radiation, with an effective wavelength of 1.5418 Å. 

1.2.Techniques used to monitor DNA-metal complex interaction: 

The following methods are used to explore binding affinity of metal complexes with DNA: 

1.2.1. Electronic Absorption Spectra: 

Absorption spectroscopy is a technique used to measure the absorption of radiation caused by 

its interaction with a sample as a function of frequency or wavelength. The sample absorbs 
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photons from the radiating field, resulting in a variation of absorption intensity across the 

electromagnetic spectrum, which is known as an absorption spectrum. This method is used in 

various regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, with the visible region having photon 

energies ranging from 36 to 72 kcal/mole. The near ultraviolet region extends the energy 

range up to 143 kcal/mole and reaches 200 nm. However, ultraviolet radiation with 

wavelengths shorter than 200 nm is rarely used as it is difficult to handle and not commonly 

used for routine structural analysis. 

 

Figure 1: Different types of UV transitions 

Absorption spectroscopy is also known as electronic spectroscopy as the energies in this 

region are sufficient to excite a molecular electron to a higher energy orbital. The above 

diagram shows the possible electronic excitations that can occur in organic molecules. The 

two lowest energy transitions (colored blue on the left-most side) can be achieved by the 

energies available in the 200 to 800 nm spectrum. The energetically favored electron 

promotion occurs from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to the lowest 

unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), resulting in an excited state. Absorption spectroscopy 

involves exposing molecules in a sample to light that matches a possible electronic transition 

within the molecule, resulting in the promotion of an electron to a higher energy orbital. An 

optical spectrometer records the wavelengths and degree of absorption at each wavelength, 

resulting in a spectrum presented as a graph of absorbance (A) versus wavelength. The 

absorbance ranges from 0 (no absorption) to 2 (99% absorption) and is corrected for 
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operational factors to enable comparison of the spectra of different compounds in a 

meaningful way. Molar absorptivity" is particularly useful in determining the relative 

strength of light-absorbing functions (chromophores) and comparing spectra of different 

compounds.  

Molar absorptivity (ε) is defined as: 

Molar Absorptivity, ε = A/ c l      [according to Lambert- Beer’s Law] 

(Where A= absorbance, c = sample concentration in moles/liter & l = length of light path 

through the sample in cm) 

1.2.2. Fluorescence Spectra: 

Fluorescence is a type of luminescence where a substance emits light following an 

absorption. In most cases, the emitted light has a longer wavelength and lower energy than 

that which was absorbed. However, in intense electromagnetic radiation, a single electron can 

absorb two photons, leading to the emission of radiation with a shorter wavelength than the 

absorbed radiation. This phenomenon is called two-photon absorption. Alternatively, the 

emitted radiation may have the same wavelength as the absorbed radiation, which is known 

as "resonance fluorescence." 
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Figure 2: Jablonski Diagram for electronic energy level 

The intensity of fluorescence is influenced by several factors, including extinction 

coefficient, optical path length, solute concentration, fluorescence quantum yield and 

intensity of the excitation source and fluorescence collection efficiency of the instrument. In 

dilute solutions or suspensions, fluorescence intensity is linearly related to these parameters. 

The fluorescence quantum yield is a measure of the efficiency of the fluorescence process 

and is defined as the ratio of the number of photons emitted to the number of photons 

absorbed2,3. 

 

A fluorescence quantum yield of 1.0 (100%) represents the maximum efficiency of the 

fluorescence process, where each absorbed photon results in the emission of a photon. Even 

compounds with quantum yields as low as 0.10 are still considered relatively fluorescent. 

An alternative method of defining the fluorescence quantum yield is by measuring the rate of 

decay of the excited state: 
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Where kf is the rate of spontaneous emission of radiation and is the sum of all 

rates of excited state decay. 

Excited state decay can occur through non-radiative mechanisms that do not involve photon 

emission. These non-radiative rates can result from dynamic collisional quenching, near-field 

dipole-dipole interaction (also known as resonance energy transfer), internal conversion, and 

intersystem crossing. Any changes in the rate of these pathways can affect both the excited 

state lifetime and fluorescence quantum yield. Fluorescence quantum yields are typically 

determined by comparing them to a standard.  

Ethidium bromide is a dye that is frequently employed in molecular biology laboratories for 

identifying nucleic acids, such as double-stranded DNA from PCRs and restriction digests, as 

well as single-stranded RNA that can fold back onto itself and offer local base pairing for the 

dye to intercalate. When ethidium bromide binds to DNA, it becomes intensely fluorescent. 

This fluorescence is not due to the rigid stabilization of the phenyl group, which has been 

shown to project outside the intercalated bases and rotate about its single bond to minimize 

its interaction with the ring system. Instead, it is believed to be due to the hydrophobic 

environment found between base pairs. The hydrophobic environment found between the 

base pairs is responsible for the intense fluorescence of ethidium bromide after binding with 

DNA. As the ethidium cation enters the hydrophobic environment and moves away from the 

surrounding solvent, it is compelled to release water molecules that were previously 

associated with it. This is important because water is a highly efficient fluorescent quencher, 

meaning that it can inhibit fluorescence. Thus, by shedding these water molecules, ethidium 

can fluoresce. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spontaneous_emission
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1.2.3.  Hydrodynamic Methods – Viscosity Measurement: 

The viscosity of a polymer solution is influenced by the concentration and size of the 

dissolved polymer, also known as molecular weight. Utilizing viscosity measurements can 

provide an approximate understanding of the molecular weight. Although viscosity techniques 

are relatively simple to conduct, they are not highly accurate, and the resulting molecular 

weight obtained through viscosity measurements, known as viscosity average molecular 

weight (Mv), may lack precision. This is because Mv is reliant on a parameter that is affected 

by the solvent utilized for the viscosity measurement, leading to molecular weight 

determination being solvent-dependent. Nevertheless, despite these limitations, viscosity 

techniques remain a valuable tool in polymer analysis. 

When a fluid, such as air, moves past a stationary wall, such as a tabletop, the fluid closest to 

the wall experiences zero movements, while the flow speed increases further away from the 

wall. This leads to the existence of a velocity gradient, which occurs due to adhesive, 

cohesive, and frictional forces. The magnitude of this gradient, indicating the rate at which 

the speed changes concerning the distance, is specific to the fluid and is used to define its 

coefficient of viscosity, represented by the symbol η. 

Poiseuille’s equation expresses the relationship between the viscosity coefficient (η) of a 

fluid, the flow rate, the pressure gradient, and dimensions of the tube or pipe through which 

the fluid is flowing. It can be represented as follows: 

𝛈 =  
𝐏𝛑𝐫𝟒𝐭

𝟖𝐋𝐕
 

Where V is the volume of liquid delivered in time t, through a capillary of radius r and length 

L, with a hydrostatic pressure P. 

In an apparatus designed so that equal volumes of liquid can flow through the same capillary 

of length L and radius r, η may be written as, 
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η = khdgt 

If g remains constant in any given location and h, the height through which the liquid falls is 

kept constant, the above equation becomes 

η = kdt 

Where k is the dimensional constant of the apparatus. 

If two liquids are compared using the same apparatus, it follows that 

𝜼𝟏

𝜼𝟐
=  

𝐝𝟏𝐭𝟏

𝐝𝟐 𝐭𝟐
 

If 𝜼𝟐, the co-efficient of viscosity of one of the substances, is known from previous 

measurements, then 𝜼𝟏, the viscosity of the other liquid can be calculated from the measured 

quantities, 𝒅𝟏, 𝒕𝟏, 𝒅𝟐,𝒕𝟐. 

Viscosity Measurement of a Liquid: 

The viscosity of a liquid is a measure of its inability to flow, and this is measured in Nsm-

2 (SI Units) or poise (P), or centipoise (cP). 

 1P = 0.1 N s m-2 

 1 cP = 0.001 N s m-2 

Currently, viscometers are the preferred tool for measuring viscosity. The viscosity of water 

is temperature-dependent, meaning that it changes with a variation in temperature. At a 

temperature of 293 K (20°C), viscosity of water is 1.002 cP. As temperature increases, 

viscosity decreases. 
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Figure 3: Ostwald Viscometer 

1.2.4. Gel Electrophoresis: 

Gel electrophoresis is a technique used in molecular biology to separate and analyze DNA, 

RNA, and protein molecules based on their size and charge. The technique involves placing a 

sample of the molecules in a gel matrix, typically made of agarose or polyacrylamide, and 

applying an electric field across the gel. The electric field causes the charged molecules to 

move through the gel, with smaller molecules moving faster than larger ones. 

The plasmid pUC19 DNA is double-stranded and typically exists in a compact, twisted form 

known as supercoiled (SC). However, when the DNA experiences a break in one or both of 

its strands, it can take on a different shape. Specifically, a break in one strand will cause SC 

form to unwind and transform into a nicked circular (NC) form, while a break in both strands 

will produce a linear form. 

To measure the extent of DNA strand breaks, researchers can observe the migration patterns 

of the different forms of DNA in a gel electrophoresis experiment. The SC form moves 

quickly through the gel, while the NC form moves more slowly, and the linear form falls 

somewhere in between the SC and NC forms. By quantifying the amount of NC and linear 

forms present, researchers can estimate the extent of DNA strand breaks that have occurred. 
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The separated forms can be visualized by staining the gel with a dye that binds to molecules, 

such as ethidium bromide for DNA, or by transferring the separated molecules to a 

membrane for further analysis, such as in case of the Western blot analysis for proteins. 

Gel electrophoresis is a widely used technique in molecular biology, with applications in 

DNA sequencing, gene expression analysis, and protein characterization, among others. 

1.2.5. Gamma Radiation: 

Gamma radiation is a form of high-energy electromagnetic radiation emitted from the nucleus 

of an atom. It is a type of ionizing radiation, which means it has enough energy to remove 

electrons from atoms and molecules, creating charged particles or ions. 

Gamma radiation was passed through DNA solution with the help of a GC-900 Gama 

Chamber, 2 KilloCourie. The GC-900 Gamma Chamber is a device used to generate gamma 

radiation for various applications, including medical, industrial, and research purposes. The 

"2 KilloCourie" (kCi) refers to the strength or intensity of the radiation emitted by the 

chamber. One kilocurie (1 kCi) is equal to 37 terabecquerels (TBq), which is a measure of the 

number of radioactive decay events that occur in one second. 

Therefore, a gamma radiation level of 2 kCi corresponds to a very high level of radiation 

exposure, and proper precautions must be taken to ensure the safety of individuals working 

with or near the GC-900 Gamma Chamber. This may include the use of protective clothing, 

radiation shielding, and monitoring devices to track radiation exposure levels. 
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1.3. Techniques and soft wares used for the overall research process: 

Purpose Software / Instrument used 

Basic Computer Operating System Windows operating system 

Word Processing MS Word, Adobe Acrobat 

Numerical analysis Origin, MS Excel 

Plotting figures Origin, MS Excel 

Web browsing Sci-Finder for literature, Google Chrome is 

used as a browser to browse the sites of 

publication houses 

Error analysis Origin, MS Excel 

Curve fitting Origin, MS Excel 

Gel electrophoresis study UVP Bio Doc-It Imaging System 

 

Analysis of Nicking Percentage in Gel- 

electrophoresis study 

UVP DOC-ItLS software 

Optimization of Metal Complexes structures 

by DFT study 

Gaussian09 package 

Molecular Docking study Auto Dock 4.2.0 software package 
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1. Introduction: 

DNA is the common primary intracellular target of all forms of anticancer drugs as well as 

chemotherapeutic agents. Interaction between small molecules and DNA may cause DNA 

damage in cancer cells inhibiting proliferation.1–3 Over the past few decades, studies on the 

activity of small molecules showing DNA binding and cleavage have generated much 

interest4,5 due to their potential applications as DNA probes and anticancer drugs. Like natural 

enzymes, artificial nucleases can also hydrolyse DNA and therefore these cleaving agents have 

found extensive applications as potential chemotherapeutic agents.6,7 Although numerous 

naturally occurring nucleases are known8, development of synthetic nucleases would be of 

great utility and importance to monitor or manipulate desired biological reactions at the 

molecular level. In recent years, there has been a notable surge in the demand for metal-based 

compounds in the field of cancer treatment. This increased interest can be attributed to the 

alarming prevalence of cancer and, particularly, the remarkable cytotoxic effects 

demonstrated by newly developed metal-based compounds in laboratory studies. 

Furthermore, through the application of ligand substitution and the modification of existing 

chemical structures, scientists have successfully synthesized a diverse array of metal-based 

compounds. Some of these compounds exhibit enhanced cytotoxicity and improved 

pharmacokinetic profiles, further fueling the enthusiasm surrounding their potential as 

effective cancer treatments.9,10 Transition metal complexes11–15 of Fe, Cu, Ni, Pt, Ru, Rh, V, 

Cr, Co, Os, and Pd have been reported to mediate DNA cleavage in presence of oxidants, 

reductants or without any assisting agents.16–22 However, detailed investigation of DNA 

interaction and nuclease activity exhibited by manganese complexes is scanty. To the best of 

our knowledge, the field of DNA-binding studies of oxime-based Mn complexes has not been 

explored. In the present work, we discuss DNA-binding properties and nuclease activity of a 
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new oxime-based Mn complex, which could prove to be of biochemical significance in the 

days to come. 

2. Materials and methods: 

2.1. Materials and physical methods: 

Manganese chloride tetrahydrate, salicylaldehyde and hydroxylamine hydrochloride of extra-

pure quality were obtained from Merck (India). All other reagents used were of GR grade 

and obtained from Merck (India). Analytical grade solvents used for physico-chemical 

studies were further purified, wherever necessary by standard literature methods before use.23 

Calf thymus DNA and supercoiled plasmid pUC19 DNA were obtained from Sigma 

Chemical Company, USA and Genei Bangalore, India respectively. All solutions containing 

DNA were prepared in Tris-HCl buffer at pH 7.4. Other stock solutions were also prepared in 

Tris-HCl buffer. Millipore water was used throughout the course of investigations.  

2.2. Physical Measurements: 

IR spectra were taken as KBr discs at room temperature on a Perkin Elmer RFX-I IR 

spectrophotometer. PXRD data were collected on a Bruker D8 Advance X-ray diffractometer 

using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.548 A) generated at 40 kV and 40 mA. Elemental analyses were 

carried out on a Perkin-Elmer 2400 series II CHNS analyzer. UV-vis spectra (200–800 nm) 

were recorded against an appropriate reagent blank at room temperature using a Shimadzu U-

1800 spectrophotometer using a 1 cm quartz cell. EPR spectra were obtained on a JEOL-JES 

FA200 ESR spectrometer at room temperature. Mass spectral analyses were done on a 

Waters mass spectrometer (model: XEVO-G2QTOF#YCA351). Gel electrophoresis studies 

were carried out with UVP Bio Doc-It imaging system and nicking was analyzed by UVP 

DOC-ItLS software. 
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3. Experimental Procedures: 

3.1. Preparation of the complex: 

The ligand salicylaldehyde-oxime (sal-oxime) was prepared according to a method 

mentioned in the literature.24 Methanolic solution (5 mL) of Manganese chloride tetrahydrate 

(2 mmol) was mixed with a methanolic solution (10 mL) of the ligand (salicylaldehyde-

oxime, sal-oxime) (4 mmol), dropwise with constant stirring. 20 mL water was then added 

and stirring was continued for another 12 hours, which on standing produced a light green 

solid. The solid was collected by filtration, washed with cold water and dried under vacuum. 

It was purified by recrystallization; yield was 75%. Despite multiple attempts, diffractable 

grade suitable single crystals were not obtained. IR (KBr, cm-1) : 463 [υ(Mn-N)], 539 [υ(Mn-

O)]25,26. ESI-MS (+ve) in MeOH: m/z (relative intensity) 363.04 [M+], 386.03 [M++ Na]. 

UV-Vis (max/nm): 216 and 253. Elemental analysis: found (calc.) C,46.12% (C, 46.29%); 

H,3.99% (H, 4.44%); N,7.51% (N, 7.71%). The nature of PXRD results (Figure 1) indicate 

that the complex is crystalline in nature. The compound is soluble in organic solvents like 

methanol, acetonitrile, chloroform, acetone, N,N-dimethyl formamide (DMF), dimethyl 

sulfoxide (DMSO) and tetrahydrofuran (THF) and behaves like a non-electrolyte (Molar 

conductance 2 ohm-1cm2mole-1). Therefore, molecular formula of the compound is MnII(sal-

oxime)2(H2O)2 which was supported by a DFT study. 
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Figure 1: PXRD pattern of the complex 

 

3.2.  DFT Calculations: 

Molecular geometry of the complex was optimized by Density Functional Theory (DFT), 

being an established technique to obtain better insights into the geometry, electronic structure 

and optical properties of systems. Geometry of both the ligand and metal complex was 

optimized using DFT. All DFT calculations were performed using Gaussian09 package. 

Ligand geometry was optimized with Becke three parameter hybrid exchange functional and 

Lee–Yang–Parr correlation functional (B3LYP)27 with 6-31+g (d,p) basis set. Optimization 

of the complex molecule was done using unrestricted hybrid density functional theory by 

Becke’s 3 parameter exchange functional27,28 with nonlocal Lee-Yang-Parr electron 

correlation (UB3LYP model)27,29 functional. The basis set was augmented to LANL2DZ 

(ECP)30–32 for Mn atom jointly with 6-31G (d,p) basis set for other atoms (C, O,N, and H) 

using Gaussian09.33 TD-DFT was performed considering optimized geometry using CAM-

B3LYP27,28,34 function in combination with LANL2DZ (ECP)30–32 for Mn atom and 6-31G 

(d,p) for other atoms (C,H, N, and O) for the calculation of spectral features of the complex.  

In order to include solvation effect in TD-DFT calculation, we included the continuum model 
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(CPCM)35 (polarizable conductor calculation model along with united-atom topological 

model having ε = 78.39). Geometry of the ligand and the complex was fully optimized 

without any symmetry constraints. GaussSum 2.1 program36 was used to calculate molecular 

orbital contributions from groups or atoms. 

3.3. DNA binding Studies: 

3.3.1. UV-Vis spectral study: 

Calf thymus DNA solutions were meticulously prepared in a solution of Tris–HCl / NaCl (50 

mM Tris-HCl and 50 mM NaCl, pH 7.2) and stored at 4°C for a maximum of four days to 

maintain their integrity. To explore the interaction between the complex and DNA, UV-vis 

spectra were captured using a Schimadzu UV-1800 spectrophotometer. The electronic 

spectrum of the complex was scrutinized both in the absence and presence of calf thymus 

DNA. To conduct the titration experiment, a fixed concentration of the complex was 

progressively titrated with increasing amounts of DNA. By following this approach, we 

aimed to precisely investigate the changes in the absorption profile and elucidate the potential 

interaction between the complex and DNA. 

3.3.2. Viscometric study: 

Viscosity of DNA37 was measured by a fabricated micro viscometer, maintained at 28 (± 

0.5)0C in a thermostatic water bath. Data were presented as (η/ηo)
1/3 versus ratio of the 

concentration of either the ligand or complex to that of CT-DNA, where ηo is the viscosity of 

CT-DNA solution alone and η is the viscosity of calf thymus DNA in the presence of the 

complex. Viscosity values were calculated from observed flow time of calf thymus DNA by 

the relation; η = t−to, where t and t0 are values of flow times for solution and buffer 

respectively. 
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3.3.3. Gel electrophoresis study: 

DNA cleavage activity of the complex was monitored with the help of gel electrophoresis 

(Model No. 2101, Genei, Bangalore). The supercoiled pUC19 DNA (0.5 mg per reaction) in 

Tris–HCl/NaCl buffer (pH 7.2) was treated with increasing amounts of the metal complex 

over a range of 18–36 µM along with H2O2 (16 µM)38,39. After incubation for 45 min at 370C, 

it was mixed with a sample loading dye. Samples were run on 0.9% agarose in 1 X TAE 

buffer for 3 hours at 80 mV and then treated with a solution of ethidium bromide. The bands 

were visualized by UV light and photographed with UVP Bio Doc-It imaging system. 

Percentage of of supercoiled (SC) pUC19 DNA cleavage, induced by the complex, was 

determined using UVP BIODOC-ItLS software.  

3.3.4. Molecular Docking Study: 

The molecular docking study of the Mn complex with calf thymus DNA was carried out 

using Auto Dock 4.2.0 software. The energy minimized conformation of the complex 

obtained from DFT calculations were used for docking studies. Docking study was performed 

with Lamarckian Genetic Algorithm (LGA) inside a 126 × 126 × 126 grid box. Discovery 

studio visualizer 2016 and Chimera 1.10.2 were used to visualize results. 

4. Results and Discussions: 

4.1. Characterisation of the complex: 

4.1.1. IR and UV-vis studies of the complex: 

Infrared absorption frequencies of the metal complex were analyzed. The azomethine group 

frequencies of free Schiff base shifts towards the lower frequency region in the complex from 

1618 cm-1 to 1587 cm-1 (Figure 2 & 3) due to the involvement of the N atom of –C=N– group 

in coordinating the metal centre.40 Bands at 463 and 539 cm-1 are due to υMn-N1, υMn-N2 and 

υMn-O1, υMn-O4 vibrations respectively of the coordinated sal-oxime ligand (Figure 3). The 
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complex shows a broad absorbance throughout the visible region which may be due to d-d 

transition of Mn(II) in the complex. The complex shows broad peaks at 253 nm and 216 nm 

which can be assigned to n-π* and π-π* intra-ligand electronic transitions. 

 

Figure 2: IR spectra of the Ligand 

 

Figure 3: IR spectra of the Complex 
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4.1.2.  Thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA): 

Presence of coordinated water in the complex was identified by a loss of mass above 

1200C.41–43 10% mass loss occurred upto ˜1200C which corresponds to loss of two molecules 

of coordinated water from the complex (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4: TGA of Complex 

4.1.3. Mass spectrometric analysis: 

Molecular formula and structural information could be obtained from ESI-MS analysis. The 

molecular formula of the complex [Mn(sal-oxime)2(H2O)2] obtained from analytical 

techniques is C14H16MnN2O6 (Mol. Wt. 363.04), which is supported by the observed ESI-mass 

spectrum of the complex. The mass spectrum exhibits a peak at 363.04 (molecular weight), 

corresponding to the molecular ion (M+). Additionally, a peak at 386.03, with the highest 

abundance, represents the molecular ion (M+) combined with Na+ (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5: ESI-MS of Complex 

4.1.4.  Magnetic Moment: 

Room temperature (298 K) magnetic moment of the complex was found to be 5.89 B.M. 

which indicates the presence of a high spin Mn(II) centre having octahedral geometry.44 

4.1.5.  EPR spectra: 

 The EPR spectrum of the complex [MnII(sal-oxime)2(H2O)2] was recorded in solid state at 

room temperature. A single EPR line was observed (Figure 6) which revealed the presence of 

a strong signal at g =1.97. Such single line spectrum suggests unambiguously a mononuclear 

nature for the complex.41–43 From the low value of ‘g’, it can be said there can be an important 

contribution of ligand spin-orbit coupling that indicates covalency.45,46 
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Figure 6: EPR spectra of complex (Mn[sal-oxime]2[H2O]2) at 298 K. (g =1.97; freq. = 

9445.141 MHz, power = 0.9908 mW, sweep time = 4.00 min.) 

 

4.1.6. Optimization of molecular geometry and electronic structure:  

By employing Density Functional Theory (DFT)47–50, the geometry of both the ligand and the 

metal complex has been optimized. The ground state optimized geometry of the ligand and its 

Mn2+ complex is shown in Figure. 7 a and b respectively where both the ligand and Mn2+ 

complex had a C1 point group. The main optimized geometrical parameters of the complex 

are listed in Table 1. The modelled geometry possesses a distorted octahedral arrangement 

around the Mn(II) centre. 

 

Figure 7: Optimized Geometry of (a) ligand and (b) complex 
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Table 1: Selected optimized geometrical parameters for the complex in the ground state 

calculated at LANL2DZ levels 

Bond Length (Å) 

Mn-N1 1.996 

Mn-O1 1.928 

Mn-O3W 2.162 

Mn-O4 1.976 

Mn-N2 2.022 

Mn-O6W 2.158 

Bond angles (0) 

O1-Mn-N1 88.25 

N1-Mn-O3W 92.42 

O3W-Mn-O4 90.84 

O4-Mn-N2 90.06 

N2-Mn-O6W 88.09 

O6W-Mn-O1 86.71 

N1-Mn-O4 91.92 

O4-Mn-N2 88.25 

N2-Mn-O1 89.91 

O1-Mn-N1 90.06 

N1-Mn-N2 178.20 

O1-Mn-O4 175.28 

O3W-Mn-O6W 171.14 
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All calculated Mn–N distances occur in the range 1.996–2.022 Å and Mn–O distances in the 

range 1.928–2.162 Å. The calculated IR stretching frequencies of the complex were 

compared with experimental findings (Table 2) (Figure 8a) and values were found to be in 

good agreement. Hence, all DFT calculations confirm and establish the structure of the Mn 

compound as depicted in Figure 7b. For the ligand (sal-oxime) at ground state, electron 

density at HOMO-1, HOMO, LUMO, and LUMO+1 orbitals mainly reside on the benzene 

moiety. Energy difference between HOMO and LUMO (Figure 9) is 4.68 eV in case of the 

ligand. This assignment was supported by TD-DFT calculations. For the complex all LUMO, 

LUMO+1, LUMO+2, HOMO and HOMO-1mainly originate from the ligand  and * 

orbitals while LUMO+2, HOMO, LUMO, and HOMO-1 arise from contribution of metal d 

orbitals along with ligand p orbitals. The energy difference between HOMO and LUMO is 

3.38 eV in the complex while for the ligand it is 4.68 eV. 

 

Figure 8a:  Calculated (black) and experimental (red) Infrared spectra of complex 
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Figure 9: HOMO and LUMO of sal-oxime Ligand 

 

Table 2: Comparisons of experimental and theoretical stretching frequency of complex 

Frequency Theoretical values 

(cm-1) 

Experimental Values 

(cm-1) 

% of 

Deviation 

υMn-N1 and υMn-N2 501 463 8.2 

υMn-O1 and υMn-O4 560 539 3.8 

 

The complex shows two absorption bands at 216 nm and 253 nm in aqueous solution at room 

temperature. Absorptions calculated from TD-DFT show bands at 239 nm and 255 nm for the 

complex. The calculated value is in good agreement with experimental results (Table 3) 

(Figure 8b).51  
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Figure 8b: Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental electronic spectra of complex 

 

Table 3: Selected UV–vis energy transitions at B3LYP level for complex in aqueous 

medium 

λcal (nm) Oscillator 

strength (f) 

λexpt (nm) Key transitions 

239 0.0252 216 HOMO ->L+2, H-1 ->L+1  

255 0.0117 253 H-1->L+1, HOMO ->L+1, H-1->LUMO 

 

HOMO–LUMO energy  

In chemistry, energy difference between molecular orbitals, HOMO (highest occupied 

molecular orbital) and LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) is called HOMO–

LUMO gap. These molecular orbitals are known as “frontier orbitals” as these are the farthest 

boundary of the electrons in molecule (Figure 10).52 The HOMO–LUMO gap determines the 

rate of excitation of the molecule in which the rate increases with a decrease in the gap. 
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HOMO and LUMO orbitals with corresponding energies are shown in Figure 11 and the 

HOMO-LUMO Ediff is 3.379 ev. Here, HOMO is distributed to a large extent in the aromatic 

part of the molecule and metal atom. Electron density is greater on one of the aromatic rings 

of the ligand over the other ligand attached to the metal ion. In case of LUMO, the above 

mentioned electron density (found in HOMO) is reversed on the aromatic part of another 

ligand attached to metal centre. An intriguing observation is that the electron density on the 

metal ion disappears in the LUMO, whereas it is present in sufficient quantities in the 

HOMO. The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) primarily exhibits π-bonding 

character, while the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) predominantly displays π 

anti-bonding character. The significant energy gap between the HOMO and LUMO indicates 

that the complex possesses high stability, as the molecule necessitates higher energy levels 

for excitation.  

 

Figure 10:  Frontier molecular orbitals involved in the UV-vis absorption of metal complex 
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Figure 11: Frontier orbitals (HOMO-LUMO) of the complex 

4.2. DNA binding studies: 

The study is directed towards development of a synthetic DNA nuclease. It therefore 

demands a thorough study on the ability of the compound to bind to double-stranded DNA. 

Hence, binding to DNA by the molecule was studied and the results are presented herein. 

4.2.1. Electronic absorption spectral studies: 

Monitoring changes in the absorption profile of metal complexes upon the addition of 

increasing amounts of DNA has emerged as a widely employed method for comprehending 

the intricate interactions between the complex and DNA.53 To investigate this interaction, the 

electronic spectra of the complex were diligently observed both in the absence and presence 

of DNA. Specifically, the absorption spectrum of the complex was scrutinized by modulating 

the concentration of calf thymus DNA. Notably, with the gradual addition of DNA, a 

remarkable augmentation in the intensity of the spectra was observed in the complex (Figure 

12). This conspicuous hyperchromic effect primarily arises due to the electrostatic attraction 

between the complex and DNA, resulting in potential damage to the secondary structure of 

DNA. Consequently, the helical structure of DNA may experience partial untwisting, leading 
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to the exposure of additional DNA bases.54,55 These distinctive spectroscopic characteristics 

strongly imply a discernible interaction between the complex and DNA.54,55  

 

Figure 12: Absorption spectra of the complex in the presence of increasing amounts of calf 

thymus DNA  

4.2.2. Viscometric studies: 

To further investigate the mode of binding between the complex and DNA, a viscosity 

measurement was carried out. The spectroscopic technique is useful but not sufficient to 

understand the mode of binding of the complex with DNA.56 Hydrodynamic measurements 

which are sensitive to change in DNA length are used to confirm spectral data. Hence, 

viscosity is used to be a sensitive technique to understand mode of DNA binding.57–61 

Relative viscosity of the calf thymus DNA solution is known to increase on intercalative 

binding to substrates because insertion of intercalators causes base pairs of the DNA to get 

apart and causing lengthening of the DNA helix and leading to increase in viscosity. While 

molecules bound to DNA through groove do not alter their relative viscosity.62,63 Values of 

relative specific viscosities of DNA in the absence and presence of the complex are plotted 

against [complex]/[DNA] (Figure 13). It is observed addition of the complex to calf thymus 

DNA does not show a significant increase in viscosity of calf thymus DNA. Hence, the 
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possibility of the complex to be an intercalator is ruled out. There may be some electrostatic 

interactions of the complex with the DNA. The complex can also participate in hydrogen 

bond formation with DNA base pairs, that may lead to better binding affinity between the 

complex and DNA base pairs, thereby suggesting involvement of complex as a DNA groove 

binder. 

 

Figure 13: Effect of increasing amount of the complex on specific viscosity of calf thymus 

DNA 

4.2.3. Gel electrophoresis study for nuclease activity: 

Double-stranded plasmid pUC19 DNA exists in a compact supercoiled (SC) form. Upon 

introduction of nuclease, the naturally occurring supercoiled (SC) form, gives rise to the 

nicked circular (NC) form. A relatively fast migration is observed for super coiled (SC) form 

than the nicked circular (NC) form when the plasmid DNA is subjected to electrophoresis. 

Hence, DNA strand breaks were quantified by measuring the transformation of the 

supercoiled form into the nicked circular form.62,63 The ability of the manganese complex to 

induce DNA cleavage was studied by gel electrophoresis using supercoiled pUC19 DNA in 

Tris–HCl/NaCl buffer (pH 7.2) which was treated with increasing amounts of metal complex 

alone (over a range of 18–36 µM) or with addition of H2O2 (16µM) (Figure 14) (Table 4).62–66 

In the control pUC19 DNA sample where no complex or H2O2 were added, the percentage of 
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the NC form was only 10% (lane 1). Upon the addition of the compound at concentrations of 

18µM (lane 3) and 36µM (lane 5), the percentage of the NC form increased to 31% and 42% 

respectively. However, when different concentrations of the compound (18µM in lane 4 and 

36µM in lane 5) were added together with a fixed concentration of H2O2 (16 µM), the DNA 

was cleaved significantly. This was evident from the increased percentage of the NC form, 

which reached 40% (lane 4) and 48% (lane 6) respectively. This clearly indicates that the 

compound alone can show moderate nuclease activity but can exhibit greater nuclease 

activity when used in combination with H2O2.
38,39,62–66 

 

        

                               (a)           (b) 

Figure 14: (a) Agarose gel (0.9%) electrophoregram of supercoiled DNA (0.5 µg) incubated 

for 45 min at 37◦C in PBS buffer (0.15 M, pH 7.2) at 37◦C. Lane1: DNA control; 

Lane 2: DNA + H2O2; Lane 3: DNA + complex (18µM); Lane 4: DNA + 

complex (18µM) + H2O2; Lane 5: DNA + complex (36µM); Lane 6: DNA + 

complex (36µM) + H2O2; (b) Graphical representation of % cleavage in different 

lanes. 
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Table 4: Results of the cleavage of pUC19 DNA determined by gel electrophoresis study. 

Lane 

no. 

Reaction Condition Form I (% SC) Form II (% NC) 

1 Control DNA 90 10 

2 DNA + H2O2 (16  μM) 86 14 

3 DNA + complex (18  μM) 69 31 

4 DNA + complex (18  μM) + (16  μM) H2O2 60 40 

5 DNA + complex (36  μM) 58 42 

6 DNA + complex (36 μM) + (16  μM) H2O2 52 48 

 

4.2.4. Theoretical simulation for the interaction of DNA with the complex: 

Theoretical simulation in the form of molecular docking was used to realize binding of the 

complex with DNA (PDB access code 2BNA).67 Docking simulation showed the complex 

has an aromatic ring-containing ligand system having electronegative atoms like nitrogen and 

two water molecules. Therefore, there is a balance between hydrophobic and hydrophilic 

parts in the molecule. The investigating molecule is capable of interacting with DNA residues 

through hydrogen bonding and other weak electrostatic interactions. Docking study shows the 

molecule interacts with DNA through its minor groove (Figure 15), the energy minimized 

conformation of the complex inside DNA and change in free energy for the interaction is –

6.21 kcal/mol. There are four hydrogen bonding interactions between DNA and complex. 

They are found at NH2 group of G10 and G14 residue with oxime OH and water molecule of 

the complex respectively. In addition to that the sugar oxygen, G16 residue and C=O of C11 

residues separately interact with two water molecules present in the complex through H-
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bonding as shown in Figure 16. So, the theoretical simulations support the proposition of 

groove binding which was suggested from other experimental findings also.  

 

Figure 15: Docked pose of complex showing interaction with base pairs; inset: Enlarged view of 

the docked pose 
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Figure 16: Hydrogen bonding interactions of the complex with DNA base pairs 

 

5. Conclusion: 

The Mn complex was characterized by different physico-analytical techniques and its 

geometry was optimized by DFT calculations. The TD-DFT study clearly supports the 

optimized structure of the complex and is in good agreement with experimental findings. In 

the present study interaction of the complex with calf thymus DNA was examined by 

absorbance and viscometric methods. Results of DNA binding experiment suggest that the 

complex binds in the groove of calf thymus DNA that is supported by molecular docking. 

The complex exhibits effective concentration-dependent nuclease activity in presence of 

H2O2 by cleaving supercoiled plasmid (pUC19) DNA to NC. Therefore, the present study 

provides evidence for a non- platinum-based Manganese-based new class of nuclease as a 

potential artificial nuclease. 
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1. Introduction: 

In the realm of coordination chemistry, the synthesis and characterization of transition metal 

complexes play a pivotal role in expanding our understanding of their structural diversity, 

reactivity, and potential applications. Among these complexes, Molybdenum, a 4d transition 

element, plays a vital role in various biological functions necessary for life on Earth. The 

physiologically active oxidation states of molybdenum include +4, +5, and +6, and it is 

commonly found coordinated to proteins.1,2 Molybdenum-based compounds have garnered 

significant attention due to their unique properties and catalytic capabilities in various 

chemical transformations. In this context, the utilization of novel ligands can impart enhanced 

coordination abilities and tailor the reactivity of the resulting complexes. In recent years, the 

development of new ligands derived from aromatic aldehydes has emerged as a fascinating 

area of research in coordination chemistry. β-Hydroxy-α-naphthaldehyde (BHAN), a readily 

available compound, serves as a valuable starting material for the synthesis of diverse metal 

complexes. This compound features a salicylic functional group, which is highly sought after 

in nucleophilic addition reactions. The activation of its carbonyl group is facilitated by the 

presence of phenolic hydrogen, leading to the formation of an intramolecular hydrogen bond. 

Such interactions contribute to the reactivity and selectivity of this compound as a good 

ligand making it an excellent candidate for the development of novel metal complexes.3  

Within this context, this thesis focuses on the synthesis of a molybdenum cis-dioxo complex 

utilizing BHAN as a ligand. The incorporation of BHAN into the coordination sphere of 

molybdenum allows for the exploration of its electronic and steric effects on the resulting 

complex, and subsequently, the investigation of its reactivity in various catalytic and 

biological applications.  
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2. Experimental Procedures: 

2.1. Materials and methods: 

Ammonium molybdate tetrahydrate of extra-pure quality were obtained from E. Merck, 

India. β-Hydroxy-α-naphthaldehyde (BHAN) was obtained from Sigma Aldrich and was used 

as obtained. All other reagents used, were purchased from E. Merck (India) and was used as 

obtained. Solvents used for physico-chemical studies were of analytical reagent grade and 

were further purified as suggested in the literature whenever necessary.4  

2.2. Physical Measurements: 

IR spectra were run on KBr discs at room temperature on a Perkin Elmer RFX-I IR 

spectrophotometer. Perkin-Elmer 2400 series II CHNS analyser was used for elemental 

analyses. UV-vis spectra (200–800 nm) were recorded against appropriate reagent blanks on 

a Shimadzu U-1800 spectrophotometer using 1 cm quartz cell. Mass spectrum was recorded 

on Micromass Q-T of microTM, Waters Corporation.  

2.3. Preparation of the complex: 

To a methanolic solution of β-Hydroxy-α-naphthaldehyde (BHAN) (0.018 mol), an aqueous 

solution of [(NH4)6Mo7O24, 4H2O] (1.23 g) was added with constant stirring.5 To this 

mixture, concentrated HCl (12M, 1ml) was added dropwise. A yellow precipitate appeared. 

The mixture was stirred at room temperature for 4 h to achieve complete precipitation. The 

solid was collected by filtration, washed with cold water and methanol and dried under 

vacuum. It was purified by recrystallization. The yield was 80%. Despite multiple attempts, 

diffractable grade suitable single crystals were not obtained. Hence, an attempt was made to 

characterize the complex in solid state as well as in solution. IR (KBr, cm-1); complex [cis-

MoO2(BHAN)2] (C22H14MoO6):911 and 935 [υ(Mo=O)]. ESI-MS (+ve) in MeOH: m/z 

(relative intensity): 471.98 [M+]. UV-Vis (max/nm) for complex: 220, 255, 290, 317. 

Elemental analysis, calc. C, 56.18%; H, 3.00%: Found: C, 56.08%; H, 2.90%.  
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2.4. Structural optimization of the complex by DFT calculations: 

The ground state molecular geometry of the complex was optimized using the B3LYP 

function, a widely used method known for providing reliable and accurate results for 

geometrical parameters. To calculate optical properties, time-dependent density functional 

method was used with CAM-B3LYP functional (TD-CAM-B3LYP). All calculations were 

performed using Gaussian 09 program package.6 Ground state geometry was fully optimized 

using B3LYP method with conductor-like polarization continuum model (CPCM) of solvent 

in an aqueous medium. The B3LYP method includes exchange and correlation effects by 

incorporating a hybrid exchange-correlation functional (Becke + Slater + HF exchange and 

LYP + VWN5 correlations).7–9 The CPCM solvent model accounts for polarized solute-

solvent interaction, including geometry relaxation of the solute in equilibrium with solvent 

reaction field.10 The basis set used included 6-311++G(d,p) for C, H, and O atoms and 3-

21G(d) for Mo. The calculated vibrational frequencies were all found to be real, indicating a 

true minimum in the potential hypersurface. To determine solvent-modified transition energy 

and spectroscopic properties associated with the vertical excitations of the complex, TD-DFT 

method was used with CAM-B3LYP functional (TD-CAM-B3LYP) in the CPCM solvent 

model, with the same basis set as was used for optimization calculation. Excited state 

calculations were carried out for the forty lowest-lying singlet states. 

3. Results & Discussions: 

3.1. Synthetic aspects of the complex: 

The complex was synthesized following scheme 1 (Figure 1). The isolated complex from the 

reaction mixture was washed thoroughly with cold water and methanol several times and 

dried under vacuum. It was then purified by recrystallization.  The complex was found to be 

stable in air. It was a yellow colored material. The compound was found to be soluble in 

organic solvents like methanol, ethanol and acetonitrile behaving as a non-electrolyte.  
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Figure 1: Scheme 1- Synthetic scheme of complex [cis-MoO2(BHAN)2] 

3.2. Spectral characterisations: 

3.2.1. IR and UV-Vis spectral analysis: 

The IR spectrum shows strong stretching vibrations υMo═O at 911, 935 cm-1 for two oxo 

groups that are mutually cis to each other (Figure 2). The electronic spectral bands at 220 nm 

could be assigned to intra ligand π→ π* transitions of the aromatic ring. Additional two 

bands around 255 nm and 290 nm for complex were assigned to n→ π* of C=O of the two 

coordinated ligands11. The experimental values of spectroscopic techniques (IR and UV) 

were further supported by DFT studies to an extent of reasonable agreement. Molar 

conductivity values in methanol clearly indicates that the cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 is a non-

electrolyte. 
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Figure 2: IR spectra of the cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 

3.2.2. NMR spectral analysis: 

1H NMR confirmed that the cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 as well as ligand (BHAN) was stable in 

solution phase. In case of the complex, phenolic –OH was deprotonated characterized by a 

disappearance of the proton signal at δ 12 (Figure 3).  
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Figure 3: NMR spectra of the cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 

This suggests the ligand (BHAN) behaves as a mono anionic O, O donor. Aromatic protons 

in case of the free ligand appears at 8.9-7.2 ppm (Figure 4), while these were found at 7.01-

8.6 ppm in the complex (Figure 3). From the shift of aromatic proton signals it could be 

concluded that the ligand was coordinated to the metal in the complex. Moreover, the 

presence of aromatic proton signals in the cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 are a clear indication that 

ligands are present in the zone of coordination. 
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Figure 4: NMR spectra of the ligand (BHAN) 

4. Optimization of Molecular geometry and electronic structure: 

DFT study is an important tool to obtain better insight into the geometry, electronic structure, 

and optical properties of coordinated systems. Geometry of both ligand and complex [cis-

MoO2(BHAN)2] were optimized by Density Functional Theory (DFT). The ground state 

optimized geometry of the complex is shown in Figure 5. Important optimized geometrical 

parameters of the complex are listed in Table 2.  
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Figure 5: The B3LYP optimized ground state electronic structure of cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 in 

water 

Table 2: Selected optimized geometrical parameters for cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 in the ground 

state calculated at B3LYP levels 

Type of bonds Bond Lengths (Å) 

Mo-O1 2.02 

Mo-O2 2.23 

Mo-O3 2.34 

Mo-O4 1.97 

Mo-O5 1.71 

Mo-O6 1.70 

Type of bonds Bond Angles (°) 

<O1-Mo-O2 78.25 

<O2-Mo-O3 75.31 

<O3-Mo-O4 77.40 
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<O3-Mo-O4 100.57 

<O5-Mo-O6 104.14 

 

The calculated IR frequencies of the investigated molecule were found to be in good 

agreement with experimental results (see Table 3).  

Table 3: B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) [6-311++G(d,p) for C, H, O and 3-21G(d) for Mo] 

Calculated IR frequencies (𝜐, cm-1) and intensities obtained for cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 

using CPCM Model. 

Frequency Theoretical values 

(cm-1) 

Experimental Values 

(cm-1) 

Mo-Complex 

υMo=O (cis) 

 

 

912.8 

844.8 

 

935.4 

911.1 

 

The solvent modified transition energy and spectroscopic properties associated with vertical 

excitations of the chosen complex [cis-MoO2(BHAN)2] was calculated at the solvent-

modified geometry using the time-dependent density functional method for CAM-B3LYP 

functional (TD-CAM-B3LYP) in the framework of the CPCM solvent model for the same set 

of basis set as employed in the optimization calculation. The excited state calculations were 

carried out for forty lowest lying singlet states. The TD-DFT approach has been demonstrated 

to be reliable for calculating spectral properties of many transition metal complexes.12–14 The 

calculated results obtained for important electronic transitions are presented in Table 4.  

Calculated results for the λmax obtained for complex was in good agreement with the 
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corresponding experimental results. The frontier molecular orbital diagrams (Figure 6) 

involved in electronic transitions indicate significant reorganization of charge distribution 

around the symmetric structure leading to shift in electron density either from ligand to the 

molybdenum-oxygen moiety or vice versa. 

Table 4: TD-CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) Calculated Transition Wavelength (λmax, nm), 

Oscillator Strength (f0) and Transition MOs Involved in the Crucial Transition 

obtained for cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 in Water Solvent Using CPCM Model 

λmax(Cal.) λmax(Exp.) % of deviation Oscillator 

strength (f0) 

Major transition 

233.0 220.0 5.6 0.18 H-11→L+2 

255.7 255.0 0.27 0.06 H-2→L+2 

284.9 290.0 1.79 0.09 H-4→L+1 

321.8 317.0 1.49 0.35 H-3→L 

400.0 385.0 3.75 0.06 H→L 
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Figure 6: Frontier molecular orbitals involved in the UV-vis absorption of cis-

MoO2(BHAN)2 in aqueous solution at room temperature 

5. Conclusion: 

The present chapter describes the synthesis and characterization of a Molybdenum based 

complex, cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 that was characterized using various spectroscopic methods like 

IR, ESI-MS, UV-VIS, NMR etc. The structure of the complex was also arrived at using DFT 

showing very good agreement with experimental findings so that it may be concluded that the 

cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 was synthesized successfully and isolated in very pure form 
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1. Introduction: 

 

Radiation therapy is an essential treatment for many types of cancer, but it can also damage 

healthy tissue. This damage is mainly caused by reactive oxygen species (ROS) generated 

during radiolysis1, which can attack and modify DNA molecules. One potential strategy to 

mitigate this damage is to use antioxidants that scavenge ROS and prevent their harmful 

effects.2 Dioxomolybdenum complexes have shown promise in this regard due to their ability 

to act as efficient radical scavengers.3 These complexes consist of a molybdenum atom 

surrounded by two oxo-bonds in a cis configuration, with additional ligands that can 

influence their reactivity and selectivity. By interacting with ROS and converting them into 

less harmful species, dioxomolybdenum complexes could potentially protect DNA from 

radiation-induced damage. Recent studies have investigated the interactions between the 

Dioxomolybdenum complex and DNA and their ability to protect DNA from radiation 

damage.4 In this chapter, the ability of the synthesized Dioxomolybdenum complex to protect 

DNA from gamma radiation is explored and demonstrated. It has been found that the 

complex was able to scavenge radicals generated during radiolysis which was examined by 

Electron paramagnetic rasonance (EPR) and thus can prevent DNA damage. The protective 

effects of Dioxomolybdenum complex has also been investigated in vitro. Overall, the 

Dioxomolybdenum complex shows promise as an efficient scavenger of ROS generated 

during radiation therapy. Thus, their ability to protect DNA from damage suggests that they 

could be used as radioprotectors for normal tissue during radiotherapy. Further studies are 

needed to optimize their selectivity and efficacy and investigate potential side effects or 

toxicity. 
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2. Experimental Procedures: 

 

2.1. Materials and physical methods: 

 

calf thymus DNA and supercoiled plasmid pUC19 DNA were obtained from Sigma Chemical 

Company, USA, and Genei, India, respectively. All DNA solutions were prepared in Tris-

HCl buffer; at pH 7.4. Concentration of calf thymus DNA was determined considering molar 

extinction coefficient at 260 nm to be 6600 M-1 cm-1. Absorbance at 260 nm and 280 nm 

were noted for calculating A260/A280. Values being greater than 1.8 but less than 1.9 indicate 

the DNA was sufficiently free of protein. Quality of calf thymus DNA was also checked by 

its characteristic circular dichroism band at 260 nm recorded on a J815 Spectropolarimeter. 

The investigation was conducted using Millipore water. 

2.2. Physical Measurements: 

Gamma radiation was passed through DNA solution with the help of a GC-900 Gama 

Chamber. Emission intensity were measured with a Perkin Elmer LS-55 spectroflourimeter. 

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements were performed in Jeol JES-FA 200 

ESR spectrometer equipped with a Jeol microwave bridge. The gel electrophoresis study was 

carried out with UVP Bio Doc-It Imaging System and nicking was assayed by UVP DOC-

ItLS software. 

3. DNA binding Studies: 

3.1. Emission studies for DNA interaction:  

the Complex [cis-MoO2(BHAN)2] was also subjected to titration with increasing 

concentrations of DNA, by the emission spectroscopy technique. In this experiment, the 

excitation of the methanolic solution of cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 at 317 nm shows emission with 

λmax at 353 nm. The experimental data obtained from fluorescence quenching were further 
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analyzed using the Stern-Volmer equation (1)3,5, a widely used equation to quantify the 

quenching of fluorescence. 

I0/I= 1+ KSV[DNA]           (1) 

Where I0 and I are the fluorescence intensities in the absence and presence of DNA, 

respectively; and KSV is the Stern–Volmer quenching constant, which is a measure of the 

efficiency of quenching by DNA, providing valuable insights into the nature and strength of 

the binding interaction between the cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 and calf thymus DNA. These results 

contribute significantly to our understanding of the binding behavior and potential 

applications of the cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 in DNA-related studies. 

3.2. Viscometric study: 

 

Viscosity measurement data were presented as (η/ηo)
1/3 versus the ratio of the concentration 

of either of the ligand or the complex to that of the calf thymus DNA, where ηo is the 

viscosity of calf thymus DNA solution alone and η is the viscosities of calf thymus DNA 

solution in the presence of the cis-MoO2(BHAN)2.
6 The values were calculated from the 

observed flow time of calf thymus DNA by the relation; η = t−to, where t and t0 are the values 

of flow times for the solution and the buffer respectively. 

4. DNA damage and protection: 

4.1. Irradiation by gamma-ray:  

The calf thymus DNA and DNA-complex samples were incubated at 37 °C for 30 min and 

then irradiated in a 60Co γ-chamber at a dose rate of 1.88 kGyhr−1 for a total dose of 35 Gy. 

The irradiation doses for plasmid DNA samples were either 20 or 25 Gy. Our experimental 

design entailed administering a radiation dose that significantly surpassed the standard 

therapeutic dosage employed in normal radiotherapy to treat cancer patients. This deliberate 

augmentation of radiation dosage aimed to induce a comprehensive disruption of DNA, 
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enabling us to evaluate the potential of the synthesized compounds in protecting DNA against 

such extensive damage. Notably, all experiments were meticulously conducted in well-

controlled in-vitro settings, providing us with a suitable platform to explore the effects of 

higher radiation doses. This line of investigation holds promise for the clinical application of 

these compounds as a good radioprotectors during radiotherapy.  

4.2. Assessment of DNA damage followed by irradiation: 

 

4.2.1. Estimation of radiation induced damage in calf thymus DNA by fluorescence 

spectroscopy: 

Here, calf thymus DNA solution was irradiated by a 60Co-γ source as described earlier. Then 

the radiation induced calf thymus DNA damage was assessed by fluorescence spectroscopy 

using ethidium bromide (EB) as probe. Thereafter, the emissions were recorded at 591 nm 

after excitation at 500 nm. This was compared with the fluorescence of the non-irradiated 

DNA-EB system under identical experimental set-up. The dose–response relation is obtained 

from the plot of (I–Ia)/(I0–Ia) versus dose3,7, where Ia is the fluorescence intensity of EB, I0, 

the fluorescence intensity of EB-DNA control and I, the fluorescence intensity of EB-DNA 

irradiated sample.  

4.2.2. Protection of plasmid pUC19 DNA from radiation induced damage by the 

complexes and the ligand against different doses of gamma-radiation: 

Supercoiled pUC19 DNA solutions were pre-incubated for 30 min with different 

concentrations of complex or the ligand (0–2 mM) were exposed to different doses of 20 or 

25 Gy gamma radiation. The agarose gel electrophoresis technique monitored the DNA 

damage protective ability of cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 and the ligand (BHAN). The samples were 

run on a 0.9% agarose in 1 X TAE buffer for 3 h at 80 mV, then it was treated with EB 
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solution and the bands were visualized by UV light and photographed with UVP Bio Doc-It 

Imaging System.  

4.2.3. Mechanism of protection from radiation induced DNA damage by the ligands and 

the complexes; DPPH radical scavenging activity by EPR spectroscopy: 

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements were performed at room temperature 

(298 K). Spectroscopic parameters were 9.44 GHz (frequency), 100 mT (field sweep), 0.998 

mW (microwave power) and a modulation amplitude of 3000 mT. The stability of freshly 

prepared DCM solution of DPPH was confirmed by monitoring8,9 the solution for 30 min, 

where no significant loss of signal was observed. In 100 µM DPPH solution, different 

concentrations (0–40 µM) of either cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 or the ligand (BHAN) were added 

and mixed thoroughly. The EPR signal was recorded after 2 minutes of mixing of either the 

complex or the ligand in appropriate cases with the DPPH solution under identical 

instrumental conditions. 

5. Results & discussions: 

5.1. DNA binding studies: 

The emission intensity of the complex cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 exhibited a gradual decrease as 

calf thymus DNA was progressively added (Figure.1), which further supported the binding 

between the complex and DNA. The fluorescence intensity eventually reached a plateau at a 

relatively higher concentration of DNA, indicating that the binding reached saturation. This 

saturation point implies that the binding sites on DNA were fully occupied by the complex, 

resulting in a constant fluorescence intensity. To quantify the degree of fluorescence 

quenching, the Stern-Volmer equation was utilized, and the fluorescence quenching constant 

(KSV) was determined to be 1.6 x 104 M-1 complex cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 at 25 °C. This value 

provides additional evidence for the binding of the complex to calf thymus DNA and 
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highlights the efficacy of the complex in quenching the fluorescence emission. These 

compelling findings contribute to a comprehensive understanding of the complex's 

interaction with DNA and its potential as a valuable tool in DNA-related applications. 

 

Figure 1: Emission spectra of cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 in the presence of increasing amounts of 

DNA [Inset: Stern–Volmer plot] 

Viscosity analysis, a highly sensitive technique, was then employed to gain insights into the 

mode of interaction between the complex and DNA. This method provides a deep 

understanding of the intricate nature of DNA binding.10–13 The values of relative specific 

viscosities of DNA in the absence and presence of complex are plotted against 

[complex]/[DNA] (Figure.2). It is observed that the addition of cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 to the calf 

thymus DNA solution does not show any significant increase in the viscosity of calf thymus 

DNA, which clearly rules out the possibility of intercalation. If any small molecules bind to 

DNA through groove, that do not alter the relative viscosity value. Hence, in this case, the 

viscosity measurement results clearly hint at the groove binding of calf thymus DNA by cis-

MoO2(BHAN)2. 
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Figure 2: Effect of increasing amount of the cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 and the ligand (BHAN) on 

the specific Viscosity of calf thymus DNA 

5.2. Radiation induced DNA damage and protection: 

The assessment of DNA damage caused by radiation was conducted using a fluorometric 

technique that employed ethidium bromide (EB) as a probe.14–16 EB has a weak emission in 

an aqueous solution, but when it binds with DNA, its emission intensity increases 

significantly due to its strong intercalation between adjacent DNA base pairs. If gamma 

irradiation causes damage to the DNA double helix then EB can’t intercalate with DNA, and 

this resulting damage of DNA due to irradiation, will cause relatively more EB to remain in 

the aqueous solution, which will be indicated by a reduction in fluorescence intensity. 

Therefore, this model was used to estimate radiation-induced DNA damage and evaluate 

methods for its protection.17 

5.2.1. Estimation of the protection of DNA damage by fluorometric technique: 

In order to evaluate the protective effects of a ligand or complex against radiation-induced 

DNA damage, DNA was pretreated with increasing concentrations of the ligand (BHAN) or 

cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 before exposure to radiation, after that EB was added to the solution. 
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Then the resulting fluorescence intensity of EB-DNA solutions was measured, and the data is 

presented in Figure 3 (i)-(ii). The data showed that the fluorescence intensity of EB bound to 

irradiated DNA increased gradually with an increase in the concentration of the BHAN or 

cis-MoO2(BHAN)2, indicating that both the ligand and complex provide protection to the 

DNA against radiation-induced damage. 

 

Figure 3 (i): Fluorescence emission spectra of EB-DNA obtained after treatment of calf 

thymus DNA with EB following irradiation provided to DNA solutions either 

in absence or the presence of increasing amounts of ligand (BHAN); (a) = EB 

900 μM, (b) = DNA 60 μM (unirradiated) + EB 900 μM (maintained 15 folds 

higher), (c)-(l) = DNA 60μM (irradiated) + increasing concentration of the 
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ligand (BHAN) (0-24 μM) + EB 900 μM {Inset: Plot of (I − Ia)/(I0− Ia) versus 

[ligand]/[ calf thymus DNA]} 

 

 

Figure 3 (ii): Fluorescence emission spectra of EB-DNA obtained after treatment of calf 

thymus DNA with EB following irradiation provided to DNA solutions either in 

absence or the presence of increasing amounts of cis-MoO2(BHAN)2; (a) = EB 

900 μM, (b) = DNA 60 μM (unirradiated) + EB 900 μM (maintained 15 folds 

higher) (c)-(l) = DNA 60μM (irradiated) + increasing concentration of the 

complex (0-24 μM) + EB 900 μM {Inset: Plot of (I − Ia)/(I0− Ia) versus 

[complex]/[ calf thymus DNA]} 
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Further a plot of (I − Ia)/( I0− Ia) versus [radioprotector]/[calf thymus DNA] was generated to 

calculate the percentage of protection exerted by either the complex or the ligand (shown in 

the inset of Figure 3 i & ii ). The results indicated that as the concentration of the ligand 

(BHAN) or complex [cis-MoO2(BHAN)2] increased, the damage caused by radiation to DNA 

was inhibited. Specifically, the percentage of protection provided by the ligand (BHAN) was 

calculated to be 76%, while the complex [cis-MoO2(BHAN)2] can provide a much higher 

level of protection at 92%. The results indicate that the cis-MoO2(BHAN)2is highly effective 

in shielding the DNA from radiation induced damage. These findings have significant 

implications for the advancement of new approaches to minimize radiation-induced DNA 

damage in the future. 

5.2.2. The role of the ligand and complex in the protection from gamma-radiation 

induced strand breaks in plasmid pUC19 DNA: 

To further examine the protective capabilities of ligands and complexes against damage 

caused by gamma radiation on circular DNA, supercoiled pUC19 DNA was employed in a 

Tris-HCl/NaCl buffer (pH 7.2). The activity of the compounds was assessed using gel 

electrophoresis technique. Exposure of the plasmid DNA to gamma radiation at different 

doses (25 Gy and 20 Gy) resulted in strand breaks, leading to the relaxation of the plasmid 

DNA from a supercoiled (SC) form to a nicked coil (NC) form3,14–16, as seen in figures 4-5. 

However, when radiation-induced damaged pUC19 DNA was treated with varying 

concentrations of either the complex [cis-MoO2(BHAN)2] or the ligand (BHAN), significant 

protection from the damage was observed. The results of these experiments are presented in 

Table 1 (Figure.6 & 7). 
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Figure 4: Protection of plasmid pUC19 DNA at 25 Gy with different concentrations of 

ligand (BHAN) and cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 on gamma-radiation induced strand 

breaks. Lane1: DNA control (No irradiation); Lane 2: DNA irradiated; Lane 3: 

DNA + 1 mM BHAN; Lane 4: DNA + 1 mM cis-MoO2(BHAN)2; Lane 5: DNA + 

2 mM BHAN; Lane 6: DNA + 2 mM cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 

 

 

Figure 5: Protection of plasmid (pUC19) DNA at 20 Gy with different concentrations of 

ligand (BHAN) and cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 on gamma-radiation induced strand 

breaks. Lane1: DNA control (No irradiation); Lane 2: DNA irradiated; Lane 3: 

DNA + 1 mM BHAN; Lane 4: DNA + 1 mM cis-MoO2(BHAN)2; Lane 5: DNA + 

2 mM BHAN; Lane 6: DNA + 2 mM cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 
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Figure 6: Graphical representation of protection by the ligand (BHAN) and the cis-

MoO2(BHAN)2 at radiation dose of 20 Gy 

 

 

Figure 7: Graphical representation of protection by the ligand (BHAN) and the cis-

MoO2(BHAN)2 at radiation dose of 25 Gy 
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Table 1: Extent of DNA SC pUC19 protection by the ligand (BHAN) and the cis-

MoO2(BHAN)2 

 

Lane no. Reaction condition Form I (% SC) Form II (% NC) 

1 DNA Control (No 

radiation) 

95 5 

Lane 

no. 

Radiation dose 20 Gy 

 

25 Gy 

Reaction 

condition 

Form I 

(% SC) 

Form II 

(% NC) 

Form I 

(% SC) 

Form II 

(% NC) 

2 DNA irradiated 40 60 30 70 

3 DNA + 1 mM 

ligand 

65 35 62 38 

4 DNA + 1 mM 

Complex 

75 25 70 30 

5 DNA + 2 mM 

ligand 

78 22 72 28 

6 DNA + 2 mM 

Complex 

90 10 84 26 

 

The table provided displays the results of an experiment examining the effects of different 

treatments on the protection of DNA from radiation-induced damage. In Lane 1, the control 

group (without addition of any complex or ligand or any exposure to radiation) shows the 

percentages of Form I (supercoiled) and Form II (nicked circular) DNA, with 95% of the 

DNA remaining in the supercoiled form and only 5% in the nicked circular form. 
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In Lane 2 there is only plasmid DNA without addition of any complex or ligand and exposed 

to radiation doses of 20 Gy and 25 Gy. In this lane, the percentage of supercoiled DNA 

decreases while the percentage of nicked circular DNA increases which indicated the DNA 

damage due to radiation. Lane 2 shows 40% supercoiled DNA and 60% nicked circular 

DNA, with a radiation dose of 20 Gy, while with a radiation dose of 25 Gy, exhibits 30% 

supercoiled DNA and 70% nicked circular DNA. 

To assess the protective effects of the ligand and complex, additional treatments were applied 

in Lanes 4 to 6. In Lane 4, the DNA was treated with a 1 mM concentration of the ligand, 

resulting in an increase in the percentage of supercoiled DNA to 75% and a decrease in 

nicked circular DNA to 25% only. Similarly, in Lane 5, the DNA was treated with a 1 mM 

concentration of the complex, resulting in 78% supercoiled DNA and only 22% of nicked 

circular DNA. Increasing the concentration to 2 mM for both the lgand and complex in Lanes 

5 and 6 respectively, further enhanced the protective effects, with the complex demonstrating 

the highest level of protection. In Lane 6, the DNA treated with 2 mM complex exhibited 

90% supercoiled DNA whereas nicked circular form is only 10%. 

These results suggest that both the ligand (BHAN) and complex [cis-MoO2(BHAN)2] have a 

protective effect on DNA, with the complex demonstrating a greater ability to shield the 

DNA from radiation-induced damage. The findings highlight the potential of these 

compounds for mitigating radiation-induced DNA damage and provide valuable insights for 

future studies and the development of novel strategies in this field. The cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 

can provide upto 90% and 84% protection against radiation doses of 20 and 25 Gy, 

respectively. The gel electrophoresis results clearly indicate that both the complex and ligand 

can offer significant protection to DNA against gamma radiation-induced damage in vitro by 

reducing the formation of NC form. 
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5.3. Mechanism of protection from radiation induced DNA damage; Assessment of the 

scavenging of DPPH by EPR spectroscopy: 

Radiation exposure in solutions can give rise to harmful radicals that pose a risk to 

biomolecules, including DNA. In order to mitigate this damage, it becomes crucial to 

eliminate the radicals generated during radiolysis. One effective strategy to protect molecules 

from radiation-induced harm involves the introduction of a compound with radical 

scavenging abilities into the solution during radiolysis. By doing so, this compound can 

effectively intercept and neutralize the harmful radicals. To evaluate the radical scavenging 

activity of both the ligand and the complex, electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) 

spectroscopy was employed. EPR spectroscopy is a powerful technique widely used to 

investigate the behavior of radicals and their interactions with various compounds. In this 

study, the EPR signal of DPPH, a stable radical commonly utilized to assess the antioxidant 

capacities of natural and synthetic substances, was closely monitored21. This allowed for the 

accurate evaluation of the ligand and complex's ability to scavenge radicals and protect 

against radiation-induced damage. The EPR spectra of DPPH in solutions of dichloromethane 

(DCM) were carefully observed during the titration process with incremental amounts of 

either the ligand (BHAN) or the cis-MoO2(BHAN)2. Remarkably, the intensity decrease 

observed in the spectra indicates that both the complex and the ligand possess the ability to 

effectively scavenge free radicals of DPPH (Figure.8). However, the impact appears to be 

more pronounced in the case of the complex. These compelling findings further reinforce the 

outcomes obtained from the experiments conducted to assess the protection against DNA 

damage. 
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Figure 8 (i): EPR spectra of DPPH (a:100 µM DPPH) with different concentrations of cis-

MoO2(BHAN)2 in DCM solution (b:10µM; c:20µM; d: 30µM; e: 40µM) 
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Figure 8 (ii): EPR spectra of DPPH (a:100 µM DPPH) with different concentrations of 

ligand (BHAN) in DCM solution (b:10µM; c:20µM; d: 30µM; e: 40µM) 

6. Conclusion: 

The molybdenum complex [cis-MoO2(BHAN)2] synthesized in this project has demonstrated 

a remarkable ability to protect DNA from radiation-induced damage. It was found that the 

cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 provided a higher degree of protection to radiolysed DNA than the ligand 

(BHAN). In fact, at a concentration of 2 mM, the complex was able to protect 90% of 

damaged plasmid DNA from radiation at exposure of radiation dosage of 20Gy. Furthermore, 

the complex was able to protect approximately 92% of radiation-induced damage to CTDNA 

from gamma rays. These findings suggest that the cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 has tremendous 
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potential as an efficient radioprotector for normal tissues in radiotherapy. The ability of this 

complex to protect DNA from radiation-induced damage is particularly noteworthy, and the 

results of this study could have significant implications for the development of new therapies 

for a range of medical conditions. Overall, the complex's ability to protect DNA from 

radiation-induced damage is a promising development in the field of radioprotection and 

could lead to important advances in the years to come. 
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1. Introduction: 

Biomimetic vanadium haloperoxidase (VHPO) catalysts are synthetic catalysts designed to 

mimic the structure and function of naturally occurring VHPO enzymes. These biomimetic 

catalysts have the potential to catalyze a range of useful reactions in a more efficient and 

environmentally friendly manner compared to traditional chemical catalysts. The 

development of biomimetic VHPO catalysts has been the subject of extensive research in 

recent years.1 One approach to developing these catalysts is to synthesize new molecules that 

mimic the active site of VHPO enzymes. Overall, the development of biomimetic VHPO 

catalysts is a promising area of research that has the potential to lead to development of new 

and more efficient catalysts for a range of applications. However, further research is needed 

to fully understand the structure and function of VHPO enzymes and to develop more 

efficient biomimetic catalysts based on such understanding. Discovery of vanadium 

haloperoxidases (VHPOs) has generated considerable interest in understanding their active 

site structure and mode of action. As part of this effort, researchers have identified numerous 

vanadium complexes that can serve as structural and/or functional models for VHPOs. One 

noteworthy development in this area is the work of A. Butler et al. who were the first to 

develop haloperoxidase mimics.2 This led to discovery of in vitro bromoperoxidase activity 

by molybdenum complexes. Specifically, oxidoperoxidomolybdenum (VI) complexes were 

found to catalyze two-electron oxidation of Br- to Br+ in presence of H2O2 and considered 

functional mimics of vanadium bromoperoxidases.2–4 

In this chapter, cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 is the subject of investigation to determine its ability to 

mimic biological catalysis using VHPO. Results of the study show that the compound 

exhibits a favorable response, suggesting it may have potential applications as a VHPO 
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mimic. These findings represent an important contribution to ongoing efforts to develop new 

and more effective catalysts for a range of applications. 

2. Experimental Procedures: 

2.1. Materials and physical methods: 

Hydrogen peroxide (30% w/v), phenol red and all other reagents were products of E. Merck 

(India) and were used directly. All solvents for physico-chemical studies were of analytical 

grade and were further purified by literature method wherever necessary.5 Millipore water 

was used throughout the course of the investigation. 

2.2. Physical Measurements: 

UV-vis spectra (200–800 nm) were recorded against appropriate reagent blanks on a 

Shimadzu U-1800 spectrophotometer using 1 cm quartz cell. pH measurements were made 

with an Elico (India) digital pH meter. 

2.3. Assessment of bromination: 

Bromination was conducted in an aqueous solution at a constant temperature (30 ± 0.5°C). 

Reactions involving bromide ions were carried out under constant temperature. The solutions 

used for kinetic measurements were maintained at constant H+ concentration (pH = 5.0) by 

adding NaH2PO4-Na2HPO4.
6 The rate of the reaction was determined by the rate equation: 

dc/dt = k c1
x c2

y c3
z, from which "log (dc/dt) = log k + x log c1 + y log c2 + z log c3" was 

derived. This equation can be rearranged as  

"-log (dc/dt) = -x log c1 - b" (where b = log k + y log c2 + z log c3). 

The measurable absorbance of the resultant solution was denoted by A, and thus, the equation  

"-log (dA/dt) = -x log c1 - b" was obtained. By plotting absorbance data at 592 nm against 

time, a straight line was obtained. The slope of this line was used to calculate the reaction rate 

(dA/dt) of the dioxomolybdenum complex. By varying concentration of the complex, a series 
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of dA/dt data were obtained and from a plot of -log (dA/dt) versus -log c1, reaction rate 

constant (k) was calculated. 

3. Results and discussions: 

The primary objective of the study was to create a mimic of bromoperoxidase, which is an 

area of great interest in the field of biochemistry. Many oxidovanadium complexes were 

found to imitate the reaction catalyzed by bromoperoxidases that involves bromination of 

organic substrates in presence of H2O2 and KBr. One of the widely used methods to 

investigate catalytic ability of metal complexes as haloperoxidases is by studying the model 

catalytic bromination reaction of phenol red to bromophenol blue.7 The bromoperoxidase 

activity of oxido-peroxidomolybdenum complexes has also been reported in other studies.2,8 

In this study, catalytic activity of dioxomolybdenum complex was monitored by UV-vis 

spectrophotometry (Figure 1) using phenol red as substrate. 

3.1. Bromination activity of the cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 for mimicking VHPO: 

In this study, we examined the catalytic bromination capabilities of cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 by 

utilizing phenol red as substrate. The reaction involves transformation of phenol red to 

bromophenol blue and occurs quickly and in a stoichiometric manner. Scheme 1 illustrates 

the reaction pathway. 

 

Scheme 1. The reactive process of bromination reaction for the complex [cis-

MoO2(BHAN)2]. 
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When a solution of cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 was added to a standard bromide reaction in a 

phosphate buffer containing phenol red as a means of trapping oxidized bromine, color of the 

solution changed from yellow to blue. During catalytic conversion, a gradual decrease in 

absorption at 443 nm was observed due to loss of phenol red. At the same time, a new peak 

emerged at 592 nm as a result of the production of bromophenol blue, as shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Oxidative bromination of phenol red catalyzed by the cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 (0.02 

mmol). Spectral changes at 10 min intervals. Spectral data taken of aliquots in pH 

= 5.0 aqueous phosphate buffer,c(phosphate buffer) = 50 mmol L−1, c(KBr) = 0.4 

mol L−1, c(phenol red) = 0.1 mmol L−1. 

3.2. Kinetic studies of bromination: 

Rate of bromination can be expressed by the equation: dc/dt = k c1
x c2

y c3
z. Using Lambert-

Beer's law, we can relate the measurable absorbance of bromophenol blue (A) to 

concentration (c) of the solution. By differentiating this equation, we obtain dA/dt = 

εd(dc/dt), where ε represents molar absorption coefficient of bromophenol blue (ε = 14,500 
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M-1cm-1 at 592 nm) and d represents the path length of light in the sample cell (d = 1 cm). By 

substituting these values in the equation −log (dA/dt) = −xlogc1−b (where b = logk + ylogc2 + 

zlogc3), we determined the reaction rate constant (k) and the order of the reaction with respect 

to concentrations of Mo-complex (c1), KBr (c2) and phenol red (c3) as x, y, and z, 

respectively. 

To obtain reaction rates for various concentrations of cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 we plotted 

absorbance data at 592 nm against time. Resulting straight lines enabled us to calculate a 

series of reaction rates for the complex (dA/dt) (Figure 2). The reaction rate constant (k) 

could be determined from a plot of -log(dc/dt) against -logc1. The experiment for bromination 

used previously established data from literature9,10 to determine reaction orders of KBr and 

phenol red (y and z), both of which were considered as 1. Concentrations of c2 and c3 were 

known i. e. 0.4 and 10-4 mol L-1, respectively. Using the equation "b=logk + y logc2 + z 

logc3," we solved for the reaction rate constant (k). Plotting -log(dc/dt) against -logc (Figure 

3) yielded straight lines with a slope of 0.85 and an intercept of 2.56 respectively for cis-

MoO2(BHAN)2. Using these values, we could calculate the reaction rate constant for catalytic 

conversion using cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 as catalyst, which was found to be 0.7 x 102 (ML-1)-2s-1. 
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Figure 2: A series of linear calibration plots of the absorbance at 592 nm dependence of time 

for different concentrations of cis-MoO2(BHAN)2. Conditions used: pH 5, c(KBr) 

= 0.4 M L−1, c(H2O2) = 0.02 M L−1, c (phenol red) = 10−4 M L−1. c (complex/M 

L−1) = a: 1x10−6 (black square); b: 2x10−6 (red circle); c: 3x10−6 (green triangle); d: 

4x10−6 (blue triangle). 

 

Figure 3: −log(dc/dt) vs. −log c (c is the concentration of the complex) for cis-

MoO2(BHAN)2; conditions used: c (phosphate buffer) = 50 mM L−1, pH = 5, 

c(KBr) = 0.4 mol L−1, c(phenol red) = 10−4 M L−1. 
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The obtained result indicates that the order of the reaction with respect to cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 

in bromination is approximately 1, which confirms first-order dependence on the 

molybdenum species. Overall, this approach provides a clear and quantitative means of 

determining rate constant and reaction orders of the bromination reaction, paving the way for 

further research into the mechanism and optimization of an important chemical process. 

4. Conclusion: 

The cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 has shown promising potential as a biomimetic catalyst for VHPO 

(vanadium haloperoxidase) activity. In particular, it has demonstrated effective catalytic 

activity in the bromination of organic substrates such as phenol red producing the 

corresponding brominated product, bromo phenol blue. This reaction closely mimics 

bromoperoxidase activity, highlighting the potential of the synthesized complex as a bio-

inspired catalyst. Overall, these findings open exciting avenues for development of novel Mo-

based VHPO biomimetic catalysts with potential applications in diverse fields like organic 

synthesis, catalysis and pharmaceuticals. 
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1. Introduction: 

In the realm of modern chemistry, design and synthesis of novel coordination complexes 

have always captivated the scientific community due to their profound applications in 

catalysis, material science, and medicine.1,2 Among the intriguing complexes, molybdenum 

dioxo complexes have emerged as particularly fascinating species, exhibiting exceptional 

reactivity and versatility in various catalytic transformations.3 In this vein, the synthesis and 

characterization of a molybdenum dioxo complex employing ortho-vanillin as the ligand 

represents a pivotal milestone in this field. Ortho-vanillin possesses a unique molecular 

structure that combines the functional groups of a phenolic moiety and an aldehyde. This 

exceptional combination endows ortho-vanillin with a rich array of coordination possibilities, 

making it a promising candidate for constructing complex metal-ligand architectures.4–7 

Additionally, its availability, low cost, and non-toxic nature make it an attractive choice for 

sustainable and practical use.6 Furthermore, synthesis of the molybdenum dioxo complex 

utilizing ortho-vanillin as a ligand involves a systematic and rigorous methodology. Precise 

control over reaction parameters and meticulous purification techniques ensure the isolation 

of a pure, well-defined coordination compound. Comprehensive characterization techniques, 

like nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), infrared spectroscopy (IR) and X-ray 

crystallography provide valuable insights into the structural features that confirm the 

successful coordination of ortho-vanillin with molybdenum. 

In summary, the synthesis of a molybdenum dioxo complex employing ortho-vanillin as a 

ligand represents a significant advancement in the field of coordination chemistry. By 

harnessing the distinctive properties of ortho-vanillin, this complex showcases remarkable 

stability, enhanced catalytic pathways, and an expansive scope of biological applications. 
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2. Experimental Procedures: 

 

2.1. Materials and physical methods: 

 

We obtained high-quality ammonium molybdatetetrahydrate from Merck, India. Ortho-

vanillin (OV) was obtained from Sigma Aldrich and used without further purification. All 

other reagents were purchased from Merck, India and used directly. For physico-chemical 

studies, we used analytical grade solvents that were further purified using established 

methods whenever necessary.8 Throughout investigations we used Millipore water. 

2.2. Physical Measurements: 

A KBr disc IR spectrum was obtained using a Perkin Elmer RFX-I IR spectrophotometer at 

room temperature. Elemental analyses were conducted using a Perkin-Elmer 2400 series II 

CHNS analyzer. UV-vis spectra ranging from 200 to 800 nm were measured against suitable 

reagent blanks with a Shimadzu U-1800 spectrophotometer using a 1 cm quartz cell. Mass 

spectrum was recorded on Micromass Q-T of microTM, Waters Corporation. 

2.3. Synthesis of the complex: 

Synthesis of a complex of Mo(VI) with orthovanillin (OV) was carried out according to 

Scheme 1 (Figure 1). An aqueous solution of [(NH4)6Mo7O24, 4H2O] (1.23 g) was added to a 

methanolic solution of orthovanillin (OV) (2.7 g) under constant stirring.9 12M HCl (total 

volume of ~ 1 ml) was added dropwise to the mixture resulting in the formation of a yellow 

precipitate. Stirring was continued for 4 hours at room temperature to ensure complete 

precipitation. The solid was collected by filtration and washed with cold water followed by 

methanol. Finally, the product was dried under vacuum and purified by recrystallization. 

Literature10 contains a report on the synthesis of a cis Mo compound using a similar ligand. 

However, there is no information available regarding its characterization (spectroscopic and 

structural). Therefore, an effort was made to thoroughly characterize our prepared complex, 
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both physicochemically and structurally. Single crystals of the compound suitable for X-ray 

diffraction analysis were obtained by slow evaporation of the solvent containing methanol 

and acetonitrile in a 1:1 ratio. The compound is soluble in organic solvents like methanol, 

ethanol and acetonitrile. 

 

Figure 1: Preparation scheme for the complex 

2.4. X-Ray crystal structure determination for complex: 

X-ray diffraction data for the complex was collected at 296K on a Bruker AXS SMART 

APEX II diffractometer. The diffractometer was equipped with a CCD detector11 with a fine 

focus of 1.75 kW sealed tube using Mo Kα radiation (λ=0.71073A). The data was processed 

using SAINT and absorption corrections were made using SADABS.12 Structure was solved 

by the direct method and refined by full matrix least-squares on the basis of F2 using the 

WINGX software and SHELX suites.13 Non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically, 

while hydrogen atoms were placed with fixed thermal parameters at idealized positions. 

Perspective views of the molecule were obtained by Mercury. 

2.5. Structural optimization of the complex by DFT calculations: 

DFT study is an important tool to obtain better insights into the geometry, electronic 

structure, and optical properties of coordination systems. The ground state molecular 

geometry of the complex was optimized by using B3LYP function, since this method can 
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provide reliable and accurate results for geometrical parameters. Optical properties of the 

being investigated metal complex were calculated using time-dependent density functional 

method for CAM-B3LYP functional (TD-CAM-B3LYP). All DFT calculations were 

performed using Gaussian 09 program package.14 The ground state geometry of [cis-

MoO2(OV)2] in aqueous medium were fully optimized at the B3LYP level using conductor 

like polarization continuum model (CPCM) of solvent. The B3LYP method accounts for the 

exchange and correlation effects by incorporating hybrid exchange-correlation functional 

(Becke + Slater + HF exchange and LYP + VWN5 correlations).15–17 Detailed procedure 

describing CPCM solvent model are provided in the literature.18 The polarized solute-solvent 

interaction within CPCM considers geometry relaxation of the solute in equilibrium with the 

solvent reaction field. The basis set employed in the present calculation includes 6-

311++G(d,p) for C, H and O atoms and 3-21G(d) for Mo. The calculated vibrational 

frequencies obtained for the molecule were all found to be real which indicates a true 

minimum in the potential hypersurface. The solvent modified transition energy and 

spectroscopic properties associated with vertical excitations of the chosen metal complex 

were calculated by using time-dependent density functional (TD-DFT) method for the CAM-

B3LYP functional (TD-CAM-B3LYP) in the framework of CPCM solvent model for the 

same basis set as employed in the optimization calculation. Excited state calculations were 

carried out for forty lowest lying singlet states. 

3. Results & discussions: 

3.1. Spectral characterization of the complex: 

3.1.1. IR and UV-VIS spectral analysis of the complex: 

IR (in KBr pellets) of the complex (C16H14MoO8) (Figure 2) recorded two peaks at 905 and 

941 respectively [υ(Mo=O)] confirmimg two oxo-bonds are cis to each other. UV-Vis (max/nm) 
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for complex: 202, 220 and 277. The electronic spectral bands at 202 nm for cis-MoO2(OV)2, 

is assigned to intra ligand π→ π* transitions of the aromatic ring. Additional two bands 

around 220 nm and 277 nm for the complex can be assigned as n→ π* of C=O functional 

group of both coordinated ligands.19  

 

Figure 2: IR spectrum of cis-MoO2(OV)2 

3.1.2. Mass and elemental analysis of the complex: 

ESI-MS(+ve) in MeOH: m/z (relative intensity) complex: 431.97 [M+]. Elemental analysis of 

the complex: Calc. C, 44.67%; H, 3.28%: found: C, 44.59%; H, 3.20%.  

3.1.3. NMR spectral analysis of the complex: 

1H NMR confirmed that cis-MoO2(OV)2 as well as the ligand (OV) are stable in solution 

phase. In the complex, phenolic –OH is deprotonated characterized by the disappearance of 

the –OH proton signal at δ 10 (Figure 3 & 4). This suggests that the ligand (OV) behaves as a 

mono anionic O, O donor centre. Moreover, presence of aromatic proton signals in the 

complex [cis-MoO2(OV)2] clearly indicate involvement of the ligand in coordination. 
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Figure 3: NMR spectra of cis-MoO2(OV)2 

 

Figure 4: NMR spectra of Ligand (OV) 
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Experimental values of various spectroscopic techniques like IR and UV for the complex was 

supported by DFT studies and there was good agreement. Molar conductivity values of the 

complex in methanol indicates it is non-electrolytic in nature. 

3.2. Structural characterization of the complex: 

 

3.2.1. Crystal structure of complex: 

Crystals that were obtained for the compound were of very good quality and suitable for 

diffraction. The molecular structure was established with the help of single crystal X-ray 

diffraction and found to have a cis conformation with respect to the two oxo bonds around 

Mo of [cis-MoO2(OV)2]. Crystallographic data and details regarding the structure of the 

prepared compound are summarized in Table 1. Some selected bond lengths and bond angles 

are presented in Table 2.  

Table 1. Crystal data and structure refinement parameters of the cis-MoO2(OV)2 

CCDC no: 1834954 

Parameters 

Moiety formula 

 

C16 H14 Mo O8 

Mr 

 

215.11 

T/K 

 

296(2) 

/Å 

 

0.71073 

Crystal system 

 

Monoclinic 

Space group 

 

P 2/n 

Unit cell dimensions 

a/Å 

b/Å 

c/Å 

α/° 

β/° 

/° 

 

 

9.6886(5) 

6.5198(3) 

13.0911(6) 

90.00 

103.985(3) 

90.00 
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V/Å3 

 

802.42(7) 

Z ,Dx/g cm-3 

 

4, 1.781 

F(000) 

 

432.0 

h,k,lmax 

 

12,8,16 

Nref 

 

1842 

Data completeness 

 

0.995 

Theta(max) 

 

27.518 

Theta(min) 

 

2.363 

R(reflections) 

 

0.0455( 1397) 

wR2(reflections) 0.1734( 1842) 

 

Table 2. Selected ground state optimized geometrical parameters for cis-MoO2(OV)2 

obtained at the B3LYP level. 

 

Type of bonds 

Bond Lengths (Å) 

Calculated (DFT) Experimental (SC-XRD) 

Mo-O1 1.95 1.94 

Mo-O2 2.34 2.27 

Mo-O3 2.34 2.27 

Mo-O4 1.95 1.94 

Mo-O5 1.71 1.68 

Mo-O6 1.71 1.68 

O1-C1 1.32 1.32 

O2-C3 1.24 1.23 
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O3-C6 1.24 1.23 

O4-C4 1.32 1.32 

Type of bonds Bond Angles (°) 

<O1-Mo-O2 78.81 80.20 

<O2-Mo-O3 74.93 73.79 

<O3-Mo-O4 78.81 80.23 

<O5-Mo-O6 105.32 105.48 

<C1-C2-C3 121.21 121.19 

<C4-C5-C6 121.21 121.17 

 

 

Figure 5: ORTEP view of the crystal structure of the cis-MoO2(OV)2  

The ORTEP view of the crystal is shown in Figure 5. The compound crystallizes in 

monoclinic P2/n space group with the two-fold symmetry clearly passing through the central 

metal atom. The central Mo(VI) is coordinated to two oxido ligands while the other two O 
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atoms from each ortho-valinato ligand results in a six coordinated environment having a 

distorted octahedral geometry around the metal centre. Oxido ligands are coordinated in the 

cisoid position with respect to the metal. The Mo=O bond lengths (Mo1=O5 and Mo1=O6) 

are 1.68 Å each, that are typical of such molybdenum-oxido double bond linkages20,21. 

Coordination of the O atom from the phenolic -OH moiety of OV to the central Mo(VI) has a 

bond length of 1.94 Å and coordination of the carbonyl oxygen with the metal centre shows a 

length of 2.27 Å. Increased bond length in case of phenolate oxygens and carbonyl oxygens 

with Mo with respect to that of the Mo-oxido bonds indicates single bond character of these 

oxygens to the metal centre. The methoxy O of either ligand does not participate in bonding. 

The ligand forms two six membered rings with bond angles 80.20° (O1-Mo-O2) and 73.79° 

(O2-Mo-O3). The axial positions of the octahedral structure are occupied by one oxido group 

and one carbonyl O atom while equatorial positions that are roughly planar with three 

valinato O atoms and a remaining oxido group, thereby creating an octahedron but slightly 

distorted. The phase purity of cis-MoO2(OV)2 was confirmed by comparing a simulation, 

based on the single-crystal structure with that of a powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) pattern 

(Figure. 6)22. Peaks obtained from simulated PXRD, based on single crystal XRD data, and 

the experimentally obtained PXRD indicates a high degree of matching.  
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Figure 6: Experimental and simulated (from single crystal X-ray data) PXRD patterns of cis-

MoO2(OV)2 

3.2.2. Optimization of structure of the complex: 

Geometry of both ligand and metal complex were optimized by Density Functional Theory 

(DFT). The ground state optimized geometry of the complex is shown in Figure 7. Important 

optimized geometrical parameters are listed in Table 2 for a comparison with experimental 

results obtained from single crystal X-ray diffraction of relevant structural parameters 

obtained for the complex. 

 

 

Figure 7: The B3LYP optimized ground state electronic structure of cis-MoO2(OV)2  
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As can be seen from Table 2, B3LYP calculated bond lengths and bond angles show good 

agreement with experimental values. Calculated IR frequencies of the prepared compound 

under investigation was found to be in good agreement with experimental results (Table 3).  

Table 3. B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) [6-311++G(d,p) for C, H, O and 3-21G(d) for Mo] 

Calculated IR frequencies (𝜐, cm-1) and intensities obtained for cis-MoO2(OV)2  

using CPCM Model. 

 

Frequency Theoretical values 

(cm-1) 

Experimental Values 

(cm-1) 

Complex 

υMo=O (cis) 

 

 

972.1 

913.3  

 

942 

905 

 

Solvent modified transition energy and spectroscopic properties associated with vertical 

excitations of the complex were calculated at solvent-modified geometry of each compound 

by time-dependent density functional method for CAM-B3LYP functional (TD-CAM-

B3LYP) in the framework of the CPCM solvent model for the same basis set as employed in 

the optimization calculation. The excited state calculations are carried out for forty lowest 

lying singlet states. The TD-DFT approach is demonstrated to be reliable for calculating 

spectral properties of many transition metal complexes.23–26 The calculated results for 

important electronic transitions are presented in Table 4.  The calculated results for λmax of 

cis-MoO2(OV)2 are in good agreement with corresponding experimental results. The frontier 

molecular orbital diagrams (Figure 8) involved in electronic transitions indicate significant 
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reorganization of charge distribution around symmetric structure leading to a shift in electron 

density either from the ligand to molybdenum-oxygen moiety or vice versa. 

Table 4. TD-CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) Calculated Transition Wavelength (λmax, nm), 

Oscillator Strength (f0) and Transition MOs Involved in the Crucial Transition 

obtained for cis-MoO2(OV)2 in Water Solvent Using CPCM Model 

 

λmax 

(Cal.) 

λmax 

(Exp.) 

% of 

deviation 

Oscillator strength  

(f0) 

Major transition 

216 202 6.48 0.75 H→L+7 

218 220 0.92 0.38 H-6→L+2 

283 277 2.12 0.13 H-2→L 

 

 

Figure 8: Frontier molecular orbitals involved in the UV-vis absorption of cis-MoO2(OV)2 

in aqueous solution at room temperature. 
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4. Conclusion: 

This chapter provides details regarding the synthesis and experimental characterization of cis-

MoO2(OV)2. DFT analysis was also performed that confirms accuracy of experimental results 

and demonstrates that the Mo-complex was synthesized in a highly pure form. 
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1. Introduction: 

Radiation therapy is a powerful technique in the fight against cancer. However, it comes with 

several drawbacks. While it effectively destroys cancer cells, it could simultaneously cause 

harm to healthy tissues that are present in the immediate vicinity of a radiation exposure. 

Reactive oxygen species (ROS) being the main culprit here, that initiates the damage that 

occurs as a consequence of incident radiation, capable of causing immense havoc on DNA.1 

To combat and control such situations scientists have explored the possibility of using 

antioxidants that can neutralize harmful ROS thus preventing harm that could have been caused 

to patients.2 Dioxomolybdenum complexes that contain a molybdenum atom surrounded by 

two oxygen atoms in a dioxo configuration have shown promise as efficient scavengers of 

radicals. These complexes can interact with ROS and convert them to less harmful species, and 

in the process protect DNA from radiation-induced damage.  Recent studies have investigated 

interactions between dioxomolybdenum complexes and DNA demonstrating an ability to 

scavenge radicals generated during radiolysis.3  

This chapter focuses on a study that used a dioxomolybdenum complex of a bidentate ligand 

that protects plasmid DNA from gamma radiation. The protective effect of the 

dioxomolybdenum complex was examined in vitro, suggesting they could be used as 

radioprotectors for normal tissue during radiotherapy. However, further research is required to 

optimize their selectivity and efficacy to completely assess their potential both with regard to 

efficacy and toxic side effects.  

2. Experimental Procedures: 

2.1. Materials and physical methods: 

Calf thymus DNA was procured from Sigma Chemical Company, USA while supercoiled 

plasmid pUC19 DNA was obtained from Genei, India. Tris-HCl buffer (pH ~ 7.4) was used to 
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prepare DNA solutions. Concentration of calf thymus DNA was determined considering molar 

extinction coefficient at 260 nm to be 6600 M-1 cm-1. Absorbance at 260 nm and 280 nm were 

noted for calculating A260/A280. Values being greater than 1.8 but less than 1.9 indicate the 

DNA was sufficiently free of protein. Quality of calf thymus DNA was also checked by its 

characteristic circular dichroism band at 260 nm recorded on a J815 Spectropolarimeter. The 

investigation was conducted using Millipore water. 

2.2. Physical Measurements: 

The thus prepared solution of calf thymus DNA was exposed to gamma radiation using a GC-

900 Gamma Chamber. Any form of damage caused to calf thymus DNA was subsequently 

detected from the generated fluorescence obtained due to addition of ethidium bromide on to 

an irradiated solution of DNA used for investigation using a Perkin Elmer LS-55 

spectrofluorimeter. To study the effects of radiation on DNA gel electrophoresis was performed 

using a UVP Bio Doc-It imaging system. Nicked DNA was evaluated using UVP DOC-ItLS 

software. 

3. DNA binding Studies: 

3.1. Fluorescence emission spectral studies for DNA interraction:  

An attempt to realize binding was also made by maintaining cis-MoO2(OV)2 constant and 

adding increasing amount of DNA which was followed by fluorescence spectroscopy. In this 

case solutions were excited at 275 nm (going by the λmax of cis-MoO2(OV)2 in methanol = 275 

nm); emission was recorded at 315 nm. The experimental data obtained from fluorescence 

quenching was analyzed by the Stern-Volmer equation (Eq. 1)4,5, a widely used technique to 

quantify quenching of fluorescence. 

I0/I= 1+ KSV[DNA]            (1) 

where I0 and I are fluorescence intensities in the absence and presence of calf thymus DNA 

respectively; KSV is Stern–Volmer quenching constant, which is a measure of the efficiency of 
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quenching by DNA that provides valuable insights into the nature and strength of the binding 

interaction between cis-MoO2(OV)2 and DNA. The results contribute significantly to our 

understanding of binding and potential application of cis-MoO2(OV)2 in DNA-related studies. 

3.2. Viscometric study: 

Viscosity measurements are presented as (η/ηo)
1/3 versus ratio of concentration of either ligand 

or complex to that of calf thymus DNA; ηo denotes the viscosity of a solution of calf thymus 

DNA alone while η denotes viscosities of solutions of calf thymus DNA in the presence of 

compounds.6 Values were calculated from observed flow time of calf thymus DNA using the 

relation; η = t−to, where t and t0 are values for flow times for the solution and buffer 

respectively. 

4. DNA damage and protection: 

4.1. Irradiation by gamma ray:  

Incubation of calf thymus DNA and calf thymus DNA with complex was done at a temperature 

of 37°C for a duration of 30 minutes followed by irradiation using 60Co γ rays. The irradiation 

process was performed under a dose rate of 1.88 kGyhr−1 and a dose of 35 Gy was provided. 

For plasmid DNA samples, two different irradiation doses were employed i. e. 20 Gy and 25 

Gy. 

Our experiments were designed to intentionally exceed the standard therapeutic radiation dose 

employed during any routine cancer radiotherapy, in order to understand for ourselves the 

extent to which our prepared complex was performing as a suitable radioprotector. The 

deliberate increase in radiation dose was to induce extensive disruption of a DNA structure and 

in the presence of our prepared complex, to see that the same is prevented from occurring in 

order to clearly demonstrate the prepared compound acts as a radioprotector. In the process, it 

would enable an evaluation of the efficacy of the synthesized compound to protect DNA 

against what should otherwise be severe damage. All experiments were meticulously 
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conducted within well-controlled in vitro environments, providing a foundation to investigate 

effects of higher radiation dose. Such an investigation holds significant promise for clinical 

applications of the compound as an effective radioprotector during radiotherapy. The research 

aims to contribute to the development of improved therapeutic strategies for cancer treatment 

that enhance efficacy and safety of radiotherapy protocols. 

4.2. Assessment of DNA damage followed by irradiation: 

4.2.1. Estimation of radiation induced damage in calf thymus DNA by fluorescence 

spectroscopy: 

To assess damage caused by radiation to calf thymus DNA, a 60Co-γ ray source was used. 

Evaluation of the extent of damage was done with the help of fluorescence spectroscopy where 

ethidium bromide (EB) was used as the probe whose interaction with DNA shows a strong 

fluorescence. Emission of irradiated DNA that was treated with EB, following irradiation, was 

recorded at 591 nm (excitation at 500 nm). This was compared with the fluorescence of non-

irradiated DNA-EB under identical experimental conditions. The dose-response relation was 

obtained by plotting (I-Ia)/(I0-Ia) versus dose3,7, where Ia denotes fluorescence intensity of EB, 

I0 denotes fluorescence intensity of unirradiated DNA treated with EB (the control), and I the 

fluorescence intensity of irradiated DNA that was subsequently treated with EB. 

4.2.2. Protection of plasmid pUC19 DNA from radiation induced damage by the 

complexes and the ligand against different doses of gamma-radiation: 

To evaluate the ability of cis-MoO2(OV)2 and the ligand (OV) to protect supercoiled pUC19 

DNA subjected to gamma irradiation, solutions were pre-incubated having different 

concentrations of compounds (ranging from 0-2 mM) in Tris-HCl (buffer). Samples were 

exposed to gamma irradiation at doses of 20 Gy and 25 Gy. Protective effects of cis-

MoO2(OV)2 and the ligand (OV) were assessed using agarose gel electrophoresis. Specifically, 

DNA samples were run on 0.9% agarose gel in 1 X TAE buffer for 3 hours at 80 mV, then 
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stained with EB solution and subjected to UV light. Images were captured using UVP Bio Doc-

It Imaging System. 

4.2.3. Mechanism of protection from radiation induced DNA damage by the ligands and 

the complexes; DPPH radical scavenging activity by EPR spectroscopy: 

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements were carried out at room temperature 

(298 K) on a Jeol JES-FA 200 ESR spectrometer equipped with Jeol microwave bridge. 

Spectroscopic parameters were 9.44 GHz (frequency), 100 mT (field sweep), 0.998 mW 

(microwave power) and a modulation amplitude of 3000 mT. Stability of freshly prepared 

solution of DPPH in dichloromethane was assessed by monitoring the solution for 30 minutes, 

during which no significant loss of signal was detected.8,9 Subsequently, different 

concentrations (ranging from 0-40 µM) of cis-MoO2(OV)2 or the ligand (OV) were added to a 

100 µM DPPH solution and mixed thoroughly. An EPR signal was recorded after 2 minutes of 

mixing of the compounds to the DPPH solution under identical instrumental conditions. 

5. Results & discussions: 

5.1. DNA binding studies: 

Interaction between cis-MoO2(OV)2 and calf thymus DNA was realized by gradually adding 

calf thymus DNA to cis-MoO2(OV)2 and recording fluorescence at 315 nm. Excitation was 

made at 275 nm (Figure.1). A gradual decrease in fluorescence intensity was observed 

following increase in calf thymus DNA that provides evidence in favour of interaction between 

the complex and calf thymus DNA. Eventually, fluorescence intensity reached a plateau at a 

relatively high DNA concentration indicating a possible saturation of the binding sites in the 

DNA. Saturation suggests that binding sites on the DNA were occupied by the complex 

resulting in a constant intensity. To quantitatively assess the extent of fluorescence quenching, 

Stern-Volmer equation was employed that allows the determination of the fluorescence 

quenching constant (KSV). This was found to be 1.4 x 104 M-1 for cis-MoO2(OV)2 at 25 °C. The 
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calculated value also provides evidence in favour of binding between cis-MoO2(OV)2 and calf 

thymus DNA guided by the quenching of fluorescence emission. These findings significantly 

contribute to a comprehensive understanding of interaction between cis-MoO2(OV)2 and the 

DNA used paving the way for potential applications of cis-MoO2(OV)2 in various aspects of 

biology. 

 

Figure 1: Emission spectra cis-MoO2(OV)2 in the presence of increasing amounts of DNA 

[Inset: Stern–Volmer plot] 

To gain an insight into the mode of binding of the complex with calf thymus DNA, viscosity 

measurements were made; being a sensitive technique10–13 in this regard. The relative specific 

viscosities of DNA in the presence and absence of cis-MoO2(OV)2 or the ligand (OV) were 

plotted against [complex]/[DNA] (Figure.2). Results show addition of both compounds 

solutions of calf thymus DNA does not cause any significant increase in viscosity that rules out 

the possibility of intercalation. Small molecules binding to DNA at grooves do not alter relative 

viscosity. Thus viscosity measurements strongly suggest that cis-MoO2(OV)2 and the ligand 

bind to the groove at the groove. 
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Figure 2: Effect of increasing amount of cis-MoO2(OV)2 and ligand (OV) on the specific 

viscosity of calf thymus DNA. 

5.2. Possible protection to attempted radiation induced damage to DNA 

Radiation-induced damage or modification caused to DNA may be determined by measuring 

the fluorescence response of the DNA being treated with ethidium bromide (EB).14–16 In 

aqueous solution EB has weak emission. However, its emission intensity increases 

significantly when bound to DNA owing to its ability to intercalate between the adjacent 

strands of DNA. When a DNA double helix sustains damage owing to any form of stimuli (here 

it being gamma rays), then the interaction of EB with DNA gets affected which is manifested 

almost quantitatively in the fluorescence response of the DNA-EB adduct. Hence, decrease in 

fluorescence intensity following DNA being subjected to external stimuli and treated with EB 

against that of interaction of EB with the same DNA that was not subjected to such stimuli, 

serves as a measure of a possible damage or modification caused to the DNA by the external 

stimuli. This model is therefore useful as a probe to estimate radiation-induced DNA 

damage.5,17 Hence, if there is either no change observed with regard to fluorescence for DNA 

subjected to irradiation in the presence of any compound or that the change observed is 

negligible in comparison to the same DNA unirradiated and treated with EB then it may be 

said that the compound maintained alongside the DNA during irradiation, provides some sort 
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of protection as a consequence of which irradiation (the external stimuli, in this case) that was 

unable to inflict any damage on to the DNA. Such compounds that provide protection to an 

attempted radiation-induced damage owing to their presence in close vicinity of a target on 

which a damage was intended are termed as radio-protectors and a method such as this one 

helps to qualitatively ascertain, to some extent evaluate the protection afforded by that 

compound.  

5.2.1. Estimation of the protection of DNA damage by fluorometric technique: 

To have a clear idea on possible protection from radiation induced damage, the DNA was 

pretreated with different concentrations of either the ligand (OV) or cis-MoO2(OV)2. Irradiated 

samples as well as those that received no irradiation were subsequently treated with EB and 

emission was measured. It was observed that fluorescence intensity of the EB-DNA solutions 

increased with an increase in concentration of either ligand or complex, and approaching to the 

intensity of EB with non-irradiated DNA, which clearly indicates that both the complex and 

the ligand are actually able to protect the DNA from radiation induced damage Figure 3 (i) & 

(ii). Concentration of the ligand or of the complex was maintained in the range 0- 24 μM. It 

was observed that with an increase in the concentration of the ligand (OV) or of cis-

MoO2(OV)2, the complex, there was a gradual increase in fluorescence intensity of EB bound 

to irradiated DNA. This indicates that the complex as well as ligand imparts protection to calf 

thymus DNA from damage induced by radiation. 

A plot of (I − Ia)/( I0− Ia) versus [radioprotector]/[calf thymus DNA] is shown as inset in Figure 

3 (i) & (ii). It is found that with increase in concentration of either the ligand (OV) cis-

MoO2(OV)2, the damage that could have been caused to calf thymus DNA due to irradiation 

are actually inhibited. Precisely, percentage of protection imparted either by the ligand was 

evaluated to be 79%, whereas that due to cis-MoO2(OV)2 was calculated to be ~ 89%. Hence, 
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it may be concluded that both cis-MoO2(OV)2 and the ligand OV provide reasonably good 

protection to calf thymus DNA from radiation induced damage.  

 

 

Figure 3 (i): Fluorescence emission spectra of EB-DNA obtained after treatment of calf 

thymus DNA with EB following irradiation provided to DNA solutions either in 

absence or the presence of increasing amounts of ligand (OV); (a) = EB 900 

μM, (b) = DNA 60 μM (unirradiated) + EB 900 μM (maintained 15 folds 

higher),(c)-(l) = DNA 60μM (irradiated) + increasing concentration of the ligand 

(0-24 μM) + EB 900 μM {Inset: Plot of (I − Ia)/(I0− Ia) versus [ligand]/[ calf 

thymus DNA]} 
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Figure 3 (ii): Fluorescence emission spectra of EB-DNA obtained after treatment of calf 

thymus DNA with EB following irradiation provided to DNA solutions either in 

absence or the presence of increasing amounts of cis-MoO2(OV)2; (a) = EB 900 

μM, (b) = DNA 60 μM (unirradiated) + EB 900 μM (maintained 15 folds higher) 

(c)-(l) = DNA 60μM (irradiated) + increasing concentration of the complex (0-24 

μM) + EB 900 μM {Inset: Plot of (I − Ia)/(I0− Ia) versus [complex]/[ calf thymus 

DNA]} 

5.2.2. Discussion the contribution of the ligand (OV) and cis-MoO2(OV)2 in protection 

of plasmid pUC19 DNA from damage induced by gamma radiation: 

To investigate the protective abilities of the ligand OV and cis-MoO2(OV)2 on plasmid DNA 

against gamma-radiation-induced damage, gel electrophoresis was conducted using 

supercoiled pUC19 DNA in Tris–HCl/NaCl (buffer) at pH 7.2. When plasmid DNA was 
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exposed to different dose of gamma radiation (25 Gy and 20 Gy), it resulted in strand breaks 

causing the DNA to transition from a supercoiled (SC) form to a nicked coil (NC) form.3,18,19 

This transition was clearly observed through experiments performed and is shown in figures 

(Figure 4 & 5). The extent of protection provided by cis-MoO2(OV)2 and the ligand OV can be 

quantified by assessing the difference in DNA strand conversion from supercoiled (SC) to 

nicked coil (NC) form upon exposure to radiation. By comparing gel electrophoresis results, it 

is evident that cis-MoO2(OV)2 and ligand significantly reduce the conversion of DNA strands 

from SC to NC, indicating their ability to protect the DNA from radiation-induced damage. To 

evaluate such protective effects of the ligand (OV) and cis-MoO2(OV)2 against radiation-

induced damage, on pUC19 DNA, the DNA was pre-treated with various concentrations of 

either cis-MoO2(OV)2 or ligand and exposed to irradiation. The results that are presented in 

Table 1 (Figure 6 & 7), demonstrate a significant level of protection to the DNA from radiation 

due to 60Co γ rays. Quantification of protection is further supported by calculation, indicating 

the extent to which the complex or the ligand shield pUC19 DNA from a probable radiation 

induced damage. Notably, the cis-MoO2(OV)2 offers a remarkable level of protection, with 

approximately 85% to 80% preservation of the SC form at radiation dose of 20 Gy and 25 Gy 

respectively. The ligand (OV) exhibits a protective effect of ~ 72% and ~ 70% of the SC form 

from radiation-induced damage at the same respective radiation dose (20 Gy and 25 Gy). These 

quantitative measurements provide compelling evidence that both cis-MoO2(OV)2 (the 

complex) and the ligand possess substantial protective capabilities against gamma-radiation-

induced DNA damage. Reduced conversions of DNA strands from the SC form to the NC form 

coupled with quantified percentages of protection confirm the effectiveness of the compounds 

in mitigating detrimental effects of radiation on the integrity of the DNA that was used as the 

target. 
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Figure 4: Protection of plasmid pUC19 DNA at 25 Gy with different concentrations of ligand 

(OV) and cis-MoO2(OV)2 on gamma-radiation induced strand breaks. Lane1: DNA 

control (No irradiation); Lane 2: DNA irradiated; Lane 3: DNA + 1 mM OV; Lane 

4: DNA + 1 mM cis-MoO2(OV)2; Lane 5: DNA + 2 mM OV; Lane 6: DNA + 2 

mM cis-MoO2(OV)2 

 

 

Figure 5: Protection of plasmid (pUC19) DNA at 20 Gy with different concentrations of 

ligand (OV) and cis-MoO2(OV)2 on gamma-radiation induced strand breaks. 

Lane1: DNA control (No irradiation); Lane 2: DNA irradiated; Lane 3: DNA + 1 

mM OV; Lane 4: DNA + 1 mM cis-MoO2(OV)2; Lane 5: DNA + 2 mM OV; Lane 

6: DNA + 2 mM cis-MoO2(OV)2 
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Figure 6: A graphical representation of the protection provided by the ligand (OV) and cis-

MoO2(OV)2 under a radiation dose of 20 Gy. 

 

 

Figure 7: A graphical representation of protection by the ligand (OV) and cis-MoO2(OV)2 

under radiation dose of 25 Gy. 
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Table 1: Extent of protection provided to SC form of pUC19 DNA by OV and cis-

MoO2(OV)2 

Lane no. Reaction condition Form I (% SC) Form II (% NC) 

1 DNA Control  

(No irradiation) 

95 5 

Lane no. Radiation dose 20 Gy 

  

25 Gy 

Reaction condition Form I  

(% SC) 

Form II  

(% NC) 

Form I 

 (% SC) 

Form II  

(% NC) 

2 DNA irradiated 40 60 30 70 

3 DNA +  

1 mM OV  

64 36 62 38 

4 DNA +  

1 mM cis-MoO2(OV)2 

70 30 68 32 

5 DNA + 

 2 mM OV 

72 28 70 30 

6 DNA +  

2 mM cis-MoO2(OV)2 

85 15 80 20 

 

5.2.3. Mechanism of protection from radiation induced DNA damage: An assessment of 

scavenging of DPPH by EPR spectroscopy: 

Generation of radicals during and subsequent to irradiation of an aqueous solution by 60Co γ 

rays is capable of inducing damage to biomolecules. In our experiments, DNA was used as the 

target. Under normal circumstances, these radicals that are generated would interact with the 

DNA and induce modifications on it that in common terms referred to as damage. Hence, 
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elimination of such radicals from the solution should be able to protect the molecules (here 

DNA) present in the solution from any damage induced by the incident radiation. Therefore, if 

any entity, capable of scavenging such produced free radicals be present in solution during the 

radiolysis of water, it should protect other molecules present (here DNA) in the same solution 

from any possible damage. Hence, to examine the radical scavenging ability of the compounds 

we were studying, EPR spectroscopy was used. DPPH is a widely known substance that is used 

in case of such studies to evaluate antioxidant capabilities of natural and synthetic products, 

being a stable radical itself.20 We used it and monitored the EPR signal of DPPH to establish 

the free radical scavenging activity of cis-MoO2(OV)2 and OV (the ligand). EPR spectrum of 

DPPH (100 µM) in DCM was taken. Subsequently, the same DPPH was titrated with 

incremental amounts of either OV or cis-MoO2(OV)2 (0–40 µM) (Figure.8) and EPR spectra 

were recorded under identical conditions. Although, both cis-MoO2(OV)2 and OV could induce 

scavenging of free radicals present on DPPH, the effect was more pronounced in case of the 

complex. This strongly supports our experimental findings pertaining to damage caused to 

DNA and protection provided by compounds in this regard.  
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Figure 8 (i): EPR spectra of DPPH (a:100 µM DPPH) with different concentrations of cis-

MoO2(OV)2 in DCM solution (b:10µM; c:20µM; d: 30µM; e: 40µM) 
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Figure 8 (ii): EPR spectra of DPPH (a:100 µM DPPH) with different concentrations of ligand 

(OV) in DCM solution (b:10µM; c:20µM; d: 30µM; e: 40µM) 

6. Conclusion: 

In this study, a molybdenum complex was synthesized and found to have a remarkable ability 

to protect DNA from radiation-induced damage. Compared to the ligand (OV), the complex 

[cis-MoO2(OV)2] demonstrated a higher degree of radioprotective effect, protecting 89% of 

damaged plasmid DNA. At a dosage of 20Gy, at a concentration of 2 mM the cis-MoO2(OV)2 

was able to protect approximately 85% of radiation-induced damage to plasmid (pUC19) DNA 

from gamma rays. These findings suggest that cis-MoO2(OV)2 has tremendous potential as an 

efficient radioprotector for normal tissues in radiotherapy. The ability of the complex to protect 
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DNA from radiation-induced damage is particularly noteworthy, and the results of this study 

could have significant implications for the development of new therapies for a range of medical 

conditions. This exciting discovery could pave the way for significant advances in the field of 

radioprotection. 
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1. Introduction: 

Synthetic biomimetic haloperoxidase (HPO) catalysts were designed to imitate the structure 

and functions of natural HPO enzymes. These biomimetic catalysts have the potential to 

catalyze useful reactions in an efficient and environmentally friendly way compared to 

traditional catalysts. Recent years have witnessed an extensive research towards development 

of biomimetic HPO catalysts.1 One approach to achieving this was to synthesize new 

molecules that mimic the active site of HPO.2 The field of biomimetic HPO catalysts is 

promising and has the potential to lead to development of novel and more efficient catalysts 

for diverse applications. However, further research is necessary to fully comprehend 

structures and functions of HPO and develop more efficient biomimetic catalysts based on 

their understanding. The discovery of vanadium haloperoxidases (VHPOs) has created 

substantial interest in understanding their active site structure and mode of action. 

Researchers have identified numerous vanadium complexes that could serve as structural 

and/or functional models for VHPOs. One significant development in this area was a 

pioneering work of A. Butler et al., who was the first to create haloperoxidase mimics.3 This 

led to the discovery of in vitro bromoperoxidase activity by some molybdenum complexes. 

Specifically, oxidoperoxidomolybdenum(VI) complexes were identified as functional mimics 

of vanadium bromoperoxidases capable of catalyzing two-electron oxidation of Br- to Br+ in 

the presence of H2O2.
3–5 

In this chapter, the work performed with a dioxomolybdenum complex aimed at determining 

its ability to mimic biological catalysts using VHPO is reported. Findings indicate that the 

compound showed a favorable response, highlighting its potential application as a VHPO 

mimic. The findings represent a crucial step toward developing new effective catalysts for 

diverse applications. 
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2. Experimental Procedures: 

2.1. Materials and physical methods: 

Hydrogen peroxide (30% w/v), phenol red and other reagents required for the study were 

purchased from Merck (India) and utilized as received. Analytical grade solvents were used 

for physico-chemical studies and were further purified utilizing literature methods.6 

Throughout the investigation, Millipore water was used. 

2.2. Physical Measurements: 

UV-vis spectra in the range 200 nm to 800 nm were obtained using a Shimadzu U-1800 

spectrophotometer. All spectra were recorded against their corresponding reagent blanks 

using a 1 cm quartz cell. pH measurements were conducted on a digital pH meter Elico 

(India). 

2.3.Evaluation of Bromination Capability: 

The bromination reaction was carried out in an aqueous medium at 30 ± 0.5 °C. Reactions 

involving bromide were performed under constant temperature. Solutions used for kinetic 

measurements were maintained at a constant concentration of H+ (pH = 5.0) by addition of 

NaH2PO4–Na2HPO4.
7 

Rate of the reaction studied may be described by the rate equation: dc/dt= k c1
xc2

yc3
z, from 

which “log (dc/dt) = log k + x log c1 + y log c2 + z logc3” was obtained, corresponding to  

“-log (dc/dt) = -x log c1 - b (b=log k + y log c2 + z log c3)”, where k is the reaction rate 

constant. c1, c2, c3 are concentrations of cis-MoO2(OV)2, KBr and phenol red respectively; 

while x, y and z are the corresponding reaction orders. This therefore corresponds to −log 

(dA/dt) = −xlogc1−b (b = logk + ylogc2 + zlogc3), where A is the measurable absorbance of 

the resultant solution; k the reaction rate constant; c1, c2, c3 concentrations of cis-MoO2(OV)2, 

KBr and phenol red respectively; while x, y and z are the corresponding reaction orders. A 

plot of the absorbance data at 592 nm versus time provides a straight line whose slope gives 
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the reaction rate of the complex (dA/dt). Changing the concentration of the complex, a series 

of dA/dt data were obtained and from a plot of −log(dA/dt) versus −logc1 the reaction rate 

constant (k) was calculated. 

3. Results and discussions: 

The purpose of the work was to develop a bromoperoxidase mimic, which is currently an area 

of significant interest in the field of biochemistry. Previous studies have identified 

oxidovanadium complexes as potential mimics of catalytic reactions performed by 

bromoperoxidases. This reaction involves bromination of organic substrates in presence of 

H2O2 and KBr. To assess the catalytic ability of metal complexes to act as haloperoxidases, 

one commonly used method is to examine the model catalytic bromination reaction of phenol 

red to bromophenol blue.8,9 This reaction has been used in numerous studies. Various 

research work also found oxidoperoxidomolybdenum complexes to possess bromoperoxidase 

activity.9,10 In this investigation, a dioxomolybdenum cis-MoO2(OV)2 showed catalytic 

activity which was monitored by UV-vis spectrophotometry, as in Figure 1; phenol red 

serving as the substrate. 

3.1. Bromination activity of the complex for mimicking VHPO: 

The aim of this study was to evaluate the catalytic potential of cis-MoO2(OV)2 for 

bromination using phenol red as the substrate. The reaction involves conversion of phenol red 

to bromophenol blue in a stoichiometric manner; the reaction being pretty fast (as shown in 

Scheme 1).  
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Scheme 1. The reactive process of bromination reaction for the complex [cis-MoO2(OV)2]. 

 

Upon addition of cis-MoO2(OV)2 solution to a standard bromide reaction in phosphate buffer 

containing phenol red as the trapping agent for oxidized bromine, the color of the solution 

changed from yellow to blue. UV-vis spectrophotometry revealed gradual decrease in 

absorption at 443 nm, corresponding to loss of phenol red during catalytic conversion. 

Simultaneously, a new peak appeared at 592 nm due to formation of bromophenol blue 

(Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Oxidative bromination of phenol red catalyzed by the cis-MoO2(OV)2 (0.02 

mmol). Spectral changes at 10 min intervals. Spectral data taken of aliquots in 

pH = 5.0 aqueous phosphate buffer,c(phosphate buffer) = 50 mmol L−1, c(KBr) = 

0.4 mol L−1, c(phenol red) = 0.1 mmol L−1. 

3.2. Kinetic studies of bromination: 

Rate of this reaction may expressed as dc/dt= k c1
xc2

yc3
z. According to Lambert–Beer’s law, 

A = dc, which on differentiation gives dA/dt =  d(dc/dt), where ‘A’ is the measurable 

absorbance of bromophenol blue at 592 nm; ‘’ is the molar extinction coefficient (for 

bromophenol blue =14 500 M-1 cm-1 at 592 nm) and ‘d’ the path length of light passing 

through the sample cell (d=1). Plots of absorbance data at 592 nm versus time for various 

concentrations of the complexes gave straight lines and from the slopes of these lines a series 

of reaction rates of the complex (dA/dt) were obtained (Figure.2). 
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Figure 2: A series of linear calibration plots of the absorbance at 592 nm dependence of time 

for different concentrations of cis-MoO2(OV)2. Conditions used: pH 5, c(KBr) = 

0.4 M L−1, c(H2O2) = 0.02 M L−1, c (phenol red) = 10−4 M L−1. c(complex/M L−1) 

= a: 1x10−6(black square); b: 2x10−6(red circle); c: 3x10−6(green triangle); d: 

4x10−6(blue triangle). 

The reaction rate constant (k) was obtained from the plot of –log (dc/dt) versus -log c1. In this 

bromination experiment, the reaction orders of KBr and phenol red (y and z) were taken as 1 

according to the literature11, c2 and c3 are known as 0.4 and 10-4 mol L-1, respectively. By 

using the equation ‘‘b=logk + y logc2 + z logc3’’, the reaction rate constant (k) can be 

obtained. The plot of −log (dc/dt) versus –logc (Figure. 3) gives a straight line with a slope of 

0.84 and an intercept of 2.94 respectively for the complex [cis-MoO2(OV)2]. The rate 

constant for this catalytic conversion using the dioxomolybdenum complex [cis-MoO2(OV)2] 

as catalyst were calculated to be 0.3 x 102 (M L−1) −2 s−1 for complex. 
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Figure 3: −log(dc/dt) vs. −log c (c is the concentration of the complex) for cis-MoO2(OV)2; 

conditions used: c (phosphate buffer) = 50 mM L−1, pH = 5, c(KBr) = 0.4 mol L−1, 

c(phenol red) = 10−4 M L−1. 

Based on the results obtained, it may be concluded that bromination is approximately first-

order with respect to cis-MoO2(OV)2. The method used in the study provides a reliable and 

quantitative way to determine reaction order and rate constants for bromination reactions. 

These findings have significant implications for research that would investigate the 

mechanism and optimization of this very crucial process. 

4. Conclusions: 

In conclusion, synthesized cis-MoO2(OV)2 shows a promise as a biomimetic catalyst for 

VHPO activity, particularly for the bromination of organic substrates. Its effective catalytic 

activity in this reaction indicates its ability to very closely mimic bromoperoxidase activity, 

highlighting its potential as a bio-inspired catalyst. Findings suggest exciting possibilities for 

development of novel Mo-based VHPO biomimetic catalysts having potential application in 

diverse fields like organic synthesis, catalysis and pharmaceuticals. Further research into the 
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mechanism and optimization of an important chemical process may lead to more significant 

advances in this area. 
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This thesis focuses on the design and synthesis of multifunctional biomimetic metal complexes 

with immense potential as chemotherapeutic and radio-protective agents. Amongst the 

complexes prepared, some exhibit anticancer properties while others possess an unique ability 

to safeguard DNA against radiation-induced damage. To establish and highlight such multi-

functionality experiments were performed to evaluate their ability to mimic the haloperoxidase 

enzymes, further enhancing their versatility. The overall conclusions are portrayed herewith 

systematically.  

In Chapter 8, the synthesized MnII(sal-oxime)2(H2O)2 complex was shown to be successfully 

prepared and extensively characterized as a novel artificial nuclease. Interaction of the complex 

with calf thymus DNA was investigated using absorbance and viscometric methods, revealing 

that it binds effectively at the grooves of DNA. These were further supported by theoretical 

molecular docking studies. The complex also exhibits significant concentration-dependent 

nuclease activity demonstrated by an analysis performed with the help of gel electrophoresis. 

In the presence of H2O2, the compound displayed a remarkable ability to cleave almost 48% 

supercoiled (SC) plasmid (pUC19) DNA converting them to the nick-circular (NC) form 

against its standalone activity of 42% cleavage. This indicates that the complex possesses 

promising artificial nuclease properties suggesting its potential use as an effective 

chemotherapeutic agent. Findings of the study shed light on the potential of non-platinum-

based manganese-oxime complexes as candidates for DNA cleavage during cancer treatment.  

Chapter 9 and Chapter 12 focused on two synthesized Molybdenum dioxocomplexes, 

namely cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 and cis-MoO2(OV)2 respectively. The primary emphasis in both 

chapters was on successful synthesis and characterization of molybdenum-based cis-dioxo 

complexes by multiple spectroscopic techniques and single crystal analysis for cis-

MoO2(OV)2. It could be concluded from experimental results that the ligands, β-hydroxy-α-

naphthaldehyde (BHAN) and ortho-vanilline (OV) are attached to molybdenum resulting in 
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the formation of a cis-dioxo cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 and cis-MoO2(OV)2 complexes respectively. 

Moreover, strong agreement between experimental and theoretical (DFT) studies further 

validates a successful synthesis and isolation of both complexes in a highly pure form. 

Chapter 10 and Chapter 13 focus on the application of two synthesized molybdenum 

complexes cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 and cis-MoO2(OV)2 respectively as potential radioprotectors, 

specifically safeguarding DNA from radiation-induced damage. The complexes cis-

MoO2(BHAN)2 and cis-MoO2(OV)2 provide protection against radiation-induced damage more 

efficiently compared to their corresponding ligands BHAN and OV. Interestingly, at a 

concentration of 2 mM, cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 provide a protection to the extent of 90% to plasmid 

DNA from radiation induced damage at a dosage of 20 Gy while cis-MoO2(OV)2 was able to 

protect it to an extent of approximately 85%, confirmed by results of the gel electrophoresis 

technique. Moreover, cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 protected approximately 92% of calf thymus DNA 

from radiation-induced damage and cis-MoO2(OV)2 about 89%, as realized from fluorimetric 

studies using ethidium bromide. From the experimental data, it could be concluded that 

protective capability of cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 against radiation-induced DNA damage was better 

than cis-MoO2(OV)2. EPR titration using DPPH proves both complexes show good radical 

scavenging activity making them promising radioprotectors. This work on molybdenum-based 

radioprotectors therefore contributes to an expanding knowledge on radioprotection paving the 

way for improved strategies to protect healthy tissues during treatment of cancer by 

radiotherapy.  

 Another important objective of the thesis was to realize biomimetic vanadium haloperoxidase 

(VHPO) functions of cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 and cis-MoO2(OV)2 that has been discussed in 

Chapter 11 and Chapter 14 respectively. Ability of both cis-MoO2(BHAN)2 and cis-

MoO2(OV)2 to catalyze single-pot bromination of phenol red to bromophenol blue was 

evaluated and show a positive response. The results demonstrate that both complexes are 
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potential biomimetic catalysts for VHPO activity particularly in the bromination of organic 

substrates. Their effective catalytic activity closely mimics bromoperoxidase activity 

highlighting their potential as bio-inspired catalysts.  
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ABSTRACT
A new [MnII(sal-oxime)2(H2O)2] complex has been synthesized and
characterized by various spectroscopic techniques (IR, UV–vis, ESI-
MS, and EPR studies). The molecular geometry of the complex
was further established by DFT study. TD-DFT calculations also
showed a good agreement with the experimental results of the
complex. The DNA-binding activity of the complex has been
studied by various physicochemical tools such as UV–vis spectros-
copy and viscosity measurements. The intrinsic binding constant
(Kb) of the complex with CT-DNA was calculated to be
(2.40± 0.2)� 103 M�1. The results of the DNA-binding experi-
ments were also supported by molecular docking. The compound
showed a good nuclease activity which was assessed by gel elec-
trophoresis technique.
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1. Introduction

DNA is the commonly known primary intracellular target of anti-cancer drugs as well
as many chemotherapeutic agents. Interaction between small molecules and DNA may
cause DNA-damage in cancer cells; this damage inhibits the proliferation [1]. Over the
past few decades, studies on the activity of small molecules showing DNA-binding
and DNA-cleavage have generated much interest [2, 3] due to their potential applica-
tions as DNA-probes and anti-cancer drugs. Like natural enzymes, artificial nucleases
can also hydrolyze DNA, and therefore these cleaving agents have found extensive
applications as potential chemotherapeutic agents [4]. Natural nucleases such as
restriction endonucleases and topoisomerases can efficiently catalyze DNA hydrolysis,
wherein their activity is attributed to the involvement of active metallic centers [5].
Although numerous naturally occurring nucleases are known [6], the development of
synthetic nucleases would be of great utility and importance to monitor or manipulate
desired biological reactions at the molecular level. Recently, interactions of transition
metal complexes with DNA have attracted major attention due to the role of these
complexes as the original cancer therapeutic agents and their functions as potential
probes of DNA structure and conformation [7]. Transition metal complexes of Fe, Cu,
Ni, Pt, Ru, Rh, V, Cr, Co, Os, and Pd have been reported to mediate DNA-cleavage in
the presence of oxidants, reductants or without any assisting agents [8]. However, the
detailed investigation on the DNA-interaction and nuclease activity exhibited by man-
ganese complexes is scanty. To the best of our knowledge, the field of DNA-binding
studies of oxime-based Mn complexes has not been explored yet. In the present work,
we discuss the DNA-binding properties and the nuclease activity of the newly devel-
oped oxime-based Mn complex, which could prove to be of biochemical significance.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials and physical methods

Manganese chloride tetrahydrate, salicylaldehyde, and hydroxylamine hydrochloride of
extra-pure quality were obtained from Merck (India) and used as obtained. All other
reagents used were of G.R. grade and were obtained from Merck (India). Analytical
grade solvents used for physicochemical studies were further purified by literature
method before use [9], wherever necessary. CT-DNA and supercoiled plasmid pUC19
DNA were obtained from Sigma Chemical Company, USA, and Genei Bangalore, India,
respectively. All DNA solutions were prepared in Tris–HCl buffer at pH 7.4. Other stock
solutions were prepared in Tris–HCl buffer. Millipore water was used throughout the
course of the investigation.

2.2. Physical measurements

IR spectra were taken as KBr disks at room temperature on a Perkin Elmer RFX-I IR
spectrophotometer. PXRD data were collected on a Bruker D8 Advance X-ray diffract-
ometer using Cu Ka radiation (k¼ 1.548 Å) generated at 40 kV and 40mA. Elemental
analyses were carried out using a Perkin-Elmer 2400 series II CHNS analyzer. UV–vis
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spectra (200–800 nm) were recorded against appropriate reagent blank at room tem-
perature with a Shimadzu U-1800 spectrophotometer using 1 cm quartz cell. EPR spec-
tra were obtained on a JEOL-JES FA200 ESR spectrometer at room temperature. The
mass spectral analyses were done by a Waters mass spectrometer (model: XEVO-
G2QTOF#YCA351). The gel electrophoresis study was carried out with UVP Bio Doc-It
Imaging System and nicking was analyzed by UVP DOC-ItLS software.

3. Experimental

3.1. Preparation of the complex

The ligand salicylaldehyde-oxime (sal-oxime) was prepared by literature method [10].
Methanolic solution (5mL) of manganese chloride tetrahydrate (2mmol) was mixed
with the methanolic solution (10mL) of salicylaldehyde-oxime (sal-oxime) (4mmol)
dropwise with constant stirring. Then 20mL of water was added and stirring was con-
tinued for another 12 h, which on standing produced a light green solid. The solid
was collected by filtration, washed with cold water, dried under vacuum and purified
by recrystallization. Yield was 75%. Despite multiple attempts, diffractable grade suit-
able single-crystals could not be obtained. IR (KBr, cm�1): 463 [t(Mn–N)], 539
[t(Mn–O)] [11]. ESI-MS (þve) in MeOH: m/z (relative intensity) 363.04 [Mþ], 386.03
[MþþNa]. UV–Vis (kmax/nm): 216 and 253. Elemental analysis: found% (calc.%) C,
46.12 (C, 46.29); H, 3.99 (H, 4.44); N, 7.51 (N, 7.71). The nature of the PXRD results
(Figure 1) indicates that the complex is crystalline in nature. The compound is soluble
in organic solvents like methanol, acetonitrile, chloroform, acetone, N,N-dimethylfor-
mamide (DMF), dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and tetrahydrofuran (THF) and behaves like
a non-electrolyte (molar conductance 2Ohm�1�cm2�mole�1). Therefore, the molecular

Figure 1. PXRD pattern of the complex.
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formula of the compound is [MnII(sal-oxime)2(H2O)2], which was further supported by
DFT study.

3.2. DFT Calculations

The molecular geometry of the complex has been optimized by density functional the-
ory (DFT) study because it has proved to be an important tool to obtain better
insights into the geometry, electronic structure, and optical properties of systems. The
geometry of both the ligand and the metal complex has been optimized using DFT.
All DFT calculations were performed using Gaussian09 package. Ligand geometry was
optimized with Becke three parameter hybrid exchange functional and the
Lee–Yang–Parr correlation functional (B3LYP) [12] with 6–31þ g(d,p) basis set.
Optimization of the complex molecule was done using unrestricted hybrid DFT by
Becke’s 3 parameter exchange functional [12, 13] with nonlocal Lee–Yang–Parr elec-
tron correlation (UB3LYP model) [12, 14] functional and basis set has been augmented
to LANL2DZ (ECP) [15] for Mn atom jointly with 6-31G(d,p) basis set for other atoms
(C,O,N and H) using Gaussian09 [16]. The TD-DFT was performed considering opti-
mized geometry using CAM-B3LYP [12, 14, 17] function in combination with LANL2DZ
(ECP) [15] for Mn atom and 6–31G(d,p) for other atoms (C, H, N and O) for the calcula-
tion of spectral feature of the complex. In order to include solvation effect in TD-DFT
calculation, we included continuum model (CPCM) [18] (polarizable conductor calcula-
tion model along with united-atom topological model having e¼ 78.39). The geometry
of the ligand and complex was fully optimized without any symmetry constraints.
GaussSum 2.1 program [19] was used to calculate the molecular orbital contributions
from groups or atoms.

3.3. DNA-Binding studies

3.3.1. UV–vis spectral study

The solution of CT-DNA in Tris–HCl/NaCl (50mM Tris–HCl and 50mM NaCl, pH7.2) was
made and stock solutions were stored at 4 �C and used within 4 days. The electronic
spectrum of the complex was monitored in the presence and absence of CT-DNA. In
this absorption titration experiment, a fixed concentration of the complex was titrated
with increasing amounts of DNA over a range of 0–10lM. To eliminate the absorb-
ance of DNA, equal amounts of DNA were added to the reference solution as well.
The intrinsic binding constant is determined as follows [20]:

DNA½ �= ea�efð Þ ¼ DNA½ �= eb�efð Þ þ 1= Kb eb�efð Þ� �
(1)

where [DNA] is the concentration of DNA in base pairs, the apparent absorption coeffi-
cients ea, ef and eb corresponds to Aobsd/[complex], the extinction coefficient for the
free complex, and the extinction coefficient for the complex in the fully bound form,
respectively. Plots of [DNA]/(ea-ef) versus [DNA] gave a slope 1/(eb–ef) with Y-intercept
1/[Kb(eb–ef)]. The intrinsic binding constant Kb was obtained from the ratio of the slope
to the intercept.
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3.3.2. Viscometric study

Viscosity of sonicated DNA [21] (average molecular weight of �200 base pairs was
made by using a Labsonic 2000 sonicator) was measured by a fabricated microviscom-
eter, maintained at 28 ± 0.5 �C in a thermostatic water bath. Data were presented as
(g/go)

1/3 versus the ratio of the concentration of either of the ligand or the complex
to that of the CT-DNA, where go is the viscosity of CT-DNA solution alone and g is
the viscosity of CT-DNA solution in the presence of the complex. Viscosity values were
calculated from the observed flow time of CT-DNA by the relation g¼ t – to, where t
and t0 are the values of flow times for the solution and the buffer, respectively.

3.3.3. Gel electrophoresis study

DNA-cleavage activity of the complex was monitored with the help of a gel electro-
phoresis Model No. 2101, Genei, Bangalore. The super coiled pUC19 DNA (0.5mg per
reaction) in Tris–HCl/NaCl buffer (pH 7.2) was treated with increasing amounts of
metal complex over a range of 18–36 mM along with H2O2 (16 mM) [22]. After incuba-
tion for 45min at 37 �C, it was mixed with a sample loading dye. The samples were
run on a 0.9% agarose in 1 X TAE buffer for 3 h at 80mV; then it was treated with EB
solution and the bands were visualized by UV light and photographed with UVP Bio
Doc-It Imaging System. The percentage of cleavage of supercoiled (SC) pUC19 DNA-
cleavage induced by the complex was determined by using UVP BIODOC-
ItLS software.

3.3.4. Molecular docking study

The molecular docking study of the Mn complex with CT-DNA was carried out using
Auto Dock 4.2.0 software package. The energy minimized conformation of the com-
plex obtained from DFT calculations were used for docking studies. The docking study
was performed with Lamarckian Genetic Algorithm (LGA) inside the 126� 126� 126
grid box. For visualization of the results, Discovery studio visualizer 2016 and Chimera
1.10.2 were used.

4. Results and discussions

4.1. Characterization of the complex

4.1.1. IR and UV–vis studies of the complex

Some important infrared absorption frequencies of the metal complex are analyzed.
The azomethine group frequencies of free Schiff base shifts toward the lower fre-
quency region in the complex from around 1618 cm�1 to 1587 cm�1 due to involve-
ment of the N atom of the –C¼N– group in coordination with the metal center [23].
Bands at 463 and 539 cm�1 are due to v(Mn–N1), v(Mn–N2) and v(Mn–O1), v(Mn–O4)
vibrations, respectively, of the coordinated sal-oxime ligand. The complex shows a
broad absorbance throughout the visible region; this may be due to the d–d transition
of the metal Mn(II) in the complex. The complex shows broad peaks at 253 nm and
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216 nm which can be assigned as the n–p� and p–p� of intra-ligand electronic
transitions.

4.1.2. Thermo gravimetric analysis

The presence of the coordinated water in the complex is characterized by a mass loss
above 120 �C [24]. The 10% mass loss occurred at this temperature, which corresponds
to the loss of two molecules of coordinated water in the complex (Figure S1).

4.1.3. Mass spectrometric analysis

The molecular formulation and some structural information can be obtained from ES-
MS analysis. The molecular formula of the complex [Mn(sal-oxime)2(H2O)2] obtained
from the analytical techniques is C14H16MnN2O6 (MW ¼ 363.04), which is also sup-
ported by the observed ESI-mass spectra of the complex which show the mass of the
complex (M) at 363.04 m/z added with a sodium at 386.03 m/z with maximum abun-
dance (Figure S2).

4.1.4. Magnetic moment

The room temperature (298 K) magnetic moment of the complex is 5.89 BM, which
indicates the presence of high-spin Mn(II) center in the octahedral geometry of the
complex [25].

4.1.5. EPR spectra

The EPR spectrum of [MnII(sal-oxime)2(H2O)2] was recorded in solid state at room tem-
perature. A single EPR line is observed (Figure S3), which revealed the presence of a
strong signal in the g¼ 1.97 region. Such single-line spectrum suggests unambigu-
ously the mononuclear nature of the complex [24]. From the low value of g, it can be
said that there can be important contribution of ligand spin–orbit coupling, which
actually indicates the presence of covalency [26].

Figure 2. Optimized geometry of (a) ligand and (b) complex.
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4.1.6. Optimization of molecular geometry and electronic structure

DFT study has proved to be an important tool to obtain better insights into the geom-
etry, electronic structure, and optical properties of these systems. The TD-DFT
approach has been demonstrated to be reliable for calculating spectral properties of
many transition metal complexes [27]. The geometry of both the ligand and the metal
complex has been optimized by using DFT. The ground-state optimized geometry of
ligand and its Mn2þ complex is shown in Figure 2, where both the ligand and the
Mn2þ complex have C1 point group. Main optimized geometrical parameters of the
complex are listed in Table 1. The modeled geometry possesses a distorted octahedral
arrangement around the Mn(II) center.

In the complex, all calculated Mn–N distances occur in the range 1.996–2.022 Å and
Mn–O distances are in the range 1.928–2.162 Å. Hence, all the DFT calculations
unequivocally support the structure of the Mn compound. The calculated IR stretching
frequencies of the complex are compared with experimental findings (Table 2 and
Figure 3(a)) and the values are found to be in good agreement. In the case of ligand
(sal-oxime) at ground state, the electron density at HOMO–1, HOMO, LUMO, and
LUMO þ1 orbitals mainly resides on the benzene moiety. The energy difference
between HOMO (highest occupied molecular orbital) and LUMO (lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital) of the ligand (Figure S4) is 4.68 eV. This assignment was supported
by TD-DFT calculations. In the case of the complex, all the LUMO, LUMO þ1, LUMO
þ2, HOMO, and HOMO–1 mainly originate from ligand p and p� orbital contributions
while the LUMO þ2, HOMO, LUMO, and HOMO–1 arise from the contribution of Mn d

Table 1. Selected optimized geometrical parameters for the complex in the ground state calcu-
lated at LANL2DZ levels.
Bond lengths (Å)
Mn–N1 1.996
Mn–O1 1.928
Mn–O3W 2.162
Mn–O4 1.976
Mn–N2 2.022
Mn–O6W 2.158
Bond angles (�)
O1–Mn–N1 88.25
N1–Mn–O3W 92.42
O3W–Mn–O4 90.84
O4–Mn–N2 90.06
N2–Mn–O6W 88.09
O6W–Mn–O1 86.71
N1–Mn–O4 91.92
O4–Mn–N2 88.25
N2–Mn–O1 89.91
O1–Mn–N1 90.06
N1–Mn–N2 178.20
O1–Mn–O4 175.28
O3W–Mn–O6W 171.14

Table 2. Comparisons of experimental and theoretical stretching frequency of complex.
Frequency Theoretical values (cm-1) Experimental values (cm-1) % of Deviation

v(Mn–N1) and v(Mn–N2) 501 463 8.2
v(Mn–O1) and v(Mn–O4) 560 539 3.8
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orbitals along with ligand p orbital. The energy difference between HOMO and LUMO
in the complex is 3.38 eV while for the ligand it is 4.68 eV.

The complex shows two absorption bands at 216 and 253 nm in aqueous solution
at room temperature. The spectra calculated from TD-DFT show bands at 239 and

Figure 3. (a) Calculated (black) and experimental (red) IR spectra of the complex. (b) Comparison
of theoretical and experimental electronic spectra of the complex.

Table 3. Selected UV–vis energy transitions at the B3LYP level for complex in aqueous medium.
kcal (nm) Oscillator strength (f) kexpt (nm) Key transitions

239 0.0252 216 HOMO!Lþ 2, H–1!Lþ 1
255 0.0117 253 H–1!Lþ 1, HOMO!Lþ 1, H–1!LUMO
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255 nm for the complex (Figure 3). This calculated value is in good agreement with
the experimental results (Table 3 and Figure 3(b)) [28].

4.1.7. HOMO–LUMO energy

In chemistry, the energy difference between HOMO and LUMO is called the
HOMO–LUMO gap and these molecular orbitals are well known as “frontier orbitals” as
these kinds of orbitals are farthest boundary of the electrons of the molecule (Figure
4) [29]. The HOMO–LUMO gap determines the rate of excitation of the molecule in
which the rate increases with decreasing the gap. The HOMO and LUMO orbitals with
corresponding energies are shown diagrammatically in Figure 5 and the HOMO–LUMO
Ediff is 3.379 eV. Here, HOMO is distributed to the large extent of the aromatic part of
the molecule and the metal atom. The electron density is greater on one of the aro-
matic parts of the ligand over another between two ligands attached to the metal ion.
In the case of LUMO, the above mentioned electron density (found in HOMO) is

Figure 4. Frontier molecular orbitals involved in the UV–vis absorption of metal complex.

Figure 5. Frontier orbitals (HOMO–LUMO) of the complex.
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inversed on the aromatic part of another ligand attached with metal center. It is also
interesting to note that the electron density on the metal ion vanished in LUMO
where it was sufficient in HOMO. The p-bonding character of HOMO, p-anti-bonding
character of LUMO and high HOMO–LUMO gap indicate high stability for the com-
plexes as the molecule requires high energies for excitation.

4.2. DNA-Binding studies

The present project is directed toward the development of synthetic DNA-nuclease, so
it demands a thorough study on the ability of the molecule to bind the double-
stranded DNA. Hence, the binding of DNA by the complex has been studied, results of
which are being presented herein.

4.2.1. Electronic absorption spectral studies

Monitoring the changes in absorption profile of the metal complexes upon addition of
increasing amounts of DNA is one of the most widely used methods for determining
overall binding constants [30]. The electronic spectra of the complex in the presence
and absence of DNA were monitored. The absorption spectrum of the complex is
monitored by varying the concentration of CT-DNA. Upon addition of incremental
amounts of DNA, the intensity of the bands of the complex at 216 nm and 253 nm
increases (Figure 6). The hyperchromic effect is caused mainly because of electrostatic
attraction with the DNA and hence causing damage to the secondary structure of
DNA which may cause partial untwisting of the helical structure of DNA, exposing
more bases of the DNA [31]. These spectroscopic characteristics suggest that the com-
plexes had some interaction with DNA [31]. The basic binding constant (Kb) is a useful

Figure 6. Absorption spectra of the complex (10lM) in the presence of increasing amounts of CT-
DNA, [DNA]/[complex]¼ (a –l): 0–10lM. (inset: plot of [DNA]/(ea – ef)� 109 (M2cm) versus
[DNA]� 106 (M) for calculating Kb monitoring 216-nm wavelength).
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tool to define the magnitude of the binding strength of compounds with DNA, which
is calculated to be (2.40 ± 0.2)� 103 M�1 monitoring the wavelength of compound at
216 nm. However, this observed binding constant is smaller than the classical intercala-
tors and metallointercalators where the binding constant was reported to be in the
order of 107 M�1 [29]. Hence, the possibility of the complex to be an intercalator is
completely ruled out. The Kb value indicates that the complex is moderately bound to
CT-DNA and electrostatic interactions cannot be ruled out. Again, the complex can
participate in hydrogen bond formation with DNA base pairs, which may lead to bet-
ter binding affinity between the complex and DNA base pairs, thereby suggesting the
involvement of the complex as a DNA groove-binder.

4.2.2. Viscometric studies

To further investigate the mode of binding between the complexes and DNA, viscosity
measurements were carried out. The spectroscopic technique is very useful but not
sufficient to understand the mode of binding of the complex with DNA [32].
Hydrodynamic measurements which are sensitive to the change in DNA length are
used to confirm the spectral data. So, viscosity is used to be a sensitive technique to
understand the mode of DNA-binding [33]. The relative viscosity of CT-DNA solution is
known to increase on intercalative binding of substrates, because the insertion of
intercalators causes the base pairs of the DNA to pull apart and thus causes lengthen-
ing of the DNA helix, leading to an increase in the viscosity of DNA. While molecules
bound to DNA through groove do not alter the relative viscosity of DNA [34]. The val-
ues of relative specific viscosities of DNA in the absence and presence of complex are
plotted against [complex]/[DNA] (Figure 7). It is observed that the addition of the com-
plex into the CT-DNA solution does not show significant increase in the viscosity of

Figure 7. Effect of increasing the amount of the complex on the specific viscosity of CT-DNA.
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CT-DNA, which clearly rules out intercalative binding and hints at the groove binding
of CT-DNA by the present complex.

4.2.3. Gel electrophoresis study for nuclease activity

The double-stranded plasmid pUC19 DNA exists in a compact supercoiled (SC) form.
Upon introduction of nuclease, the naturally occurring supercoiled (SC) form may give
rise to nicked circular (NC) form. Relatively fast migration is observed for supercoiled
(SC) form than the NC form when the plasmid DNA is subjected to electrophoresis.
Hence, DNA-strand breaks were quantified by measuring the transformation of the
supercoiled (SC) form into NC form [34]. The ability of the manganese complex to
induce DNA-cleavage was studied by gel electrophoresis using supercoiled pUC19

Figure 8. (a) Agarose gel (0.9%) electrophoregram of supercoiled DNA (0.5 mg) incubated for
45min at 37 �C, in PBS buffer (0.15 M, pH 7.2) at 37 �C. Lane 1: DNA control; Lane 2: DNAþH2O2;
Lane 3: DNAþ complex (18 mM); Lane 4: DNAþ complex (18 mM)þH2O2; Lane 5: DNAþ complex
(36 mM); Lane 6: DNAþ complex (36 mM)þH2O2. (b) Graphical representation of % of cleavage
indifferent lanes.

Table 4. Results of the cleavage of pUC19 DNA determined by gel electrophoresis study.
Lane no. Reaction condition Form I (% SC) Form II (% NC)

1 Control DNA 90 10
2 DNAþH2O2 (16 lM) 86 14
3 DNAþ complex (18 lM) 69 31
4 DNAþ complex (18 lM)þ (16 lM) H2O2 60 40
5 DNAþ complex (36 lM) 58 42
6 DNAþ complex (36 lM)þ (16 lM) H2O2 52 48
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DNA in Tris–HCl/NaCl buffer (pH 7.2) which was treated with increasing amounts of
metal complex over a range of 18–36 mM along with H2O2 (16 mM) (Figure 8 and
Table 4) [34, 35]. On addition of fixed concentration of H2O2 (16 mM), the percentage
of NC form increases to 14% (lane 2), while on addition of the compound (18-36 mM),
the percentage of NC form increases through 31% to 42% in lanes 3 and 5, respect-
ively. Whereas, on addition of different concentrations of compound and H2O2

together (16 mM H2O2þ 18 mM complex) and (16 mM H2O2þ 36 mM complex) the per-
centage of NC form of DNA increases to 40% (lane 4) and 48% (lane 6), respectively.
This clearly indicates that the compound alone shows moderate nuclease activity but
exhibits higher nuclease activity when used in combination with H2O2 [22, 35].

Figure 9. Docked pose of complex showing interaction with base pairs; inset: enlarged view of the
docked pose.

Figure 10. Hydrogen-bonding interactions of the complex with DNA base pairs.
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4.2.4. Theoretical simulation for the interaction of DNA with complex

In the present communication, theoretical simulation in the form of molecular docking
is used to realize the binding of complex with DNA (PDB access code 2BNA) [36]. The
docking simulation showed that the complex molecule has aromatic ring containing
ligand system having electronegative atom like nitrogen as well as two water mole-
cules. Therefore, there is a balance between hydrophobic and hydrophilic parts in the
molecule. The investigating molecule is capable of interacting with DNA residues
through hydrogen bonding and other weak electrostatic interactions. The docking
study shows that the molecule interacts with DNA through its minor groove (Figure
9), the energy minimized conformation of the complex inside the DNA, and the
change of free energy for the interaction is –6.21 kcal/mol. There are four hydrogen-
bonding interactions between DNA and the complex. They are found between NH2

group of G10 and G14 residue with oxime OH and water molecule of complex,
respectively. In addition, the sugar oxygen of G16 residue and C¼O of C11 residues
separately interact with two water molecules present in the complex through H-bond-
ing as shown in Figure 10. Therefore, the theoretical simulations support the propos-
ition of groove binding, which has been suggested from other experimental findings.

5. Conclusion

The newly developed Mn complex is characterized by a different physicoanalytical
technique and its geometry has been optimized by DFT calculations. The TD-DFT
study clearly supports the optimized structure of complex, which is in good agree-
ment with the experimental findings. In the present study, the interaction of complex
with CT-DNA is examined by absorbance and viscometric methods. The results of the
DNA-binding experiments suggest that the complex binds in the groove of CT-DNA,
which is also supported by molecular docking. The complex exhibits effective concen-
tration-dependent nuclease activity in the presence of H2O2 by cleaving the super-
coiled plasmid (pUC19) DNA to NC form. Therefore, the present study provides non-
platinum-based manganese based on a new class of nuclease, as a potential artifi-
cial nuclease.
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